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TRAVEL AND ENTERTAINMENT EXPENDITURES

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1963

U.S. SENATE,
CoMrm. oN FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 o'clock a.m., in

room 2221, New Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd
(chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Byrd, Smathers Douglas, Gore, Talmadge,
McCarthy, Hartke, Fulbright, Ribicoff, Williams, Bennett, Curtis,
Morton, and Dirksen. v

-Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk; Colin F. Stai,
Chief of Staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation,
accompanied by Thomas Vail, a staff attorney.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
This meeting was called at the suggestion of Senator Smathers to

interrogate the Commissioner of Interval Revenue on the proposed
regulations to implement section 274 of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 relating to rules for deductibility of business expenditures for
travel, entertainment and gifts.

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes Senator Smathers for ques-
tioning.

Senator SMATHEIRS. Mr. Chairman, first, I welcome Commissioner
Caplin. We are pleased to have you here today.

May I also thank the chairman for being willing to call this meet-
ing. I find a great deal of concern, not only in my State but else-
where, on the part of the business community with respect to the sub-
stantiation regulations issued by the Internal Revenue Service and
the substantive regulations now being promulgated under the law that
the Congress passed last year in relation to expense accounts.

I would fther like to say to the Commissioner that I am sure this
holds true for most of the members of this committee. Let me assure
you there i3 nothing of a personal nature involved. I recognize and

am sure till of us do the very fine job the Commissioner is doing.
He has a job to do, and he is doing it with enthusiasm and with zest.
The only question that arises in my mind is whether or not, in his
de.9ire to do his job and collect taxes in some instances, he might be
exceeding the authority granted to im by the law which the Con-gmss p assed last Year..I would like Just to say that in reading this brief statement, neither
I, nor anyone that I kInow, condones abuses in the expense account

area. I am confident that none of us condone such abuses. Quite
frankly, I felt, prior to the adoption of the changes made by Congress
last year, that the Internal Revenue Service then had sufficient author-
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ity to eliminate expense account abuses. However, the Treasury be-
p irtlnent insisted that it did not have this authority, and this was one
of the reasons why Congress undertook to make the changes which it
felt were designed solely to eliminate abuses.

I am confident that it was never the intent of Congress to enaet
legislation injurious to the hotel industry or the restaurant industry
or the entertainment industry or the many thousands of empolyees
who are connected with those industries.

I am equally confident that it was never the intent of Congress to
make changes that would restrict legitimate expense account activity
essential to the ordinary conduct of business.

From reports and correspondence that I and other Members of the
Congress have received since the issuance of your substantiation regu-
lations, pointing out the adverse impact they are having on these
industries and employees connected in those industries, as well as ex-
pressing the grave concern of the business community that the pro-
posed substantive regulation to be subsequently issued by you will
be even more restrictive, it seems to me that it would be very helpful
and constructive to examine into the matter to determine whether the
medicine prescribed is stronger than that which the patient really
needs.

Mr. Commissioner to support this concern there is an article in
this morning's Wall Street Journal entitled, "Expense Accounts." It
says in the deadline, "New Tax Guidelines Are Apt To Be Tougher
Than Many Imagine." The subheadline says, 'Internal Revenue
Service Will Overlay New Curbs on Deductions With Tough Court
Rulings on Old Law," and so on.

I would like to make that article a part of this record, if there is
not objection, at this point.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
(The article referred to follows:)

(From the Wall Sreet Journal, Feb. 28, 1963

ExPrEsr ACCOUNTS--NEw TAX GuiDmNES AR APT To BE ToUOHEE THAhN MANY
IMAGINED-IRS WIlL OVERLAY NEW CuRBs ON DEDUCTrIONS WiTH TOUoH COURT
RULINGS ON OLD I,AW-PROBLEM OF TAKING THE WIFE

(By Arlen J. Large)

WAslTINOToN.-Businessmen who fear tough language in the Treasury's forth-
coming batch of "substantive" expense account regulations are due for a
Jarring surprise:

The new rules are apt to be even tougher than imagined.
Not for several weeks will the Internal Revenue Service publish its prelimi-

nary -version of guidelines on what'S deductible--and what isn't-under last
year's tax law changes by Congress. It's therefore impossible to forecast
exactly what the guidelines will say.

However, the general direction of IRS thinking points to new expense-account
explosions ahead. The main reason: While drafting rules under the new 1962
law, officiaL also are codifying a raft of scattered court decisions and unpub-
lished IRS rulings made under the old law. The result Is a discovery that old
expense-account rules are a lot stricter than most people thought.

DOUBLE-BARMELED BLAST

Thus, Congress tougher new restrictions are overlaid on tough court inter-
pretations of still-intact provisions of the old law, providing the forthcoming
IRS guidelines with a double-barreled blast at expense-account practices that
may astonish businessmen and Congress alike.
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Take the expenses of a wife accompanying her husband on a business trip,
for example. It may well be decreed that her cost on a trip will qualify only
rarely as a deduction in the future; but Lore surprisingly, it may be decreed
that such a cost has been practically nondeductible in the past. Too, a more
austere definition of )low business journeys may be mixed with pleasure could
mow down deduettons now claimed as a matter of course.

IRS already has been under violent attack for Its first set of expense-account
rules based on the 1962 tax law changes. These rules, published in final form
in December, dealt solely with records now required to back up business ex-
pense claims. IRS was accused of making its recordkeeping rules tougher than
the law itself required, a charge which tax officials deny.

The uproar over the recordkeeping rules s alarmed some lawmakers, how-
ever, that Internal Revenue Commissioner Caplin has been summoned today to
it closed-door meeting of the Senate Finance Committee. Mr. Caplin will be
asked what lie thinks of the economic impact of the expense account changes
so far. And he probably will be asked how he's coming along In writing the
"substantive" prt of the regulations dealing with eligible deductions.

PROGRESS IS SLOW

Mr. Capitn's men are coming along slowly. IRS had hoped to publish its
second set of proposed regulations this week. But the target date now has been
moved to March 15, and officials concede April 1 may be more realistic. Once
the proposed regulations appear, about another month will be consumed in
receiving written protests, holding a hearing, and rewriting the rules in final
form. Thus, taxpayers won't get a firm set of guidelines on what's deductible
Jumch before May.

One reason It's taking IRS so long Is difficulty in figuring out just what
Congress meant last year in tightening the law on business entertainment
deductions, especially when wives tag along.

The bare-bones language of the new law itself is little help. The pertinent
passage reads: No deduction is allowed "with respect to an activity which Is of
a type generally considered to constitute entertainment, amusement, or reerea-
tioi, unless the taxpayer establishes that the item was directly related to, or
In the case of an item directly preceding or following a substantial and bona
fide business discussion (including business meetings at a convention or other-
wise), that such item was associated with the active conduct of the taxpayer's
trade or business."

The House-Senate conference committee that drafted the law's final word-
Ing said this passage would let a taxpayer deduct the cost of taking business
associates "and their wives" to dinner and the theater, if earlier that day the
mien had conducted "substantial negotiations." But the conference committee
sald nothing about the taxpayer's own wife.

A TOUGHR STAND

Tihe Senate Finance Committee interpretation of roughly this same passage
appeared to take a tougher stand on wives. IRS rule-drafters, looking for
hints on the treatment of a taxpayer's own wife on any occasion, can find a
Finance Committee example citing a hypothetical company president's trip to a
"tractor demonstration" accompanied by his wife. This committee said the
wife's expenses would be deductible under the old law, but no deduction would
be allowed under the new version.

Why,. then doesn't IRS rely on this example to draft regulations barring the
deductibility of a taxpayer's own wife? It could well end up doing Just that,
b'ut for a reason that might surprise some Senators. IRS officials think the
Senate committee was wrong In saying flatly that the wife's trip to the tractor
demonstration was deductible under the old law. A tax agent might have
challenged it anyway, and he probably stood a good chance of being upheld
by the courts.

That's because a whole body of tough interpretations has grown up over the
years around parts of the longstanding Tax Code requirement that deductions
could be claimed only for "ordinary and necessary" business expenses. In 1958,
for example, IR itself published regulations saying a wife's travel expenses In
accompanying her husband on a business trip are deductible only when she is
along "for a bona fide business purpose." The regulations v4d: '0he wife's
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performance of some incidental service does not cause her expenses to qualify
as a deductible business expense."

The U.S. Tax Court in 1961 demonstrated how strict this rule could' be.
Walter M. Sheldon; an Illinois insurance executive, was president of the National
Association of Insurance Agents. He took his wife Laura on visits to State
meetings of the association. She mainly acted as his hostess at convention social
affairs, and the Tax Court itself said it would have been "unusual" for any pres-
ident of the association to show up at these events without his wife.

COURT AONEED WITH IRS

Nevertheless, the court agreed with IRS in tossing out the claimed tax deduc-
tions for Mrs. Sheldon. The court said she went only to meetings held at
"primarily resort or tourist locations," that Mr. Sheldon had not proved that his
wife's social appearances were necessary in his work, and that he hadn't
tried to get reimbursement from the association for her expenses. The decision
that Mrs. Sheldon's expenses, thus, were "personal and nondeductible" was
upheld in February 1962 by a Federal court of appeals.

A taxpayer might have lost his case under the old law even if he proved
his wife did useful work. The Tax Court in February 1959 considered the case
of another insurance man, Frederick 0. Moser, who claimed deductions for his
wife's expenses on business trips from Seattle to Hawaii, New York, southern
California, and other places. His wife.didn't actually sell insurance with her
husband, but she helped entertain his clients and assisted Mr. Moser with his
paperwork.

The Tax Court agreed Mrs. Moser was "of some assistance" to her husband
in running his Insurance business. But in scratching the deductions, the court
said "she did no more than her wifely duty would require."

The old "ordinary and necessary" clause on which the Sheldon and Moser
decisions are based remains in the tax law. IRS officials currently are weigh-
ing these and other decisions in figuring out what to say in their guidelines on
the new law. It seems clear that this dragging together ofsometimes obscre
court cases and never-published IRS positions will make the old rules on wives
appear much more strict than most people supposed. When rules interpreting
the new law are placed atop this, it's likely a wife's deductibility will be limited
to rare cases.

BUSINOSs VACATION TRIS

Congress also tried to tighten the law on deductibility of combination business.
vacation trips. If a businessman goes from New York to Bermuda for a week-
long industry convention, and then stay 2 additional weeks lying on the beach,
his travel tickets were deductible under the old law. The new law still allows
deductions for expenses actually incurred at the convention, but he can deduct
only one-third of the cost of his travel tickets.

Though this seems clear enough, IRS officials might feel obliged to offer new
guidance on the hazy boundary line between "business and "pleasure." Once
again,, strict court interpretations under the old law may have a bearing on
what IRS says.

0. 3. D. Rudolph, a Texas insurance man,^ met his company's sales quota and
won an all-expenses-paid trip to New York City. His company transported Mr.
Rudolph, his wife, and other winners on two special trains, convened them at a
morning business session and a luncheon, and then left the rest of the time free
for entertainment and sightseeing. IRS allowed the insurance company to
deduct the entire $84,000 cost of the trip as a business deduction from Its own
taxable income. But it said Mr. Rudolph failed to show as "income" on his
personal tax return $6 representing his pro rated share of the trip's cost.

Mr. Rudolph contended the trip's cost wasn't "income," and even if it was, he
had the right to deduct it as an ordinary and nece"ary business expense.

"BONUS, REWAtD"

A Federal astrict Judge in Texas sided with IRS, ruling the trip's cost was
'in, the naturo'bf a bonus, reward, and 'compensation for a Job Well done" and
adjed that tho9 holding pf.onventmons tix remote places "has,the prlmary'purpote
or affrrdin, --b 'eature trip 3. appeals coni c d, and the
Supremb~u ltst iummer rei fte4 to ,OVerurn, th owet rullhgrs..i Thus, the

di~rcteptdjl~nis iowpart'.o the tiody of riulings surroundIng ,the "ordi-
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nary and necessary" clause, and IRS may well make use of it in preparing its
new guidelines.

The new law's language also is intended to overturn some other court interpre-
tations of the "ordinary and necessary" clause which IRS felt were too easy.
In asking for tighter expense-account rules In the first place, the Treasury made
much of a case in which the Tax Court allowed a dairy company's African safari
to be deductible as an advertising expense. The Finance Committee report said
the law will "overrule" the arguments use by the dairy in winning Its case.

In some passages of the law where Congress was less precise, IRS probably
won't attempt a highly detailed sketch of what was intended. For example, the
law bans deductibility of a traveling businessman's outlays for meals and lodg-
ing which are "lavish and extravagant under the circumstances." IRS rule-
drafters probably will try to deftie "lavlbh and extravagant" only In general
synonyms, leaving it mostly up to the tax agent's Judgment.

Senator SMATHERS. Mr. Commissioner, I submit, respectfi ly, that
the action taken thus far is having an adverse and growing effect on
the industries which I have mentioned, and this, in turn, will have a
growing adverse impact on bur economy generally.- Consequently,
rather than recouping an estimated loss of $100 million in revenue
allegedly resulting from abuses from the expense account area, it ap-
pears now that in an effort to correct the abuses, legitimate expense-
account activity is s te t a losses and ower profits will
inevitably offset e anticipated increase enue receipts. ,

This is of pticular significance and seems )mewhat inconsistent
with the vi of the President- e United Sta when he recently
emphasiz beforethe rica Ba rs Associati the importanceof the bstantiat the eighborh of $10 billion
this y r, even out orms if n' ry, in ord to stimulate
the nom in ificient ti e hat - ht be a ion.

In he Fe mary 1 0 journa o the Hote and Restau-
ran Employeea and B In rnat nal Union, it is reported
th the Ite Al Rev Se i ce tions thus iar ed hdave
al dy bro u I. of auran brni aoujb
lay ffsinthi indus brg abu -jobry

mne jus quote uple of a hs mnthis jo Al:
At the Chase- ark P I za chaf Vr reduction In busi ess expense-

acco t spendfn ha rigge a if u employees eftive Monday
(Jan. 4) and an ers to aced on aced 3- 4-day week."

'IT 'Sheraton-Jefferson," he" d, abandon floor I n the boule-
vard resulting In YO w ters an ssocla employees, plus8 music| B..

Industr spokesmen ashingto for e Of tb newr Congress are
deeply cone ed at mounting t from a rts of the untry that the con-
fusion surro Ing the new regulations, and the per tural fears fostered
among business xn by that same confusion, have serio affected hotel, restau-
rant and convention rations.

Comments of e ula operators, re r n the Globe-Democrat story,
are typical of thee reports .

L. 0. Schoenbrunn, manager of the 1,600-room Ohase-Park Plaza, said:
"We noticed the difference last month when all the publicity on the new tax

ruling ,began; Qne ,conventIon, scheduled for. January 6, canceled-10 rooms.
Our n.:ht club .nd entertainment have dropPd off drastically despite the fact
we haVe one of the bst shows 9ver.

"The businesmen seem to be spooked by confusion," he said.- "Some seem to
.l.thtz " longer can they Justify ta, kig a p~~_ tive cust~mOr o)t Jost toui i p ue goo wi I hey can't sow a deal was made dur ngthe eve- X_

ein tey feel they might not be allowed the coets as a"Justifiable b, uAtn
expense.

5
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"Our average room rate has fallen off almost 8 percent. Plush suites are almost
impossible to sell. It looks like our January gross business will be off about
$1oo,ooo."

On page 28 of the February 18 issue of U.S. News & World
Report, it is stated that:

New rules limiting expense accounts really are hurting some businesses.
Tax loss, due to Job loss and lower profits for industries affected by new

rules, very probably will offset in large part tax gains of a few millions due to
sharper limits on expense-account deductions.

Pressures already are growing to ease the rules. Country clubs often are
feeling the pinch badly. The entertainment business is, too.

Then, again, in the March 4 issue of U.S. News & World Report,
pages 31 and 32, it is stated as follows:

Tax-law tinkering by reformers can be filled with dangers. A lesson, it
now appears, will be provided by a simple move to tighten expense accounts.

The expense account had been built into the American economy. A number
of important lines of business grew up around expense accounts. Congress,
at the urging of reformers, changed the rules to end "expense-account living."

And so what's happening? Restaurants are hard hit Country clubs are be-
ginning to be, as well. Entertainment business of all kinds is being hurt.
Cattle growers find themselves caught in the backwash. Beefsteak is the
favorite on expense-account meals. Beefsteak demand, declining drastically in
the fancy cuts, has resulted in a cut of about 20 percent in live-cattle prices.

That's just one small example. Farmers are hit. Investors in luxury estab-
lishments will be hit. Jobs are being lost in business that catered to the
expense-account trade. It shows the danger of tinkering with taxes.

There's a strong prospect that more revenue will be lost through loss of jobs
and taxable income, due to expense-account rules, then will be gained by closing
what looked to officials to be a tax loophole.

Treasury now is saying that the new rules aren't as harsh as many people
seem to think. F en so, most people simply do not want to be bothered by all
the recordkeepig the tax collectors require to support expense deductions.

While I do not necessarily subscribe to all that is quoted in U.S.
News & World Report, it appears to me that there is a general con-
sensus that the above does reflect the attitude of the business
community.

The deep concern'of the business world over these regulations, as
well ns the fear that the substantive regulations to be promulgated
will te more restrictive, has not been alleviated to this date.

Reports are being received that restaurants have closed, employees
have kieen laid off, hotels are experiencing widespread cancellation of
convention reservations, and beef prices have tumbled at the Chicago
stockyard.

As a matter of fact, the manager of the Key Biscayne Hotel, in my
own State, had just informed me this past week and I have a letter
on the way here, that four conventions scheduled for that hotel were
canceled during last week, and in each letter the reason was expressed
to be because there was uncertainty over the expense-account regl-
lation.

This is not a matter which affects Florida alone. It is a matter
which affects our economy generally at a time when we should bestriving to stimulate the economy, rather than to deflate it.

All of this has been attributed to the regulations thus far issued,
and those that are to be issued in the expense-account area, in the
future.
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I am sure that you know, Mr. Caplin, perhaps better than most
of us, the furor that was raised by the proposed substantiation
regulations issued by you on November 8 of last year.

Great concern was expressed then by the business world generally.
They were condemned, the regulations which you then proposed were
condemned, for requiring unreasonable and unyielding meticulous
recordkeeping, both by employees and by their employers.

They were condemned for requiring notes to be recorded immedi-
ately upon the incurring of an expense, rather than at the end of the
business day.

They were condemned for keeping businessmen from conducting
business transactions.

They were condemned for imposing such severe recordkeeping
burdens that it was said that the additional expenses incurred by
business in maintaining the new records would reduce revenues to
the Treasury by a greater amount than would be gained through the
disallowance of some entertainment expenses.

As a result of this severe criticism, you felt impelled to modify
these original regulations and eased up considerably before issuing
the final ones on December 27,1962.

As a matter of fact, you even announced a number of the modifica-
tions at the December 4 hearing before witnesses were heard.

Additional changes were made after the hearing, and I am sure
that there is no doubt that with each modification, there was effected
an improvement over the original proposals.

It may well be that the Congress, in an effort to eliminate abuses,
went too far. On the other hand, it may well be that the regulations
have far exceeded congressional intent. Then, too, it may be a com-
bination, and probably is a combination, of both. Either regulation
relief, legislative relief, or a combination of both, may be warranted.

I have a personal feeling, and I, of course could be in error, that
the regulations in some instances go furtherthan the statute actually
permits.

It seems to me the taxpayers' principal objection is that they im-
pose an excessive recordkeeping_ burden, which requires taxpayers to
choose between forfeiting productive man-hours or forfeiting the
deduction of an expense to which they are otherwise entitled.

To determine just what action, if any, may be needed. I would
like to ask you some questions which I have prepared, unless you want
to make a response to my general statement before I begin to ask
you some questions.

STATEMENT OF MORTIMER M. CAPLIN, COMMISSIONER, INTERNAL
REVENUE SERVICE; ACCOMPANIED BY DONALD I. LAMONT,
ATTORNEY, OFFICE OF CHIEF COUNSEL, INTERNAL REVENUE
SERVICE

Mr. CAPLIN. I would be very happy to make a preliminary re-
sponse, Senator. First, I would like to express my appreciation for
the very kind remarks you made at the outset, and I welcome the
opportunity' to meet with this committee.

As you well know, I have represented taxpayers over a period of
20 years. I have represented businessmen, large and small, over this
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period, and it is my expectation, when my days end up here, to return
to this endeavor.

With this background, I would just like to say that I am very
sensitive to the needs of businessmen, and I regard a large part of
my function as Commissioner to make sure that in the carrying out
of the law we are not overzealous, and that we are not treading on the
rights of taxpayers.

In promulgating these regulations, which, you know have to be
approved by the Secretary of the Treasury, we were endeavoring to
be meticulous in following what we considered was the legislative
intent. We studied in detail the committee reports, the language of
the statute, and I would welcome wholeheartedly, Senator Smathers,
any suggestion in any area where you feel that these regulations
overstep the congressional intent.

This is what we are endeavoring to do in the present regulations
that we have under consideration.

Now, you remarked at the outset, and it certainly was not neces-
sary, the strong feeling that you and the other Members of Congress
have against the abuses which had developed in this area. At the
same time you indicated your concern about legitimate business ex-
pense deductions being allowed as deductions. This is the dual pat-
tern we have been trying to follow.

I do not have to account to you the legislative background. As
far back as 1952, Congressman king, of California, after a detailed
study of tax administration, introduced a bill to disallow any busi-
ness expense unless it was substantiated in accordance with the Sec-
retary's regulations. He said at that time:

One of the most flagrant sources of inequity and of corruption has been found
in the inadequacy of existing recordkeeping records and enforcement of these
requirements.

Now, this was the setting in which Internal Revenue for over 10
years endeavored to handle this-problem administratively. We found
evidence of black market payment, of bribery, of all sorts of un-
related expenses thrown into the travel and entertainment expense
account. This was the background which the Secretary investigated
after the 1960 legislation.

You will recall that the Senaz passed a statute which would have
abolished all expense accounts except a quiet business meal, and this
went into conference. At that time the conferees asked the Secretary
of the Treasury to make a report, which he did in 1961.

Now, on the specific record- keeping requirements, the abolition of
the Cohan rule, you will recall the committee report says that no
longer is estimation to be accepted; and the statute says that there
must be substantiation, substantiation by adequate records or other
evidence corroborating the taxpayer's statement.

The statutes states the amount, the time, the place, the business pur-
pose and the business relationship, must be substantiated.

The Secretary is given a discretion to eliminate some of these
items up to certain amounts. This was the de minimis rule for taxis,
tips, and the like.

Senator SMATHERS. Was the Secretary given the authority to go
beyond that?
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Mr. CAPLIN. No, he was not given the authority to go beyond that.
Now, I would like to say that the regulations were not drafted in
the abstract.

We called in different attorneys, accountants. We examined many
forms. We conferred with business leaders. At the same time, we
were very anxious to have something out by the first of the year.

We got the first draft out as soon as possible, knowing that there
would be comment and hoping to get Amprovement. I met with over
100 tax executives in Detroit. I invited representatives from large
corporations to meet in my office. The improvement that was made
over the first draft was not a trading matter. It was an effort for
reasonable accommodation to legitimate business needs.

Now, I recognize that there are elements in the county that have
reacted strongly. But I would like to call to your attention just a
couple of things, and then I would be very happy to subject myself to
your questioning.

One was the National Restaurant Association on January 4, issued
a public statement in which they said that:

The Restaurant Association's complaint with the original proposals of the In-
ternal Revenue Service would have made the burden of recordkeeping so great
as to effectuate a tougher law than Congress intended.

But they close out:
The new regulations are far more reasonable and should not create too great

a problem for the honest businessman. Most of our objections were satisfied-
Said the restaurant spokesman.
Then I got a letter from the counsel of the American Hotel &

Motel Association, and he says:
We were very grateful, indeed, for the time allowed our association at the

hearings held on December 4, and, although the former regulations which you
published on December 27 were not all that our association would have hoped
for, we do feel that, everything considered, they are very fair and reasonable,
and We want you to know that we will do all in our power to encourage prompt
compliance by all the member hotels in the association.

Senator SvIATHERS. What is the date of that letter?
Mr. CAPLIN. That is dated January 10, 1962. Now, since then,

since January-
Senator SM ATRHs. 1963?
Mr. CAPLiN. Excuse me, 1963.
The letter actually has a 1962 date on it, but it was a typographical

error. We received*It January29 1963.
Since then I have conferred oth with the hotel and restaurant

associations, and I have arranged to come down and meet with some
of the membership in Orlando to discuss these rules in greater detail.

Next, the Governor of the State of Florida wrote us a letter on
January 22, in which he said:

On behalf of the many Florida citizens who were vitally concerned as to the
effect your new regulations might have on the tourism which is important
to our State, I should like to express my appreciation for your fine attitude and
my congratulations on the fairness which is exemplified in your rulings. I
believe that you have achieved much in your drive to eliminate abuse of ex-
pense accounts without, at the same time, placing detrimental restrictions on
legitimate business travel and activities.
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I think this is all I need mention tit this time except to mention that
many companies have written to us that our regulations are less
demanding in terms of recordkeeping than their own existing rules.

Senator SsmiinUs. Mr. Caplin, may I say that I think and I
do not. use this word to impute anything butt elvdit to you-you were
very clever in fOrst, having those real tough regulations issued in
November circulated about, and then acceding to less st ringent regula-
t ions which you put out December 27.

Y'ou read the letter from the hotel association which was dated
January 10. I have got a letter from the hotel association dated
February 26.

SenatorCu'rrus. Will the Senator yield?
Senator SATrits. Yes.
Senator Cun'is. Mr. Chairman, some of us have conflict with coni-

mittee Ineetings. I would like to ask unalnimous consent to submit
about half a dozen questions in writing and have the questions and
the responses iiCorporated in tile hearings. 'fl ey (1 not Ileed to
be pronounced here orally, but I will hand them in sometime today.

rhe CHAIlrtMX. Without objection.
Sellator ltRTIS. Thank you very munch.
(See questions Nos. 25, 20, 27, 28 and the Commissioner's reply

begiuning oil l. 76.)
6eiiator S IATHERus. I have hert a letter from the Hotel and lRestau-

rant Employees amid Barten(lers International Union dated Feb-
ruary 26:

I have asked our legislative consultant, Mr. Cyrus 'T. Anderson, to do me the
courtesy of placing in your hands the attached material which conveys our deep
concern at the alarming loss of Jobs growing out of recent changes In Internal
Revenue Service regulations governing travel and expense deductions.

I would like to make that letter and the attachments part of the
record at this point.

The CIIAIIMAN. Without objection.
(The documents referred to ollpw ':)

lIOTEL AND RESTAURANT I-MILOYEES AND
BARTENDERS INTERNATIONAL UNION,

Cincinnati Ohio Febtuary 6, 1963.
lion. (FORGE A. SMATHERS,
Senate Office Building,
1W'ashitgton, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR SMATHERS: I have asked our legislative consultant, Mr. Cyrus
T. Anderson, to do me the courtsey of placing in your hands the attached mnate-
rlal which conveys our deep concern at the alarming loss of Jobs growing out
of recent changes in Internal Revenue Service regulations governing travel and
expense deductions.

This material includes a letter to Chairman Byrd of the Committee on Finance,
a memorandum, and photocopies of a variety of letters containing supporting
evidence.

Cordially yours,
ED. S. M1ILLER (Iencral Preacent.

Enclosures.
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HOTEL AND RESTAURANT EMPLOYEES
AND BAUTENDERS INTERNATIONAL UNION,

Oinctlnnaf, Ohio, February 26, 1963.
lion. HARRY F. BYRD,
chairman. teiah' Uoiiiiltce on Finance,
Senate Oftice Bilding, 1Vashinegtop, D.C.

l)EAR SENATOR BYRD: Since we understand the Committee on Finance will
presently review with Commissioner Caplin the new Internal Revenue Service
regulations governing deductibility of certain business entertainment expenses,
we beg leave to place tit your hands the results of a hurried survey concerning
the impact of these regulations on employment in the hotel and restaurant indus-
try. We will appreciate it, sir, if you will enter our statement in the coin-
mittee's record.

I need scarcely add that this organization, representing close to 500,000 men
and women engaged in nil departments of the public feeding and lodging Indus-
try, is deeply concerned whenever there Is a threat of lost Jobs in hts fleld.
We are, with all Americans, distressed at the persistence of unemployment;
and commonsense suggests that any act of Government which exacerbates this
already serious problem deserves the most earnest reexamination.

As the attachment meinorandum indicates, we queried officers of our branches
In the following cities: New York, Detroit, Milwaukee, Chicago, San Francisco,
St. Louis, and Los Angeles. Each is an Important hotel and restaurant center,
each a prominent convention city. While our survey Is by no menus comiplte.
it clearly reflects the alarm felt by our representatives, all widely experienced
In the Industry's labor supply problems, and by responsible. businessmen in a
position to know Intimately the already grave consequences of the IRS's new
posture in respect of travel and expense items In the businessman's budget.

I am taking the liberty of forwarding copies of this letter and the attached
exhibits to your colleagues on the Committee on Finance, as well as to Wash-
ington representatives of the trade associations of the hotel, restaurant, and
licensed beverage Industirles.

In addition, I have asked our legislative consultant, Mr. Cyrus T. Anderson,
to deliver this message to you by hand so that he may answer any questions
you have concerning it.

Very truly yours,
ED. S. MLLERa,
Oeheral Preeldetnt.

FBRUARY 20, 1963.

Memorandum T.: U.S. Senator Harry F. Byrd, chairman, Senate Committee
on Finance.

From: Ed S. Miller, General President, Hotel and Restaurant Employees and
Bartenders International Union.

On February 20, 1963, upon learning that you had decided to hold informal
discussions with the Commissioner of Internal Revenue concerning the impact
of new Internal Revenue Service regulations governing the deductibility of
travel and expense items associated with the conduct of business, I Instructed
our staff to query our local representatives in key cities with this question:

"hlave the new regulations on business entertainment expense deductions
affected employment since January 1, 1003, In hotels and restaurants in your
community V"

The query was 'put to local union officers in seven cities: New York. Detroit.
Chicago, St. Louis, Milwaukee, San Francisco, and Los Angeles. While I ai
attaching photocopies of written statements gathered by our representatives
in a number of cases, you will find below the gist of these findings. You will
also find attached the results of a similar query put to the American Hotel
and Motel Association, of whom I asked that they cull from reports reaching
them any citing precise information on specify numbers of employees affected
ns their members seek to adjust to the new situation.

Frop ?Jeio York
(Our respondent: David Siegal, president of our local joint executive board,

as well as of Dining Room Employees Local 1, with members employed in the
city's first-class restaurants.)
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Restaurant Associates, Inc., a group of outstanding restaurants catering to
the business community (the Four Seasons, La Fonda do Sul. Forum of the
Twelve Caesars, Tavern-on-the-Green, "Mamma" Leone's (on 48th Street), and
the Tower Suite, as of February 20 had laid off 350 employees, including 300
in kitchen and dining room departments and the entire staff of their central
commissary, closed February 18, at a cost of 50 Jobs. (See letter from Austin
B. Cox, citing evidence that these layoffs are directly attributed to a decline
in business entertainment volume.)

The Brass Rail chain, with seven locations including six in Manhattan and
the Golden Door at New York airport (100 Park Avenue, 500 8th Avenue, 521
5th Avenue, 145 7th Avenue, Brass Rail Socony (Socony Building) and (150 East
42d Street) reports a 15-percent decline in business volume and "approximately
200 people laid off" in all departments.

Jack and Charlie's "21," a famous midtown dining room, while citing no fig-
ures on numbers laid off, reports a business decline of 11 percent in December-
January over a year ago, and relates it to the new IRS regulations. (Letter
from I. Robert Kriendler.)

Sardi's, like "21" and El Morocco, as well as Oscar Delmonico's in the lower
Manhattan financial district, report sharp declines in the volume of their cus-
tomary business spending. Same is true of a night club, the Latin Quarter. At
all these places, according to a telephone conversation with Mr. Siegal, proprie-
tors, in addition to laying off waiters, cooks, and other personnel, are putting
their people on 3- and 4-day weeks. Sardi's has a specially telling experience:
the Sardi's in the theater district, on 44th, a popular rendezvous for theatrical
personnel and theatergoers, has held its volume pretty well, while the Sardi's
on the East Side, catering to a business clientele, has been forced to reduce its
working force, put others on short weeks including 3-hour days, and finds its
uncertain that the place can be kept in operation.
Prom Detroit

(Our respondent: Max Gazan, representative of the Detroit Joint Board,
with members employed in the city's hotels, clubs, restaurants, and country
clubs.)

Private clubs in Detroit (Athletic Club, Town Club, University Club, etc.) re-
port a January decline of 15 percent in out-of-town members--i.e., businessmen
in outstate communities who do frequent business in the Detroit area.

Country clubs have reported they will cut crews 15 percent at the opening
of their 1903 seasons in March and April.

The city's nightclub business Is off 25 percent.
Michigan restaurant and caterers association reports that member establish-

ments catering to charge account customers are down 15 to 20 percent since
January 1.

Detroit Hotel Association (major hotels-Sheraton-Cadillac, Statler-Hilton,
the Leland, etc.) reports restaurant and bar business off 15 to 20 percent, and
double-occupancy room sales for conventions are off 75 percent over previous
years. This fact bears directly on uncertainty concerning IRS position on
deductibility of expenses entailed in taking one's wife to a convention.

Mr. Gazan reports the following establishments have closed their doors since
January 1: Civic Center Restaurant, Anthony's, the Captain's Table, Ranucci's
Cascade Room, all first-class houses.
From Milwaukee

(Our respondent: Jack Heisdorf, president, Hotel & Restaurant Employees
Local 122, with members in the city's major hotels and restaurants. Attached
letters from E. A. Conforti, executive vice president, Wisconsin Restaurant
Association and Irving A. Lore, Wisconsin State Hotel Association.)

"Food service business has suffered a reduction of 18.2 per dollar sales in
comparison from January 1962 to January 1963--customer count, 21.7 percent;
number of people employed, 21.9 percent; man-hours worked, 22.8 percent.

"This decline * * * can be directed largely to the effects of the new Bureau
of Internal Revenue regulations * * *"

Hotel Association reports "sales In January 1903 declined approximately 10
percent from similar sales In January 1962."
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From Chicago
(Our respondent: John E. Cullerton, executive director, Local Joint Executive

Board, with members employed in Loop hotels, major downtown and suburban
restaurants, hotels and apartment hotels and nightclubs.)

"January is one of the best months in the hotel industry in the city of
Chicago. It may even be the best month. Occupancy figures for January 1962,
70.58 percent. In January, 1983, 65.91 percent."

From San Francisco
(Our respondent: Anthony Anselmo, secretary, Local Joint Executive Board,

with lnembers employed in hotels and restaurants belonging to the city's major
trade associations, as well as nonassociation houses.)

Del Webb's Town House reports layoffs due to sharp decline in entertaining,
reduction in sales of rooms for double occupancy.

Skipper Kent's, a restaurant, has laid off "25 to 30 percent" of personnel in
recent weeks, with half of remaining force on shorter workweeks.

Blue Fox restaurant: Ten fewer employees than in February of 1062. Sees
"chain reaction" as business decline affects other businesses-purveyors, etc.-
leading to layoffs in other businesses.

Normandy International restaurant: Business off 00 percent, six employees
laid off, "and a musician of 10 years' service with us."

Gorman's Gay Nineties: Sharp drop since January 1, laying off "a large number
of our staff."

Bimbo's 305 Theatre restaurant: "My business is off 115 to 20 percent, forcing
me to lay off personnel."

Sir Francis Drake (Western Hotels chain) : Reports "crackdown by Bureau"
has brought "an alarming fall-off in convention business, many cancellations of
rooms. In first 19 February days room sales off 13 percent, food sales off 15
percent."

Fleur de Lys. a celebrated French restaurant: "We have had to reduce many
of our people to 3-hour shifts, and many of these are working but 3 days a week."
Management here cites danger of reducing take-home pay to point where it is
actually below State unemployment compensation levels.

In a telephoned report, commenting on these letters from San Francisco
employers, Mr. Anselmo said "in 20 years I have never known such a stream of
discharge cases-dozens of them. The San Francisco contract provides machin-
ery for mediating discharges, and Anselmo reports that in "case after case"
we're being told the layoffs are directly due to a sharp decline In business growing
out of the widespread curtailment by businessmen of their customary business
lunches and dinners in an effort to avoid conflict with the Internal Revenue
Service.

From St. Louts
(Our respondent: John Gibson, president, Local Joint Executive Board, with

members In all major hotels and restaurants.)
The Sheraton-Jefferson is "reducing its force at this moment at the rate of

about five workers per day" because of lost volume they now estimate at "about
"$100,000 a month"-half in convention business, half in transient. This hotel
reports a high rate of "no shows" among convention delegates.

The Chase-Park Plaza cites the following figures, as of the week of Febru-
ary 17: $60,000 decline in room sales; $42,000 decline in their night club;
$59,000 decline In banquet department- (this Includes, of course, small business
lunches and other private dining room volume as well as large evening ban-
quets). The hotel reports 250 of its suites "simply not renting" because "cus-
tomers are afraid suites will be classed as 'lavish' by IRS." These figures
explain why Chase-Park Plaza, as of that week, had laid off 127 workers In
all departments, and put 175 other employees on reduced work schedules.

The Mayfair-Lennox hotels report an 8-percent decline since January 1 com-
pared with a year ago, primarily in food and beverage sales and foresee, If
decline is not arrested "no alternative but to permanently lay off approximately
55 employees."

John R. Thompson Co., a Chicago-based restaurant chain with St. Louis
units, while reporting no layoffs yet, foresees likelihood of reductions In force
if present decline continues.

96747-6-----S
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From Los Angeles (our respondent: Paul Greenwood, secretary, local Joint
cecutive board, members in all major hotels and restaurants)

While letters supporting his report were not in hand when this memorandum
was drafted, Mr. Greenwood reports by telephone as follows:

"Mike Romanoff's has closed because of lost 'business entertainment' lunch
and dinner business. Both Dave Chassen's and Robert Cobb's Brown Derby,
famous Los Angeles restaurants, report their business lunch and dinner trade
to be off 15 to 20 percent, with layoffs and short weeks proportionate. Same Is
true of the Mike Lyman chain of three units. Managers Weber (Ambassador),
Meacham (Statler-Hilton), and Bernard (Biltmore), leading Los Angeles hotels,
have told me that layoffs already amount to 10 percent, and short weeks for
others are increasing as they try to adjust to the new conditions imposed."
From the American Hotel A Motel Association

At my request the principal trade association in the hotel industry has taken
out of reports reaching them specific cases in which hotel owners have cited
numbers or percentages of layoffs. This list, of about 30 hotels in 15 or 20
cities-including most of those included in our spot check-only confirms the
findings of our survey: hotels are cutting their payrolls dractically in an effort
to balance overhead costs with reduced business volume resulting from the new
IRS regulations. (See list below of organized cities and unorganized cities.)

Cma Wita HOTELS AaZ OIOANIZW
Los Angeles, Calif.: Statler-Hilton Hotel. During last 8 months have dropped

92 employees.
St. Louis, Md.: Sheraton-Jefferson Hotel. Dropped 43 waiters In January.
St. Louis, Mo.: Chase-Park Plaza. Laid off 85 employees--put another 150

on a 3-4 day week.
Boston, Mass.: Bradford Hotel. January 1963-19 employees eliminated.
Detroit, Mich. : Statler-Hiltou. Dropoff of 47 employees, comparing January

1962 with January 1963.
Minneapolis, Minn.: Holiday Motor Hotel. Since January 1, 1963, employ-

ment down 4 percent.
Billings, Mont.: Northern Hotel. Twelve percent of jobs eliminated-shorter

hours for remaining ones.
Atlantic City, N.J.: Shelburne Hotel. Employee days for the month of Janu-

ary was 898 less than last year.
New York City: Realty Hotels. Staff reduction as compared to January 1902

was 4.4 percent and 19062 was a poor year.
New York City: Hotel Taft. Reduction of 26 employees January 1962 as

compared to January 1963,
New York City: Hotel Pierre. Cotillion Room closed, forcing 63 persons out

of work.
New York City: Sheraton-Atlantic. Layoff of approximately 50 employees-

January 1962 to January 19068.
New York City: Hotel Dixie. January 1962, 235 on payroll. January 1963,

217 on payroll.
. New )rork City: Hotel George Washington. January 1962, 181 on payroll.

January 103,175 on payroll.
New York City: Manger-Vanderbilt. Cut staff by 23 employees January 1903.
Columbus,. Ohio:' Deshler-Hilton. Seven employees In one room, because of

the Lecessity of closing the room.
Dayton, Ohio: Dayton-Biltmore. January 1962, 64.1 employees. January

1M63 57.3 employees..
Pittsburgh, Pa.: Hotel Websters Hall. January 1962 to January 1963 reduc-

tion In personnel of 20 employees.
Southern California Hotel and Motel Association. Unemployment among

hotel. and restaurant workers has Increased 15 percent since new regulation.
Seattle, Wash.:• Olympi Hotel. 88 employees less than 1 year ago.

* Seattle, .Wash..: Edmond Meany Hotel. Staff reduction of 15 full-time em-
pl0ys.,. .7 t . nBiE Paso, T~exas: Hilton Hotel. Reduced number of employees from 172 to 160.
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CITIES WHERE HOTLLS ARE UNOROANIZED

Solving, Calif.: Alisal Ranch. January, cut 10 full-time employees.
Wallingford, Conn.: Yankee-Silversmith Inn. Payroll, Janur.ry. 1962, 119

persons. Payroll, January 1963, 97 persons.
Valparaiso, Ind.: Lembke Hotel. January, dropped three full-time employees

in addition to cutback on part-time employees.
Frederick, Md.: Hotel Francis Scott Key. January 1962 compared to Janu-

ary 1963, reduction of staff from 127 full-time employees to 122, with even greater
decrease in part-time employees and hours of work for regular employees.

Dearborn, Mich.: Dearborn Inn. Running 25 full-time employees less than
than a year ago at this time.

Mobile, Ala.: Grand Hotel. Necessary to terminate employment of 51 em-
ployees.

(Source: American Hotel & Motel Association.)

DINING ROOM E-HMPLOYEES UNIoN LOCAL 1.
New York, N.Y., February 20, 1693.,

Mr. FRED SWEET,
Managing Editfor,
Washington, D.O.

I)EAR FRED: Following our telephone conversation. I would like to tell you that
the Brass Rail chain consisting of the following restaurants (6 of them) and
also including the Golden Door at the airport since January 1, 1963, find that 15
percent of their business Is off and that approximately 200 people have lost their
Jobs.

The Latin Quarter (a night club) is finding business 10 percent off nnd many of
their people have been taking time out which is a loss of time and money.

The same goes for Sardi's restaurants and particularly a place known as Oscar
Delmonico's which is located in the financial district; one of the oldtime restau-
rants for more than 50 years. They find business Is off 20 percent as a result of
the expense regulations on business.

I am enclosing some letters for your information.
You must understand that there are many more places that we have not heard

from yet and that many people have been laid off.
Best wishes.

Sincerely and fraternally,
DAVID SIEOAL, President.

NEW YORK, N.Y., February 20, 1963.,
Mr. DAVID SIEAL
Dining Room Employees Un ion, Local 1, .
New York City.

DEAR PAVE: Pursuant to our conversation earlier today I shall try to give
you the information you are seeking in the simplest form:

In November of 1961 the number of persons served at "21" was 23,634, in
November of 1962 the number of persons served was 22,398. The result here
is a minus figure of 1,236 persons served or 5.5 percent off.

In December 1961-January 1962 (I am lumping this Period for convenience)
was a total of 42,585 persons served. In the period December 1962 to January
1963, persons served was 37,928. A loss here for the period of 4,657, or minus
11 percent.

I should like' you to understand that these figures represent the number of
persons served their meals here at "21."

I began these'comparative figures in November simply because it was during
that period in 1962 thatthe knowledge of the Internal Rev'enue Service regu-
lations began to affect the patronage.

I would like to caU your attention to the acceleration 6. rate of decline that
coincided with the publicitY regarding the expense entertainment deductions on
the part of the Internal Revehiue Service.

I trust this information will be helpful to you.
Sincerely,

"21" CLUB, INO.,
I. ROBERT KRIENDLER,

President.
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RESTAURANT ASSOCIATES, INC.,
New York, N.Y., February 20, 1963.

Mr. DAVID SIRAL,
President, Dining Room Employees Union, Local 1.

DEAR 11. SiEoaL: During the last 3 weeks we have had to lay off over 10
percent of our force to compensate for the alarming decrease that has taken
place in our volume of business since January 1, 1003. This means that nearly
800 men are now in the rank of the unemployed, many of them members of
the union of which you are president and still others members of unions com-
prising the local Joint board In New York City.

In addition to this dismal fact, I regret to tell you that the diminution in
volume of business has made it impossible for us to continue our central cominis-
sary and that we ceased these operations on Monday, February 18, 1003. As
a result over 50 workers have lost their Jobs.

The January 1963 decline in volume has continued at an even greater rate
in February and all we can look forward to is further layoffs.

We attribute this situation to the so-called expense account spending regu-
lations of the Internal Revenue Service and the confusion that exists regarding
those regulations.

As you know, we have never made a practice of "bleeding in public," but in
this case we must. In 1962 we were ahead of our 1961 volume despite the
dislocation in the national economy, the decline in the stock market, and the
newspaper strike in New York City-all factors that were generally considered
by. others to be responsible for severe decreases In their restaurant sales.

Starting the first week in January 1963 our sales started theit downward
plunge and resulted in decreases in volume during the month of as much as
20 percent against the same month last year, which, by the way, was a bad
month for businesa on account of adverse weather. In short, I am not giving
you rigged figures. Our comparison is eminently fair. Significant accounts
that made frequent or even regular use of our restaurant facilities have with-
drawn their patronage.

I suggest to you that the conclusion I have drawn is plain and ask that you
consider this serlois7 situation, growing even more so as February wears on,
in the interests of your members.

RESTAURANT AssociATEs, INC.,
By AUSTIN B. Cox, Vice President.

HOTEL & RESTAURANT EMPLOYEES' &
BARTENDERS' INTERNATIONAL UNION,

Detroit, Mich., February 21, 1963.?Jr. FRED SWsu-'r,
Hotel A Restaurant Employees A Bartenders International Union,
Oincinnati 2, Ohio.

DEAR SIR AND BROTHER: On short notice I have been able to get the following
facts for you regarding the impact of the new tax rules on our Industry:

(1) The private clubs have noted a 15 percent drop in out-of-town members.
(2) The country clubs are going to cut their crew by 115 percent when they

open for the season.
(3) The nightclub business has dropped 25 percent.
(4) The Michigan Restaurant & Caterers Association, in establishments

that cater to charge-account clientele, are down 15 to 20 percent.
(5) The Hotel Association's restaurants and bars are down 15 to 25 percent.
It was also noted that for conventions the reservations of double rooms has

fallen 75 percent below previous years. Delegates no longer bring their wives.
(0) The following establishments have closed this year: Oivic Center, An-

thony's, Captain's Table, Ranuccl's Cascade Room.
Trusting this is the information you seek, we remain,

Fraternally yours,
Dz ror LOCAL JOINT EXECUTIVE BOARD,
MAx GAZAN, Representative.
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LOCAL JOINT EXECUTIVE BOARD
OF TIlE HOTEL & RESTAURANT EMPLOYEES

& BARTENDERS INTERNATIONAL UNION,
Ohicago, Ill., February 19,1963.

Mr. FRED B. SwEET,
Managing Editor, Oatering Industry Employee,
(inciin ati 2, Ohio.

DrAR FRED: I have just talked with Bill Wilson of the Greater Chicago Hotel
Association. Here are some figures that might Interest you:

As you know January is one of the beat months in the hotel industry in the
city of Chicago. It may even be the best month. The occupancy figures for
January 1002, 70.58 percent. In January of 193, 65.01 percent.

With reference to covers served in the 11 major hotels the figures are as
follows: In January 1962, 883,000. In January of 1963, 849,000.

With reference to employment in the hotel Industry, 8,906 employees within
the Jurisdiction of the joint board were employed in January of 1962 and approxi-
mately 6,811 employees were employed in 1903.

The hotel industry is unable to furnish concrete or specific examples of lay-
offs or room closings that can be directly attributed to the Treasury Department's
regulations governing business spending but these representatives are convinced
that the decline in business can be attributed, to a large extent, to the recent
regulations. They state in addition that hotel occupancy is down, travel to
Chicago is down, and food covers are down and declining.

It I get any additional information on the hotel industry and/or restaurant
Industry it will be provided to you Immediately.

Fraternally yours,
JoHN E. CuLLERTON, Ezeoutive Director.

WINoONsIN RESTAURANT AssOcIATIoN,
Milwaukee, Wis., February 2, 1963.

Mr. FREDEIOK SWET,
Manger-Hamillon Hotel
Washington, D.O.

DEAR ME. Swx.r: I have been requested by Mr. Phil Valley to provide you
with information relating to the effects the new expense account regulation
adopted by the Bureau of Internal Revenue had on the food service industry
of Wisconsin.

The food service business has suffered a reduction of 18.2 percent per dollar
sales in a comparison from January 1962 to January 1963-customer count,
21.7 percent; number of people employed, 21.9 percent; man-hours worked
22.3 percent.

This decline in January sales customer count, etc., can be directed largely
to the effects of the new Bureau of Internal Revenue regulation relating to ex-
pense account spending.

If adequate relief is not made available to the food service industry, employer
members of the industry will further reduce the work force, adding to the
great number of unemployed.

Anything that can be done to bring adequate relief will be welcomed not
only by the employer members of the industry, but the employees as well.

Cordially yours, E. A. CONFOwT!, Ezeoutive Vice Prea(dent.

WIScoNSIN STATE HorEL AssOCIATION,
Milwaukee, Wis., February 19, 1963.

Re Internal Revenue regulations on expense accounts.
Mr. JACK HEISDORF,
President, Hotel and Restaurant Union,
Milwaukee, Wis.

DEAR MR. HEisDoRF: The hotels of Milwaukee and of the entire State of Wis-
consin have suffered substantial decline in their restaurant, beverage, and hotel
operating revenues as the direct result of changes in expense account reporting
required under the Internal Revenue Regulations.
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Food, beverage, and hotel sales in January 1063 declined approximately 16
percent from similar sales In January 1062. .,Atos blame misunderstanding of
the new expense account law as the most ul,.. cause for this unexpected de-
cline. !Virtually. all.businessmen think that they must discuss business in order
to justify the deduction for a business meal. Our hotels have suffered a de-
cline in convention business which we attrbute to the uncertainties and con-
fusion existing with respect to deductibility of expenses incurred in attending
quch conventions. If this decline continues it will result in reduced employment
opportunities in the hotel and restaurant industry resulting in widespread un-
employment among certain classificatlotd of employees.
.,,Coqplatpts have been pouring Into the Milwaukee office of the hotel associ-
ation about curtflled travel* and entertainment expenditures by businessmen.
The publicity attendant upon the harsh expense account regulations has had
a most adverse psychological effect on businessmen.. It Is essential that affirma-
tive action be taken to' overcome the iliuctance to continue legitimate expense
account spending by Anierican businessmen. Our industry is fearful that the
regulations require such iietty."Onnecessary, And burdensome record keeping on
the part of businessmen claiming expense account deductions that businessmen
will be significantly discouraged from normal, reasonable, and necessary ex-
Pease account spending. . I I I

4 We strongly urge that the regulWti6nsbe'mldfied so as not to impose an un-
reasonable hardship upon the hotel and restatdrant industry and so' that normal
and reasonable good will entertaining will not be discouraged and stifled.

Invim A. LORE,
Ohairman, Legislative Committee Wisconin State Hotel Association.

BIMBo's RESTAURANT,
San Francisco, Calif., February 20, 1963.

Mr. C. F. DELANO,
Golden Gate Restaurant Assooation,
San Prancisoo, Calif.

DEAR Mn. DELAN O:I am writing to you in regard to the new regulation of
the expense account the Government has issued.

My business has dropped off 15 to 20 percent compared to 1962. .1 have laid
off some of my employees because of the situation the.Government has put us in.

-I sincerely hope you can help us with this new expense regulation.
With best regards. .' . "BIMO '' (IUNTOLI.

A.

NORIIAVDmR INTERNATIONAL,
San Franico,' Oalif., February 20,1963.

GOLDEN GATE RESTAURANT ASSOCIATION,

GZNTLguzNn: We ,feel-that, yoli, aw representatives of the restaurateurs- of
Ban Francisco, should know how unhappy we are at the tremendous drop in
business during the past few months. , ,- " :, , , i f,. The businessmen trade, which we depend t upon for survival, and to which we
have spent huge sums In advertising, has dropped almost 60- percent. We'know
for a fact that this'loss in business was brodght about-by the new law govern-
ing expense accounts , •' i ' . - , -- , " '

We have been In business for 17 years, and we have nover seen business as
slow As these e)fst m months. -.We reluctantly have had to disengage a total of
six faithful employees who have been with us for many years. Our musician
of 10 years was just placed on his notice. Taxes, overhead, and now the pres-
sure of new laws are drlvpg restaurateurs tq, close their doors.

We. sIn66rely hpe that your aSsociatiOn will find some means to Improve
thig unfavorable situation and assist us in our drastic predicament.

Very truly yours, I. 0
Joa" T;Enuty, Owner.
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GOMANs' GAY 00'S, INC.
San Fraosoo, Oal.f, February 20, 1963.

Mr. 0. F. DzLANo,
1rccutive Vice President,
Golden Gate Restaura"t Associat(on,
San Franwisoo, Talff.

DrAR- Ms. DEL ANo: Since the first of the year our business has dropped
off considerably due largely, we feel, to the stringent rulings of the Internal
Revenue Service governing expense accounts., The decUne in business has
necessitated our laying off employees as well as cutting down hours for a large
number of persons on our staff. This obviously results in a hardship for them
and their families.

We, urge the restaurant association to use its influence in Washington to
explain the situation and do whatever possible to have the expense regulations
modified.

Sincerly yours, BBma ics K. OAN; ecre'fav.
MAYMAIR LEN0lx HOTXLO,

St. Lou to, Mo., February 20, 1968.Mr. JIOHN€ GIBSON,
f114eellaneoue Hotel Employees Union,

St. Louis, MO.
DE a MB. GrBso: For your information the gross business of Myfair-

Lennox, Inc., since January 1, 108, has declined 8 percent as compared with
1 year ago. This decline has taken place primary ,in the area of food and
beverage. If this decline continues we will have no alternative but to per-
manently lay off approximately 55 employees.

If there Is any other informationyou desire, please let me know.
Yours very truly,

JOHN (I. BOROERTS, Jr.
Senator SMATHRS. I have a further letter from the American

Hotel & Motel Association, dated February 4, which I shall aot read,
it goes into some detail, but it, in essence, expiessestheir "growingconcern as to the effect that thse regulations, particularly sbstantia-
tion regulations, are having,' adversely, on their business and I would
like to make that a part p4 the record,

The CHARMAN. Without objection.
'(The documents referred tdO llo-:) &

AMEIzoAN HOTtL & MOTELASSOCATI,
New York, N.Y., February 4, 1968.-

Hon. MOSTI3M M. CAPLIN,
Commissioner of Aternal Revenue,
Washington, D.O.

D-An M. OomMisBoNE 2 Since the firstof Jmbuary we of the hotel and motel
Industry have had opportunity toevalvate the-impact of your regtiatlons.per-
taiing to the substantiantlon of travel'and entertainment expenses upon our
business. We are deeply concerned about the economic consequence, such as
th. e drastic los s o business, and the accomp nying, reduction, of: employment
throughout the idistry., "ts loss, of Jobs hits a selmeit of, 4u;, population
which can least stand.unemployment because of their inability to find other Jobs
and readjust themselves quickly.This concern was, expressed, the rePorof the Senate Finance Committee,
and it was, not their.:tintent to disrupt the econonry, .caue unemployment, or aloss of revenue to the: Treaury by Imposlngto stringent ilnitatoas on legiti-
mate travel and 'entertainment expenses. It was stated on page 26 of the
report:
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"Expenses incurred for valid business purposes should not be discouraged
since such expenses serve to increase business Income, which in turn produces
additional tax revenues for the Treasury. If valid business expenses were to
be disallowed as a deduction (particularly expenses associated with selling func-
tions) there might be a substantial loss of revenue where business transactions
are discouraged, or where they fall to be consummated. Moreover, the enter-
tainment industry employs large numbers of service personnel, most of whom
are unskilled workers who would find it difficult to obtain new employment in
other fields it the disallowance of entertainment expenses created considerable
unemployinentin tliO entertainment industry. In such cases taxes now paid by
these workers would be lost to the Treasury.

In connection with this last sentence, I am enclosing a photostatic copy of
pages 1-4 of the February 19063 issue of the "Catering Employee," a monthly
publication of the Hotel and Restaurant Employees and Bartenders Inter-
national Union. You will note that Mr. Ed S. Miller, general president of this
union, distinctly feels that the new regulations have already created an addi-
tional problem of uneinploymeztt within his union and our industry.

A further problem has, arisen because of some of your TV appearances and
other public statements which have indicated that goodwill entertainment is
no longer deductible. This has had the effect of causing large segments of the
business community to sharply curtail, or completely eliminate, many ot their
entertainment functions, which we believe to be perfectly legitimate under the
Revenue Act of 1962.

We believe that Congress has made it adequately 'clear that g6odwill enter-
tAinment is recognized, and this is borne out by the following quotation from
page 28 of the Senate Finaince Committee report:

"Under the bill,, although deduction for entertainmetit expenses is restricted,
such expenses will. nut be disallowed merely becauge they are incurred for the
purpose of generating business goodwill. Goodwill' has long been recognized as
a legitimate objective of business entertaining and where the purpose of the
expense and Its clear relationship to a business is firmly established, the expense
ordinarily-will continue to be deductible."

May I also cite you to language contained on page 16 of the conference report
accompanying H.R. 10650:

"Section 24(a) as agreed to by the conference wIll allow as a deduction the
cost of entertaining connected with what are primarily business meetings. For
example, if the taxpayer conducts substantial negotiations with a group of
business associates and that evening entertains the group and their wives at a
restaurant, theater, concert, or sporting event, such entertainment expenses, if
associated with the active conduct of the taxpayer's business, wilt be deductible
even though the purpose of the entertainment is merely to promote goodwill in
such business."
Further:

"Thus, under the business meal exception contained In proposed section
274(e) (1), and the conference agreement, the cost of providing food and be.
erages at most business meetings and banquets would be deductible, as Well as
almost all restaurant and most hotel entertaining. In neither of the Situations
covered by the conference agreement nor under the business 'meal exception is
their a requirement that business must actually be discussed in order to get a
deduction."

Although the fierce impact on goodwyill entertaining is the principal area which
Is ib harmful to the hotel business at this time, the dayeto-day minutia require-
ments still existing under fh4 regulations are anotheit serious threat to legitimate
business. I hope that you have had an opportunity to read the article in the
February 4 issue of U, S. News & World Report, On pages 41-42, entitled "What
Expense A&ount Cbrba Are Doing to Business." Thigrticle poitts Out very
clearly and meaningfully ho*-legitimate hotel and restaurant business is being
cfurbed as a reSult:of these regtilettlons.

We of the hotel and motel industry respectfully suggest that you issue some
statement clarifying these Issues to the American public. I would be more than
happy to confer with you at any time if you should feel that our association
might assist you in any way toward a clearer understanding of this problem by
the business community.

With kindest personal regards, I am
Sincerely,

DRw MARTIN.
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[Reprint from Catering Industry Employee, February 19631

IRS CRAOKDOWN HAS ALREADY COST JoBs

(By Ed. S Miller, General President)

It will be quite a while before the dust pettles and we can read with clarity
the full consequences of the administration's tough new posture on tax deduc-
tions for "business entertainment." But the early returns already prove that
the International union's fears are being borne out: Jobs have already been lost
as hotel and restaurant owners move to cut payrolls because business spending
is down.

At least two big Los Angeles restaurants-including Mike Romanoff's famous
rendezvous for the film colony-have closed their doors. Both attribute the
action In part to a sharp decline in business entertainment as business and
professional men, fearful of the widely publicized threats of a Treasury crack-
down, have curtailed their restaurant spending.

In St. Louis, according to a survey published by the Globe-Democrat, which
assigned Reporter Ted $chafers to a spot check of hotels and restaurants, layoffs
of serious proportions have already hit the Industry.

65 AT ONE WEEK

At the Chase-Park Plaza, Schafers wrote, "a reduction In business expense-
account spending has triggered a layoff of about 85 employees effective Monday,
January 14, and another 150 to 200 are being placed on a reduced 3- to 4-day
week.

"The Sheraton-Jefferson," he found, "has abandoned floor shows in the boule-
vard room, resulting in the layoff of 43 waiters and associated employees, plus
8 musicians."

Industry spokesmen In Washington for the opening of the new Congress, are
deeply concerned at mounting reports from all parts of the country that the con-
fusion surrounding the new regulations, and the perfectly natural fears fostered
among businessmen by that same confusion, have seriously affected hotel, res-
taurant, and convention operations.

Comments of the St. Louis operators, reported in the Globe-Democrat story,
are typical of these reports:

L. 0. Schoenbrunn, manager of the 1,600-room Chase-Park Plaza, said:
'Ve noticed the difference last mtopth when all the publicity on the new tax

ruling began, One convention, scheduled for January 0, canceled 150 rooms.
Our night club and entertainment have dropped off drastically despite the fact
we have one of the best shows ever.

"The businessmen seem to be spooked by confusion," he said. "Some seem to
feel that no longer can they justify taking a prospective customer out just to
build up future goodwill. If they can't show a deal was made during the eve-
ning, they feel they might not be allowed the costs as a Justifiable business
expense.

"Our average room rate has fallen off almost 8 percent. Plush suites are almost
impossible to sell. It looks like our January gross business will be off about
$100,000.",

(Editor's note.-Waiters, waitresses, and bartenders, who may be talking
about the new rules with restaurant patrong, should know that Congress did
not intend, and Treasury apparently doesn't, either, to outlaw "goodwill
entertaining."' Lest year's tax law said in so many words that to be de-
ductible business entertaining mubt be carried on in places and under (ir.
cumstances "conducive to business discussion." The rules also speak of
permitting deductions for entertainment "immediately preceding. or follow.
Ing" a business discussion. It will be some time before we know what .the
Government considers a place "conducive to business discussion," or what's
meant by "immediately following or preceding." It Is not true, however, that
the law and the regulations now forbid paying forn client's lunch or dinner
or cocktails, ora prospWt's, either.]

Max Dean, general manager at the Sheraton4efferson, told Schafers that "dou.
ble occupancy room rentals during the last 4 months have dropped from 85 per-
cent last yenr to 17pereent.

'96747-:8-:---4' :
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"This means only half as many conventioneers are bringing their wives along,"
said Mr. Dean. "When this happens this affects not only the hotel, restaurant,
and entertainment business, but all retail operations."

Jack Lennox, secretary-treasurer of the Mayfair-Lennox chain of hotels, told
the reporter "the new tax law certainly has had an effect on our higher-priced
restaurants, but just how much we have not yet determined. The law still allows
for business entertainment, but there's a great deal of confusion over how the
law will be interpreted."

Spokesmen for the National Restaurant Association, the American Hotel &
Motel Association (formerly the AHA), the American Motor Hotel Association,
the National Licensed Beverage Association and other trade groups are now at-
tempting to assess the meaning of the new regulations, slightly modified since
first proposed because of wrathful complaints to the Treasury.

Among these is our legislative consultant, Cyrus T. Anderson, who has been
instructed by me to place the full weight of this International union behind in-
dustrywide efforts to bring about changes which will relax these ridiculous
rules, eliminate the present confusion, get our people back to work, and help to
prevent a snowballing of these layoffs. Anderson will represent me, and the In-
ternational union, ID the ad hoe working committee set up by our friends in the
Industry to prosecute this program. To back him up; we'll need all the facts we
can gather.

Drew Martin, who represents hotel men, said In a bulletin to members that
while the rules issued December 27 "are still more rigid than [the association]
proposed at the hearings held [In December] we do feel our efforts were re-
warded by as much relaxation * * * as possible under the circumstances."
Martin advised association members that the December 27 rulings covered
largely recordkeepng-that still more is coming from the Internal Revenue
Service In the way of elaborate Interpretations of such matters as this: What
is "lavish" entertainment? What Is a "business meal".? Under what circum-
stances may one deduct the cost of taking his wife to a convention, or out to
dinner with a client? These are but samples of scores of such questions, still
unanswered, which the Treasury promises to enlighten the luckless taxpayer
about In the coming weeks, but meanwhile they are a tangled web of uncertainty
to business and professional men.

Paul Jorgensen, coordinator' of NLBA's legislative program, and secretary of
the national coordinating committee of the beverage industry of which our
international union Is a leading member, last month called upon the committee
to "serve notice on Members of Congress and the IRS that the regulations based
on the new revenue law are completely unrealistic. Rather than accomplsh-
ing the collection of additional taxes they will actually result in a loss of rev-
enues to the Government through declining sales in licensed premises and reduced
incomes among culinary workers."

The coordinating committee met last month In'Washington with this critical
question at the top its agenda. Made up of 14 unions, trade associations and
manufacturers of the licensed beverages, the committee will play an important
part in rallying support for our program to get Congress to help restore common
sense to the people in the Treasury and the Internal Revenue Service.

Tom Power, Washington lawyer for the National Restaurant Association, in
an NRA bulletin points out that much of the lost business being reported stems
from the "adverse psychological effect upon businessmen" of the rash of pub-
licity in the press, radio, and TV concerning IRS' first draft of their proposed
regulations.

These would have required minute attention to bookkeeping, with a daily
diary of money spent, and receipts for everything from a cup of coffee to plane
fare. Powers points out that these harsh rules have been somewhat modified,
chiefly in these ways:

While records of all expenses should be kept, receipts are required only on
expenditures over $25 a day, and on all items of $25 or more. The canny tax-
payer, however, will get and keep as many receipts as he can In order to be
able to prove the claimed deductions are for legitimate business purposes.

My own view of the situation can be stated in very few words:
The new regulations are a serious burden upon the business community,. right

enough (see the Wall Street Journal's editorial on the subject, p. 2). They
are going to create monumental headaches for those who own and operate
hotels, motels, restaurants, cocktail lounges, clubs frequented by businessmen,
and establishments offering entertainment. But the greatest burden of all,
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because he can least afford it, Is going to be borne by the worker in these places.
The members of this union can be assured that the international union will

move heaven and earth, in the closest cooperation with the employer associa-
tions of the industries in which our members earn their lvings, to bring about
a return to sanity in this matter.

It seems certain that the sanity we seek will have to be won the hard way:
by getting Congress to tell the Treasury and the Internal Revenue Service
that when they wrote last year's tax amendments they did not intend to write
them in such a way as to kill off thousands of jobs, and force hundreds of busi-
nessmen to the wall.

Nobody among the knowledgeable men in Washington concerned about this
matter thinks this will be easy to do. The administration wants to crack down
hard on business entertainment spending, and as the Journal editorial points
out, seem perfectly willing to treat every taxpayer as a determined cheater in
order to do so.

But the effort will certainly be made, and your union will be. helping to make
It. One of the ways in which your local union can help is this: gather as many
facts as possible about the impact of the new regulations on the hotel and
restaurant business in your own town. When a business lays off help, or closes
Its doors, try to find out whether the layoff or.the closing is brought about be-
cause of a marked decline in spending by business and professional people who
had previously patronized the place in pursuit of business. Keep an eye on
conventions in your town. Are there fewer banquets, hospitality rooms, cock-
tail parties, luncheons in connection and convention schedules? Check with
hotel employers, and operators of first-class restaurants.

[REPORT FACTS FAST

(Congress will want proof to back up our claim that new Treasury ground
rules on expense deductions are playing hob with hotel and restaurant jobs.
It is urgent that locals and joint boards inform general headquarters promptly
of every case that comes to their attention of discharges, layoffs and reduced
workweeks that can be attributed to the fact that business and professional
men are reducing their patronage of hotels, restaurants, nightclubs, town and
country clubs because of the new regulations.

[Labor chiefs, jobs dispatchers, shop stewards, and others in close touch with
daily fluctuations In the Industry's requirements for personnel are urged to
inform their local union offmeers at once of any evidence of such reductions in
force. Of particular importance are those first-class dining rooms in every city's
hotels and restaurants whichhabitually cater to business and professional men.)

TiH JUST AN Tn. UNJUST

The editorial below is from the Wall Street Journal. It. is one of the most
sensible commentaries yet on the Treasury's'new rules governing deducti-
bility of travel and "business entertainment' expenses which are already, as
President Miller points out on page 1, having an adverse effect on employ-
ment In the hotel and restaurant Industry. The editorial is reprinted with
thanks to Dow, Jones & Co., publishers of the Journal.

We guess we don't run in the right social circles.
For years we have been reading those books about wild living in the suburbs'

and wondering somewhat plaintively why the excitement seems to pass .us by.
In years of suburban living the wildest shock to the even tenor of our domestic-
ity was the day the- dog drank up the cocktails and bit the mayor. It was
weeks before we were forgiven.
• For almost as long, we've been reading about all this notorious highlivig on

the *expense account, boats, and all that, and groaning over what W' seem to
have-missed. After alquarter-centuri in that den of iniquity, .Waft Str t, no
one has tempted our Journalltid virtue with even so much as a bight at a hunt-
ing lodge, much less a -seagoing voyage. Where, indeed, are all those expense.
account yachts?

True, we aren't without sit); as defined iu the new dogma of the Internal
Revenue Service. We suffer business luncheons dreadfully often and when
we turn in the voucher we don't deduct the $1.25 we would have spent anyway
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for the blue plate special. A man is entitled to some recompense for punish-
ment In line of duty.

When business takes us to Peoria or Dubuque, as it does all too often, we
take an aperitif before dinner, choose the steak over the chicken ala king and
sometimes splurge on the movies, charging the lot to the stockholders. If it
weren't for their business we wouldn't be there at all, and frankly we have
better steaks at home.

Moreover, the children being more or less at the age of discretion, we have
lately taken our wife along on some trips. We haven't persuaded the cur-
mudgeonly auditor to okay her expenses, but not long ago we drove to Washing-
ton on legitimate business (if talking to a Senator is legitimate) and our wife
rode along in the car. Even that baleful auditor didn't ask us to reimburse
the company for the equivalent price of her bus ticket.

Give or take a few details, this Is not unlike the situation of thousands of
businessmen in a country where men at work are ceaselessly traveling to and
fro. The door-to-door salesman and the flying corporate executive are brothers
under the skin; they are working also when they pass the time of day with the
lady at the door or the business acquaintance across the luncheon table. Some-
times the smartest business is not to talk "business" at all but to be friendly,
interested; to listen and to learn. , Only ignorant and petty minds could imagine
that the "free" lunch is all beer and skittles.

But now it turns out that all this is under the suspicion of undermining the
public morality and the solvency of the U.S. Treasury. In any event the Gov-
ernment is going t0 treat all the people as crooks until proven otherwise.

This suspicion of malefaction flows from every word of the new regulations
on recordkeeping, pedantic in language and picayune in detail, drawn up by
the Internal Revenue Service.

Hereafter you n~ust account to the Government not only for your yacht but
the beer you buy & business acquaintance. The documents for any entertain-
ment, no matter how trivial, must include the amount, date, place by name
and address, type (martini or ham sandwich?), explanation of the benefit to
be returned for this bounty, tho name of the recipient and sufficient documenta-
tion to explain your extravagance to the satisfaction of any revenue agent who
subsequently examines your tax report.

And if perchance on a trip you spend more than $25 In any day you must
itemize everything else too-the day you left home, day you got back, every
telephone call, meal, cup of coffee, taxicab, and bus fare. If you want your
books to balance, you'd better even keep track of the postage stamps for the
letters to the home office.

The sheer absurdity of this avalanche of paperwork Is 6nly tho beginning.
The metaphysicians of Mr. Mortimer Caplin's bureaucracy have now gone off
to mull such esoteric questions as: What, precisely, constitutes a business
meal? What is the allowable difference in cost between a lunch for a life In-
surance prospect ($5,000 policy) and the prospect for an electric dynamo
($5,000,000 sale)? Can you also buy lunch for the prospect's wife, or do you
suggest she go eat in the drugstore? What if your own wife Is along too--
do you leave her back in the hotel room to munch a hamburger, and watch
telev ision ? .. .

As ridiculous as these questions sound, they are precisely the sort of thing that
must now be decided upon at the highest levels, and Mr. Caplin confesses--
quite understandably, we think-that it will be some weeks before we can
expect any official enlightment. It has never been easy to decide how many
angels can dance on the bead of a pin.
'Yet it is neither the absurdity of the paperwork nor the ridiculousnes of the

metaphysics that is the true evil.
1et6 Is a situation in which-the government Is, no doubt about it, confronted

with a problem. Somepeople do hide yachts in expense accounts, just as some
do hide misbehavlortii the suburbs, and the Government bat power to deal with
the real tax cheaters. lu't the vast malorit7, of the people everywhere lead
qulet, placd and upright lives, 'nd the'vast niajlity of those whose taxes sup-
port t~iO Governmnt'give tn honest pccootti of their affairs.

Yet here we use th4 maJesty of tholaw to treat every taxpayer as a potential
cheater because pinhead minds can think of no other way; the integrity of all
must be in slted, and the conduct t their affairs made insufferable, because of
the sOng of th6 few.
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Now completely apart from this question of expense accounts, this is a phil-
osophy of Government which Is evil in itself. We once had, an example of this
when, to stop a few people from drinking too much, we adopted prohibition which
treated all men as potential alcoholics. Surely the results have not left our
memory.

The results of this noble experiment can also be foreseen. These new rules
will give trouble only to honest men. The real operator-the man who is really
out to cheat on his taxes-can drive a, truck through them.

The smart lawyers are already figuring out the perfectly legal loopholes;
beyond that, those with larceny in their hearts will not be disturbed because
they will show records, receipts and paper accounts by the carload. As sure as
the sun rises tomorrow, today's rules will have to be followed tomorrow by new
rules upon new rules tightening the rules.

And while all this is going on, the honest man-the man who takes a business
trip to do an honest job for his company and with no desire to cheat either his
company or his country-that man will see himself not merely laden with bur-
densome paperwork but with the fear that everything he does is under suspicion.

Because he honestly tries to keep honest records, all the records will be there
and he can be called up a year later, 2 years later, and find that what he did
in good faith is adjudged wrong by some petty bureaucrat imbued with the Idea
that any expense account must conceal some wickedness, The smart operator
will have his lawyers; the little taxpayers will be helpless against the Insolence
of office.

We submit that to order the public affairs in this manner is an affront to the
public morality, just as it would be for the State to require of every citizen
a detailed accounting of his home-coming-and-golng because some men cheat.
That Government governs lily which can find no other way to deal with male-
factors than to maltreat all of its citizens, the just and the unjust alike.

Mr. ]DREW MA.0m
American Hotel & Motel Association,
New York, N.Y.

DEAB MR. MARTIN: Your letter of February 4. seems to point up a situation
which a recent press account has characterized as semantic differences.

There Is no intent in the law or on the part of Internal Revenue to curtail
legitimate business activity. ''On many occasions I have reiterated the state-
ment I made at the time tbb final recordkeepng regulations were issued. The
dual goals of the new law are to allow bona fide and legitniate expense deduc-
tions and to discontinue personal expense account living and other travel and
entertainment abuses,

In speeches and. in interviews I have specifically cited the exceptions in the
law to the restrictiOnS on good will entertainment. Thesb Include entertain-
ment Immediately before or after a substantial and bOz6a fide business 'discus-
sion and the quiet business meal situation.

In addition to considerable lhfdrniaton on travel and entertainment released
through the news, med!a6 we aifo hahy made available, free of charge, to the
public a booklet "Trayol; Entertainment, 'and Gift Expenses," Internal Revenue
Document No. 5049. on page 10 of which both these points are covered.

I think you will agree Jthat no matter how-much Information is turned out
there wll be sbme who wi fimlounderstand for various reason& It Is apparent
to me 'from news reports that!while various people are' quoted as expressing
fears and apparent. misunderstanding of the law, many of the same'articles
quote others who appear to have properly understood. I belive:It is safe to
say, too, that a greater sepent of the public understands than Is reflected
through the news columns, since people who have nO complaint are generallv
less ronO to mae _hemieives hard

Aside from this, while' I-am satisfied that we have done a substantial In-
forrhation job thus fti, may I assure you that I don't feel, the Job Is complete.
I ani certainly Interested In doing everything we can to help the taxpaying
public to know what its rights and obllgationq are under the tax 4aws.

At thii etage while w6 are still deiloping the socalted'substanftlve regula-
tions on travel and entertainment, I cannot go beyond acknowledgingour undei-
standing of basic congressional intent in this area:,

(a) Ordinary and necesay expenses for entertainment may be deducted (1)
if they are'directly related to the active conduct of your trade or business, or
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(2) in the case of such activities directly before or after a substantial and bona
fide business discussion (including business meetings at a convention of pro-
fesslonal and business associations), If the expenses are associated with the active
conduct of your trade or business.

(b) Expense of business meals furnished to an individual under circumn-
stances which are generally considered to be conducive to a business discussion
may be deductible, but so-called reciprocal meals are not. In determining
whether such meals are conducive to a business discussion, you must take into
account the surroundings in which furnished, your trade or business, and the
relationship to your business of the person to whom the meal is furnished.
There Is no requirement that business actually be discussed.

As I said before, neither Congress nor Internal Revenue has any intention
of curtailing legitimate business expenses. The law and the regulations are
intended to allow such deductions.

The purpose of the law and the regulations is to curtail abuses in claims for
deductions on travel and entertainment which were unfair to millions of tax-
payers who do not have the opportunity to claim such deductions.

Legitimate business expenses for which a businessman is willing to submit
receipts or keep records as specified by the law and regulations will continue
to be allowed.

In the hope that this will help to reduce existing misunderstanding, I ani
making this letter available to the news media. If you have any other sugges-
tions that may be of use along these lines, please do not hesitate to advise me.

With kind regards.
Sincerely,

MORTIMER M. CAPLIN, COmMleiffOnc.

Mr. CAPLIN. Senator, did they make available to you the reply
that we had sent to them on these letters? With the chairman's per-
mission I would like for my reply to be inserted in the record.

(The Commissioner's reply to the American Hotel & Motel Asso-
ciation appears on p. 25.)

Senator SMATHERS. Now, I might say we have a whole file of let-
ters from practically every State-ln the Union, some from Connecti-
cut, many from Illinois, Kentucky Arkansas, some from Virginia,
which complain about the adverse effect that these regulations are hav-
ing on their business.

There are a few States that we do not have them from, but we have
them from most every State in the Union, and volumes of them from
some of the States particularly my State and California, what we
would ordinarily call tourist States.

I would agree with Congressman King that we want to stop abuses,
I started out by saying that, but I do not believe it was ever the in-
tention of this committee or the Congress at any time, in order to
catch a few to burn down the barn.

Further, I do not believe that it was the intention of the Congress,
in trying to eliminate abuses, to go so far as to frighten the business
community and create an adverse effect on our general, over-all
economy at a time when we are trying to stimulate that economy.

These are the things that we are concerned about, generally.
Now, specifically, on this matter of receipt requirements, your regu-

lations require retention of receipts for travel and lodging expenses
and also for other expenses of more than $25. That is correct, is it
not?

Mir. CAPLIN. That is right. That is an individual expenditure.
That is right.

Senator Sm Asrnxa.. Right.
What I want. to ask vou is: To what does the $25 limitation relate?

You said individual expenditures. Does that mean anything?
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Mr. CAPLIN. Let me give you an example. If you were to sit down
in a bar and have some drinks with an individual who is in a natural
business relationship, and the bill not including the tip, did not
amount to $25, but $24.50, or what have you, then there would be no
receipt required.

Then if you later went to the restaurant down the street and had
dinner together and the bill was $22, even though the aggregate ex-
penditure was $46, you still would not need a receipt, inasmuch as
they were different expenditures.

It was a question of drawing the line some place between the so-
called do minimis rule, which was indicated in the statute, and the com-
mittee reports. We were trying to delineate what is de minimis.

Senator SmA mm. Originally, you had set the amount at $10 and
you later changed itI

Mr. CAPLIN. That is right. There were some people who felt that
$10 was a fair do minimis provision. You could spend any amount
that was fair, but, in terms of the language used in the committee
reports on what was intended in the delegation of authority to the
Secretary and his delegate-the example in the reports indicated
something like a cabfare or a tip-we felt that at that time $10 per
item was reasonable.

But, then, after discussing this with a number of businessmen, they
indicated they felt $25 might be a better rule. This was the sugges-
tion made at the hearings, $25, and we felt that was within a zone of
a decent rule. We therefore went to $25 per item.

Senator SmATHEIS. Let me ask you t.his Do you recall anything
in the statute which had any limitation of $10 or $25 or anything of
that character?

Mr. CAPL.IN. No. If you read the statute literally, it would begin
at $1, Senator.

Senator SMATHERS. Let me just read you what I think it says.
Page 35 of our committee report says:

Generally, the substantiation requirements of the bill contemplate more
detailed recordkeeping than Is common today in business expense diaries. How-
ever, a clearly, contemporaneously kept diary or account book containing Infor.
iatlon with respect to the date, amount, nature, and business purpose of the

expense may constitute an adequate record under this provision.

We are talking about a diary.
Mr. CAPLIN. Yes.
Senator SmATHiRS. Not a receipt. What you are talking about is

getting a receipt whenever it gets above $25. If the man happens to
have a $25 cabfare during the day, he is supposed to get a receipt from
the cabdriver I -

Mr. CAPLIN. No, I believe the committee report in' the next
paragraph-

Senator SMATHPER. Reading the rest of it:
Moreover, expenditures merely Incidental to entertainment, travel and so

forth, such as taxicab fares, tips, and similar payments, will be deductible if
they are substantiated by such a diary-
it does not say anything about receipts-
account book or similar record.

Then it goes on tosay that:
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The following example illustrates the operational requirements of this pro-
vision. The taxpayer establishes he traveled from California to New York on
business. He should retain receipts for his transportation and his hotel expenses
while in New York.

We have all agreed on that.
However, expenses incidental to that trip such as taxicab fares, tips, business

lunches and so forth could be substantiated by entries in a diary.

Now, do you not agree that when you set a rule that says when you
exceed $25 that you have got to have receipts from the bartender the
cab driver, or the restaurant man, that you have required something
that the statute does not require?

Mr. CAPLIN. Senator, as I read this paragraph, the example of
where receipts are not required tire references to taxicab fares, tips
and similar payments, and I would think they would nofiialiy not.
exceed a few dollars each.

Senator SMATHF ES. Taxicab fares, tips, business inches.
Mr. CAPLIN. No.
As an example here about receipts, the committee reports say:
Moreover, expenditures merely incidental to entertainment, travel, etc., such

as taxicab fares, tips and similar payments will be deductible if they are
substantiated by such a diary, account book, or similar record.

That is all that would be required today.
Senator SmApmrERs. Are you now saying that oven if it went above

$25, they would not have to have a receipt?
Mr. CAPLIN. No. I will say thi:3: That the regulations say that

for an individual expenditure of $25 or more, then a receipt is normal-
ly required. But there are two other provisions in the regulations:

(1) That if a man does not have the receipt, he can still get the
deduction through other evidence, such as evidence of someone who
was with him, who said this was expended.

(2) There also is a provision in the regulations that, if there are
circumstances where it would be difficult to get a receipt, that that,
too would excuse any receipt requirement.

senator SMATHERS. Has any publicity been given to that particularre, lation I
Tr. CAPuw. They were actually stated. They are right in the

regulations. It all depends on how carefully they are read. I think
part of the difficulty, Senator, if you will permit me, is that there
is a misunderstanding of these regulations. I have asked lawyers
where could we improve them; what could be done and still be re-
sponsive to the congressional direction here. I have not got anybody
to suggest substantive corrections.

Senator Sx& THis. I am curious to just get a direct answer as to
whether or not you think the statute permitted you to put a limi-
tation of $10, as you originally did, or $25, or for that matter, any
dollar limitation on this matter requiring receipts? h e o

Mr. CAPIN. he statute specifically refers to the ehminaton of
requirements for substantiation up to a given amount There is a
reference to a figure, reference to a line to be drawn, which indicates
that a figure is contemplated.

Senator SMATIERS. What is that? I am curious to see what that is.
Air. LAMONT. It is the last sentence of 274(d).
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Mt. CAPWN. May we have a copy of the statute, please? 'Thank
you very much. The statute starts off saying:

No deduction shall be allowed

this is" section '4T(d)'-undersection 162 or 212, under (1), and then
it says:

(2) For any Item with respect to any activity which is of a type generally
considered to constitute entertainment, amusement or recreation,

and I will skip.
(3) For any expense for gifts unless the taxpayer substantiates by adequate

records or by sufficient evidence corroborating his own statement, (a) the
amount of such expense or other item; (b) the time and place of the travel,
entertainment, amusement, recreation, or use of the facility or, the data and
description of the gift; (c) the business purpose of the expense or other items;
and (d) the business relationship to the taxpayer of persons entertained, using
the facility or receiving the gift.

Here is the crucial sentence:
The Secretary or his delegate may by regulations provide that some or all

of the requirements of the preceding sentence shall not apply in the case of
an expense which does not exceed an amount prescribed pursuant to such
regulations.

Senator SmATHE~s. You see what yo. aave done, Mr. Caplin.
Where that sentence would seem to suggest .hat you require less sub-
stantiation, you have interpreted it making it more stringent. You
have set an amount. You have said that there is a requirement to
have receipts for everything above a certain amount, that is not stated
in the statute.

The statute said you may waive even some of the requirements
that are called for in the statute.

Mr. CAPLIN. Senator, I referred to, just a while ago, the fact that
there are two other provisions in the regulations which would elimi-
nate the need for the receipt.

Don could you pick those out in the regulations?
Mr. LAIONT. Yes; this is the question which puts it into the lay-

man's language.
Mr. COLi. The question and answer booklet which you have

before you, Senator, on page 19, I think you might find this interest-
ing, question 21:

Is it possible to obtain a tax deduction for an entertainment expenditure
of over $25 If a receipt is not obtained.

This is on page 19, sir. The answer is:
A receipt ordinarily is the best evidence to prove the amount of expenditure.

However, it may-be possible to obtain a deduction for an expenditure of $26
or more, even without a supporting, receipt. The regulations provide that a
taxpayer who does not have adequate records to substantiate a deduction may
establish his right to a deduction by other evidence, such as'a statement in
writing of witnesses containing sufficient information. In a(ddition" the regula-
tions provide special rules for cases where, by reason of the inherent nature of
the situation in 'which an expenditure is made, a taxpayer is unabl to obtain
a receipt or where a taxpayer cannot produce a receipt for sons beyond his
control, such as a loss df thereceipt by fire, tiod or other casualty.

Again I think a lot of the criticism is because of isunderetanding.
Now, the representative from tlhe restaurant association met with Me.

Ie Pulled out of his pocket a little, tiny card that he had, and he said,
96?7436----6

29:
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"I had lunch with somebody this afternoon. This is all I would have
to say and I would be in full compliance with the rules."

And he just wrote down four or five words.
Senator SmATHEnW. Is that what he said or what you said?
Mr. CAPLix. He said and I agreed with him.You see, it is not required on the recordkeeping that it all be in

the diary, if correspondence, the normal records of the company would
indicate business relationships.

Then there would be no need for repeating this in the diary book.
Senator SMATuERs. That is a point that I think would be helpful,

if we can make that very clear.
What you are saying, for the record, as I understand it, is that,

in point of fact, you do not have to have receipts for everything.
You do have to have some kind of proof, some kind of substantia-
tion, but you do not, even though you have a $25 limitation, never-
theless, there are regulations which you will let a taxpayer prove what
he claims would be a business expense without actually having to have
a receipt I

Mr. CAPImx. That is correct, sir.
Senator SmATHERS. All right, that is very helpful. I do not believe

tluNt, Iiiany people understand it.
Mr. C.%ix'. I have tried to make that clear.
Senator Sx.Titvits. Not. at. the present moment.
Mr. CmLIx. Every time I have had the oppoilunity and the time,

I have made sl)eeches (0 1oint that out.
Senator S vi'IrIIns. Let. me just go to the next thing about this

degree of proof which you have got a regulation on. As I understand
it, your regulations on travel and actually entertainment have not yet
been published, is that right?

Mr. CAPLIN. That. is right, the so-called substantive regulations on
defining what is directly related to the active conduct of a trade or.
business and what is meant by a bona fide and substantial business
meeting in statutory terms.

Senator SMATIKRS. So the only regulations that we are talking
about now are just the regulations which pertain to the siAbstantia-
tion, Thoso are the only ones that you have thus far issued?.

Mr. CAPLIN. That is right, sir.
Senator S.THTFits. Did you read the article in the Wall Street

Journal of this morning?
Mr. CAPJ,.M. Yes, I saw that this morning.
Senator SMATEmS. Do you think there is any justification for the

article which throughout implies that you are going to write regula-
tions that are much more strict, even, than businessmen thought they
would be ?
Mr. CAMPLI . I would say this;
That we would have no authority and we have no intention of

making the regulations stricter than what Congress intended. Now,
what I think the Wall Street Journal had reference to was to what
the state of the law is today, the fact that maoy people do not under-
stand the state of the law.

They referred to a particular decision, a recent decision of the
seventh oircuit,,on the deductibility of wives,, and tkey indicated that
a lot of people do not understand the whole issue of when wie are
deductible.
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I saw that article and thought it might come up and brought copies
of the opinion that they were referring to there, which indicates
just what the law is under the old provision. Remember section 274
merely narrowed what the old law stated. That is what I think they
had reference to: That as the searchlight focuses on this issue, the
public at large will become aware of certain rules and regulations
that they hadnever been aware of before or never focused on before.

The tax experts, the accountants and lawyers in this field, they
appreciate this. But the average individual, unless he has this sort
ofadvice, may have limited understanding.

Senator SUATILERS. The thing that concerns me-and I am sure
it concerns you and everybody else--is that while they may not have
previously understood it, what you are saying is the law has always
been tough on it i they, nevertheless, have been making the trips and
going to conventions and things of that character which had the net
effect of providing jobs and keeping money in circulation, whereas,
suddenly, they are now afraid to do so.

So what you are, in essence, saying is that the law will not be sub-
stantially changed, in your judgment, from what it used to bet

Mr. CAPxAINo Not so sir. There are certain areas of the law which
have not been changed, but there are other aspects that have.

For example, the Congress focused on the question of the relation-
ship of the expenditure to the production of income. The new statute
now says that the expenditure must be directly related to the active
conduct of a trade or business. This was an effort to chop off some
of the extreme situations which had only a remote relationship to the
business.

And, of course, both the Senate and the House differed on the ques-
tion of good will.

You recall that the House, in essence, had eliminated practically all
good will. The Senate attempted to restore a good part of it, and in
tlo conference the position was reached that the general good will
entertaining would be permitted if it were immediately preceding or
immediately following a substantial and bona fide business meeting.
This is what is in the statute today.

Senator SUATRHR. Right.
Let me zo on here with this degree of proof. In the matter of

substantiation our statute requires taxpayers to substantiate time,
place and so forth, as you read a moment ago.

Mr. CAPLIN. Yes.
Senator Smnruz. And then-
Mr. CAPLIN. -Business purpose and business relationship.
Senator Sr'uTwzs. I am going to read our statute:

by adequate records or by suflfcent evidence corroborating his own statement.

We even said in our committee port, and I quote:
Thati a clear, contemporaneously kept diary or account book containing informa.

tlon with respect to date, amount, nature and business purpose of the expense
may cOnstitute an adequate record under this provision,

Your regulations impose detail on top of detail, and'then topsit al
off by requiring so much proof that, in my humble judgment, the
taxpayer must prove his case beyond a reasonable doubt.
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It seems to me that is a judicial matter of criminal law and not
tax 'law. There are some who feel that the use of such terms as you
have in your-regulations, as you have added on to what we did, the.words "clear proof," "high degree of probitive value," that is a
phrase you have used, "level of credibility," that is another p hrase,
and "highest degree of probative value possible," because of the ju-
4icial connotations and overtones, it seems to me and others that
phrased have fio part in this administrative function.

.That is for the courts. You impute to every taxpayer guilt at the
oitset, which I do not think you intend to do. You say that in sub-
stantiating his entertainment that he has to have the highest degree
of probative value possible, he has to have evidence which estab-
lishes clear proof, and so on.

Now, this ordinairily frightens a businessman to death, because he
does not want to'have to try to rove everything, sit down and say,

"Onsuc an suh aday I ad 'ch at a certain restaurant in Neiw
'Yo)rk,, Hartford, Atlainta,"1 or wherever it was, and then meet this
highest degree of probative value possible to justify his deduction.

That would'mean he has to get all the people in order to obtain a
statement from them. That frightens him.I Mr. CAPIIN. Senator, I believe there is a great deal of misunder-
standing on that.

Senator SmATrTES. All right.
Mr. CAPLx. As I mentioned just before, the regulations are illus-

trative. They say that a receipt, for example, would have the highest
level of probative value. But if the man did not have a receipt, he
could have all this other indirect evidence of having somebody else
come in, in lieu of even a record. .

Now, at the time of the debates on the floor, you certainly were
very clear on this as to what was intended when you said:

The bill requires the taxpayer who claims a deduction for entertainment
expenses-or for travel or gift expenses-to clearly establish his right to the
deduction by proof other than his own statements which may largely be self-
serving. He must claim and prove the amount of the deduction. He must
show the circumstances under which the-

Senator SMATHIMS. That is what I saidI
Mr. CAPLIN. What you said. (Continuing with the quotation)-

under which the entertainment occurred. He must identify the person enter-
talned and must show the business relationship between that person and a
trade or business.

This is on. page 17001 of the record. I think this is an example of
the congressional thinking at the time of the legislation. o

Senator SMATH'RS. I remember that statement. Senator Javits
had asked me or ;Senator'Kerr a question, as to whether or not in the
entertainment or in the dinner which followed a business meeting
there was a time limitation. I think that is how that debate on that
particular matter started out., The juetio.n arose, then, as to whether or not there was--or they

a6d'to immediately get up from the business' conference and go to
Iu~nh and then come back. The question really involved was. as toithr or no th~y had , talk some" business at that particular
YTche'6hi"hodr' thdt"'difiner, whateVer the case was, surrounding their
general business ;oference. " "' - .t
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Mr. CAPLIN. I do not recall 'whether or not the other part was in
the discussion. My recollection was that this related to the quantum
of proof that was in the mind of the draftsmen..

Senator SMATHERS. If a taxpayer could establish the fact that he
had a meeting with a legitimate and proper business client, or several
clients1 and they had met from 10 o'clock until 12 o'clock, a man who
is talking to salesmen from various companies, and then goes across
the street to the 21 Club in New York, or whatever the club is, 'and
has lunch and that luncheon exceeds the amount of $25, what kiid of
proof does he have to have?

What is the minimum amount of proof he would have to have in
order to charge off that luncheon to business expense?

Mr. CAPLIN. YOu say the "'minimum." I would think that he
would come in without any records at all.

Senator SMATIERS. He could come in without any records at all?
Mr. CAPtUN. Without any records at all.
Senator SHATHERS. Wit respect to that lunch?
Mr. CAPLN. That is right.
Senator SMATHERS. And Internal Revenue would allow him-
Mr. CAPLIN. The Internal Revenue would question him why was

this claimed, assuming this item was segregated for audit, and he
would say, "I have no records."

At this point you wonder, well, what did Congress do about this in
the 1962 legislation.

Now, it would seem to be contrary to the legislation to permit that
deduction.

Nevertheless, we felt that there ought to be a safety valve in'the
regulations, and if this man can demonstrate by his correspondence
that' this is' the person he entertainedand h6 had somebody coming in
sayig this was a customer and' this was the amount expended, wd
would accept that.

Senator SmTHEs. In other words, if he had a diary record, that
would be sufficient?

Mr. CipiN. 'Yes, sir; with this corroboration through his statement
and someone other than himself. It would require mgre than his ow.vi
statement, because I' think throughout the legislative history that the
Congress did not want the uncorroborated statement of the taxpayer,
This was the evil under the Cohan rule. This is the difficulty we have
in the real extreme abuse cases.

Senator SATHERS. In other words, then you are saying-and I
hope you are saying; I think it would be Aelpful to get this point
clarifi d-that , taxpayer does not have to have, even though you
use the words "highest degree of probative value possible," that does
not really contemplate the taxpayer bringing in what- would be th6
highest degree of probative value possi le from all 'the people who
were there or some statement from him or from the owner of 'the
restaurant thaf the man was there with 15 businessmen ?

Mr. CAPLIN. That is right.
Senator SrAmERs. "I overheard him conducting some business

transaction." You do not contemplate that
Mr. CArPLI. No, they do not contemplate that tall.
Senator. SUATfRts. You contemplate 'a diary? "
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Mr. C" w,, The normal pattern is a diary entry or some other busi-
ness record eatry.

Seniitor SmATHmS. How would a man make some other business
record I am justcuriousabout that.

Aft ,'CPPi .Well, his secretary might have a record in his appoint-
ment book that he had lunch today- it would not be his diary. Or
maybe correspondence that they haA. This would be evidence thattheyr had this meeting. . _-senator ST is. In' other words, what he needs to do, 'inaddi-

tion to getting a diary, his own statement' he needs to write a letter
to one of the men an2 say, "I am glad that you were at the luncheon
today?"

Mr. C"mxN. He does not have to do 'that. We are saying what
would be a substitute for the diary-if he did not keep a diary, or if
he had overlooked keeping any records.

Senator SMATHERS. Are you saying a-'diary is sufficient?
Mr. CAPLrw. A diary is normally sufficient.
Senator SmAraxiw. "Normally sufficient ?"
Mr. OCAPIN. Normally sufficient.
Senator SMATHEmR. I think that would be very helpful to get that

Mr. C-PLIN. Yes.
The CHAmmAq. At this point I would like to ask a question. We

are talking about food. What about drinks I
Mr. CAPI N. Food and drinks are in the same category, Senator.
The CHAMMAN. Suppose they did drinking and -did not eat anyf o o d I , I.Senator Gonw. Lots of business would b done.

Mr. C"Lax. Let me say that line-drawing in-this area is very diffi-
cult and I think this was really the Troson why the President origi-
nal1 recommended the total elimination of the deduction. It gets
so i logical at times.

The CHAMAN. I am constantly invited to J8arties and they do
not have any food there. Can you separate food and irinkst What
do you do I
. r. *CAia. We Ao not make an effof to separate food or drinks,
and/or drinks. Ii other words,business might be conducted at purely

drinking session, two people sittingdown and discussing a business
deal over a couple of glasses of bourbon. I would see that this might
be conducive toblisines.

Senator GonE. It sure is.
The CHQAuImAN. Suppose you had a big one, a number of people?
Mr. CAPLN. The general indication is in this committee report tat

these general cocktail parties would not be deductible. The only tie
they would, would be if they immediately preceded or followed a
substantial and bona fide business meeting, I think there was an 'ef-
fort to draw a line'there, to do away *it this general entertaining
which is charged to6the tax return.
1, Senator Wm.n.r~ms. i What does that do t the cocktAil parties that
the Embassies-and the State DePartment have ?

Mr. CAPIN. I am not f4iniliar With them.
Sbnatdr W[ s )tDo tt6y charge Zt u t'G6veiment expense?
Mr. O~_n. I a not really familiar with them at all, Senator.

I assure you we do not have them in the Treasury Department.
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Senator Gorm. That is subject to appropriation by'Congress, is it
not?

Mr. CAPLIN. Yes, that is right.
Senator BNNEzr. No, not directly. We give them an entertain-

ment fond, and they spend it the way they please.
Senator GoRw. Y6u get a representation out of them.
Senator TALmwOB. They do-not file a tax return.
Senator SMATMRSn. Mr. Caplin, with respect to the diary, and the

degree of proof you people are going to require, as I understand it,
you have said that the agents can accept, will accept or are instructed
tO accept as the highest degree of probative value possible, a diary
plus some other letter or statement of substantiation of that diary,

That meets all the criteria which you set out?
Mr., CA.PLw. Of course, we have not covered the $26 receipt .ule.

When the item exceeds $25 or more, they would normally anticipate
that, there would be receipts available. If thera were not receipts
available under those circumstances, then they might attempt to verify
that expenditure. They might accept the man a word completely,
based upon his overall pattern,

Cortinl, if he had receipts for everything and missed one or two
I feel oonfiden that the reasonable agent, the average agent, weuld
not expect every single item to be fully supported by a receipt, if the
overall pattern is a good one.

Senator SmAT oR. Suppose that he had a credit card or something
of that character. What, in addition to-the credit card ad the state-
ment as to what is on the credit card, would he need, if he Were enter-
taining after he had done some business and closed a $50,000 d6al.
Let us say they all went to lunch, and he spent $26.50 for' lunch?

Mr. CAPLIN. I w oul. say 4hati normally, a credit card plus a diary
entry would be all that would be required,

Senator Sm ARTIP. Do you think that would meet your standards
here Where you say:

The higlist degree of piobative vAl1O -pOslble oblider the eirdlmtstaices.

Mr. QAPxmN. That is taken out of conteit, Seqiator. I would l ik
to take thAt:b'ul&tion. 'That 'h*as I tUed only when a particular
item in 'given iai exahiple. 1i4 used ifiia phttase about "substantia-
tion in exceptional circumstances."

To pit the wholethlnk in onitet, It gayA:
If a tmpayer establishes tha, by reason of the inherent nature of the ttua.

tion in which an expenditure was pade, (I) he was ungbl6 to obtin eiddence
with tespject to an elemerit of the 6rpendltdr6 which codotms fully td the "ade.
quate records" requirements of Oub aragraph 2 of thik -parAgrMfh; (i) be Is
unable to obtain Ovfdence With respect t6 such element which conforms fully
to the other ufficlent evidence requirements of subparagraph 8 of this para-
graph; and (ill) he has presented other evidence, with respect to such element,
which poAeises the highest deie Of plVobatievflud po§sAble underthe eircum-
stances, Inch other evldenee small be cohialdeted tO satisfy tie substantiation
requirements of section 274 (d) of this paragraph.

In other words, I hink thikA v .aa effort t;6he.as lenient as we
felt we could be, tnd dill not be iftohstent *lth the statute. 'No.
1, we were agsujlng that you 'dd ift ha4 ad&qate records. 'No. 2,
we were' assuming you d6t not ve hIe oer siflceent evidetimc
Nevertheless,we a *1llhgto ncept the hihe. d066 f pio~f
that you have available under the circumstances.
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AI t cannottiink of -a 'better way to approach this, Senator, more

reasonably.
Senator McCARTHY. George, could I ask a question f

"'Senator SmATHEr. Yes, sir.
Senator McCiriy. I just this weekend attended a Minnesota

newspapermen's ia location, convention. I looked at the program,
and noted that the dinner at which I spoke was sponsored by the
Northern Natural Gas Co. Every luncheon and every dinner in the
8-day period was sponsored; one, by the telephone company; another,
by the railroad.
.How wold that be, treated for tax purposes? Someone from the
Natural Gas Co. got up and said "I believe in Minnesota." This was
before the newspapermen. Is this a deductible expense? There is
no business transacted. Is this advertising? How *ould that be
handled? I am surethey are deducting it.Mr. CAPINf. I do not know if I can give you the definitive answer on
that, because we have- not- completed the regulations. But from the
way you describe it I think it might fit into the pattern of entertain-
ment following a substantial and bona fide meeting. ,

Senator McCAeRIY.- It was not a gas companies$ convention. It
Was a newspapermen's convention. The gas company came in from
outside, by invitation I assume., They had a cocktail hour before-
hand. ho pays *ho deducts?

Mr. CAPum. Well, I would -
Senator McCA TY. What is going to be the case now? I am

sure that in th- past this would all have been deductible.
, Mr. CAPLrw. I believe that that will wind up as being a deductibleexpenditure. •./Senator MC0mt .Do you think it should be?

Mr. CAPmrw. I can see justification for it.
Senator, McCAMMY'. If they paid for a dinner at the Democratic

or Republican State Convention, it would not be deductible. They
would not be as much concerned with promoting good will there as
at-the Minnesota Newspapermen's Association-----
. Senator TAwr~po. Of course, presumably, there Would be some
business conducted there, but'there would be no discussion immili-
ately prior or immediately subsequent.

Mr. CArmw. Mr. Lamont is here from the Chief Counsel's Office,
and he is working on the regulations. He will certainly take note
of 6ufrco iimbient
genatr MCmitu'. . Do you think there Is any change? I do not

necessarily want them taxed on it. What I am concerned about is
that I am sure they have been deducting this sort of expense in the
past.

Is there anything that you contemplate by way of new relations
that would deny it to them now? I-do not know whether it should.
be denied or should not.
,. ,fr. CApur,, .will say this is something that we are giving con-
sideration to, right 'ow, the whole problem of the business discussion
by members of.1a partnership or members of an industry,
',Senator McCArTHY. Ttow would you get to the intent of Congress
gn this question, for example? Do you think it was even contem-
plated?
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Mr. CAPLIr. It may not have been. You touch on the most difficultof problems.,
Senator McCArTHY. What do you do, then?
Mr. CAPLIN. This is one of the most difficult jobs of adminstration.

It is one of the most difficult jobs that the courts have in interpreting.
Of course, what the courts say is that we are trying to find congres-
sional intent, had Congress thought of the problem. What would
Congress have intended had it specifically thought of that problemI

This is what the courts usually say about it, n trying to. interpret
a statute, based upon the whole flavor of the legislative history.

Had they focused on this particular problem, what do you think
they would have intended ?

That is the way the court probes for the congressional intent in
this sort of situation. It is very difficult for the Administrator under
these circumstances. He tries to make a good faith effort to fit into
the pattern.

Senator McCAmR-Y. Has any thought been given to the approach
of allowing a deduction in those cases of expenses which would not
have been made if the man had not been in business? This is kind
of coming at it another way. I am sure the expenses in this case
or even more limited entertainment could not have been made if it
were not that the natural gas company is in business.

It seems to me that what you have to do in this case is to set up some
fences around the edge, and then try to judge the area inside, instead
of coming at it straightaway, the way you do now, and determining
particular intent in almost every action on the part of the taxpayer.

Mr. CALrm. I do not know whether I have given you the wrong
impression as to what we intended to do here in these new -reulations.
We are deep in the middle of them right now, and we are hoping to
have them published in tentative form-by the end of this mont i.

At the same time, on the administrative side, Senator, I do not
know whether y6u are familiar that-although it was not specifically
authorized in the statUte-we instructed our agents to allow a 30-day
familiarization period with these rules and regulations on record-
keeping across t'he board - and not to require, in essence, anything
different from what they aid before. We also allowed a transitional
period up to 90 days for businesses which were encountering difficulty
in printing forms and changing their programings.

The effort has been to be reasonable, to be decent and fair. If
there is any place where we have stepped over the line, I would cer-
tainly be most anxious to face up to this, and, if it is justified, to
face up to the desirability of making a change.

We try to reach as many elements of the'public as we can. Every
comment We received was briefed-on a card and was taken into con-
sideration. We did not enforce time limits. If the letter came in
8, 4, or 5 days later, we still put it into the hopper and gave it con-
sideration.

Senator TALMAD E. Let me give you a question nearer home. AI
of ug feed constituents from timoto time. Is that a deductible item?
I am talking About Senators and C6nressmen. Our business is win-
nig votes. Is that deductible?•I

96T47-8---
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Mr. Cdinr. M y initial reaction to this Senatr-and we are tilk-
ing about food-is that lunching with a constituent would fall within
the ambit of the business meal exception. 'That is in the statute.

Senator BENrrr. But suppose your wife is one of the parties
Mr. CAPL!N. Now you get us into one of the most difficult problems

we have, and that gets into this Wall Street Journal article.
Senator TALMAOE. Some of the wives are more capable of win-

ning votes than we are.
Senator MOCAMrTY. One of your agents told me last year that if

it were a constituentN you could deduct it but if it were a bureaucrat
you were trying to influence or somebody from another State, yon
could not deduct it.

Senator SMATHmE. That is what I have been told.
Senator MCCARmr. If it were a constituent, you could charge it

with intentions. If it were somebody else, you are trying to represent
your State.

I thought there was an element of contradiction in what was allowed
and what was not allowed.

Mr. CAPLIN. I would be interested in your advice on this. We had
discussed the advisability of setting in motion a project which would
sketch out a Congressman's entire tax picture, all the variations and
changes.

I do not know whether there would be any interest in having such
a document available.

Senator BNmrr. There would be a great deal of interest. You
might get some suggested improvements in it before you got through.

Mr. CAPLm. Yes I am sure we would, sir.
Senator GoRm. M'r. Caplin, in your interpretation of theestatute and

legislative intent you have been aware, I take it, that the conference
report made sufficient changes that the report of this committee could
no longer be interpreted as the legislative intent?

Mr. CAPL!N. Well, yes. We have been trying to reconcile both the
House, and the Senate, and the conference committee reports.

In certain instances the conference adopts the House provisions.
In other instances it adopts the Senate. The so.called good will pro-
vision was adopted only in a narrow area immediately preceding and
immediately following the substantial and bona fide business meeting.

But there was a lot of language in the Senate Finance Committee
report which was not accepted in conference, because it was excluded
in the agreement.

Senator SMATIIERS. Mr. Caplin, let me direct your attention a
moment to this travel provision.

Senator BENzNErF. Before that, I think I would like to talk about
that problem, but there may be one other question here. Mr. Caplin,
suppose an employee satisfies his employer that his entertainment
expense of a dinner was proper, and then the Department comes
along and the Service comes along and upsets it and refuses the
employer the deduction.

Would they then Add that to the employee s income and expect him
to pay taxes on the money that he received from the employer because
the employer has reimbursed him' for something which the Service
says is not deductible f
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Mr. CAPLIN. Just to put that in a little different setting, let us as-
sume that the expenditure is not adeductible one inasmuch as the em-
ployee is engaged in an activity which isnot directly related.

It might be general goodwill entertaining under circumstances
which would notbe deductible.

Nevertheless, the employer tells the employee, "Here is $50 or $100.
I want you to go out and entertain this fellow and give him a good
time."

Is that right?
Senator B ExNWrr. No, that is not what I am thinking of. In the

normal course of his business an employee turns in an expense account.
Mr. APLIN. Yes.
Senator BEzNNETf. Turns in a diary and the auditors of the com-

pany look at it and okay it, reimburse him, but then the revenue men
come along and look it over and say, "No, this we cannot allow."

Then what do you do with the emplyee?
Mr. CAPLIN. Would say this would be an extraordinary case, be,

cause the normal pattern will be to lean on the employer-employee re-
lationship; and, as long as the employer is setting up a reasonable sort
of audit procedures, we will accept that. Now, if there is a pattern
which, on audit, raises the suspicion of the agent-and he now says
this is not an allowable deduction as a result of his investi ton-I
think, normally, in that situation it would be a denial of a deduction
to the employer, as opposed to additional income to the employee.

Now, there could be circumstances where this is intended as addi-
tional compensation, and there could be circumstances where this could
be income to the employee. But, generally speaking, I think it wolld
be a denial of the deduction to the employer and not income to the
employee.

Senator BP.xzr. That is fine.
Senator SMATIErts. You have got five sections in the regulation

which have to do with includibility of income, and, as I remember our
committee report-and I do not think it was changed by the confer-
ence committee report-we said this:

Since the only purpose of this section Is to disallow deductions, It will not make
deductible any expense which Is disallowed under the ordinary and necessary
test of present law. Moreover, this section does not affect the question of the
includibIllty or excludibillty of an item in income of any individual.

Senator Gopx. Is this the Senate committee report you are reading
or the conference committee?

Senator SxATjiFS. This is our committee report and it was not
changed by the conference report.

Th e rules presently applicable under present law will continue to -govern in
this respect.

This is an area, again, where I say I wonder whether or not you
have not exceeded in some respects the authority which you have. I
know that we gave you a lot of leeway but after we said specifically
that in no way will the rules be changed with respect to excludability
or includibility of income, you issued five sections of regulations
which do that.

Mr, CAPLIN. There is no such intention, Senator. There must be
some misunderstanding. There is no intention at all in these regula-
tions that are before you to have any impact On includibility. -That
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is- something which'comes up undei th- general section 61of the law,
on tht isseof whether you have gr-o income.

Senator SMAAIfti'i . Is not the fact, as the Senator frora Utah tried
to bring out,'that, if I were head of some c~inpany, had an employee
who worked for me, and I sent him to Chicago to transact a btisiless
intittei' former, and he stayed'there a week and accomplished the job.
Thereafter he stayed on another wteek to visit his relatives or his
mother or whatever he wanted to do under present regulations I am
not ermitted to deduct any lojiger that total cost of hs-
-Mr. CO Ltf.,Travel?
Senator SmAiArmm. His travel back and forth?
Mr. CAPLIN. We have not drafted those yet That is in the next

batchof regulations tobe considered, and, ofdure ou have refer-
ence to the atatutory provision which sets up an entirely new rule.

Senatot SMATmaRs. Lt me just finish asking the question. Do you
not already have regulations out which say that if any portion is dis-
allowed'thig individual will be required to consider it as inome#

Mr. O PLw. No. sir, *6"dob.ot.
Senator SMA'rnxs. Mr. Vail, what about that?

(Mr., VAmA I interpret these regulations that way.
Senator SATnzI& Which Way I
Mr. VA=. He has to include this amount which is disallowed as a

deduction under this bill in the income of the employee. I think we
gave you an :example there of the disallowed travel expense where
there has been an allocation of travel expense under this bill.

Senatbr SImWFERs. Right.
Mr. V m Where the regulations require the disallowed portion of

the travel expense to be included in the income of the employee. .
Mr. CAPUN. In our old regulations, 162-17, we have a provisionwhich relates to situations where an em pIye i may be payng some

personal 'expenditure Of the employee. The employer is paying a per-
sonal expediture. Under those ,circumstances, if this were unrelated
to the business, the old rules would treat this as income. But there was
no intent in these record-keeping regulations to approach the problem
that the Senator is referring to about splitting that travel transporta-
tion up and treating part of that as income. We do .ot yet know
whetherI under the substantive regulations, we are going to reach that
result.

Mr. VA&L. I am reading from subsection (g) of the regulation:
For purposes of this paragraph, the term "business expenses" means ordinary

and necessiry'expenses for travel, entertainment, or gifts which are deductible
under section 162 and the regulations theremuder to the extent not disallowed
under section 274(c). Thus, ,the term "business expense" does not include
personal,' iving, or family, expenses disallowed by section 262'oi travel ex-
penses disallowed by section 274 (c).

-And-the section 274(c) was one of the provisions that was addedby this bill.-
Senator SxATnr8. Mr. Vail bonclhdes that this Would not change

in any way existing law. Would you care to comment on that?
Mr. CAPmN. This is not intended to do that. Of course we have

not published our rules yet on thistravel issue. When they comeout, this, particular problem that iS being suggested will be faed;
but we have not reached the decision ye on e queostli. .
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Mr. VJu.. Let me finish this:
and relmburnements for sueh expeditures.

This is thie24(c) expenditure..

Mr. , That does not refer just tolectlii 974.
Mr. ding).

Thus, the term "bu siness expenses" doso not Lacgie Persouial Uvln,'or family
expenses disallowed by section 262 or travel expenses disallowed by .ecion
274(o) and reimbursements for s~idi expenses. Buch expendititres must be
reported as ineme b ' the independent contractor.

Mr. CAt'inM. We are talking about the independent contractor as

opposed to anemployee.
Mr. VAU. 'f yb goW (f)', you have an employee. You come down

t()(N) and agam on - t a e c i whe. e
rCPLL. As I said beforthere may W eircustances" hie

something ' in the nature ofcOimpensation. For example ,if 'an
.employerpaid for a suit of clothes the employee 66 lght lwieii
busineS trip, that w6uld certainly be m nsat on. a

Senator SMATHERS. 'That is true' ider present law?
Mr. CAtrti. That is right. Andi, incidentally it is ver diflcult

to phrase the drfting of this section without referring to other pro-
visions of thc6de.

'Senator RtmIcor .Will 'theSenatdr 'Olaf
Le ui get a' speiif6example. I ti one of the reasons this is

so god, because t simplifies, instead of generalizing. Le us Mssmme
there is a convention in Miamin, and a man who works for the Hart-
'ford Tnsuitince Co. goes to that convention. The convention iS
week. The ftidnd trip air fare from Hartford" Conn., to Miamiwould
be $300. Now, th convention is a week, and th man dcides, since
he is down'there, he is 'going to take 2 extra weeks' vtcation.

He would notliave takeni the vacation if he was not dofn't"Mismi
at' a convention which is legitimate. So he goes up to, the;pib Ir
officer andi*he travel, desk at the insurancecompany will buy 'im
and give him a round trip ticket of $800. "HiS expenses in Florida
f6r 1 week are paid for by the company. 'There'is no questAin about
that. -He stays 2 knore weeks,'and he pa", this utof his owh pocket.

Uzlder' the p resent time' you would ony allow $1001t6 the company
to be deducted because he stayed 2 weeks himself, even thoUgh- the far
was $800; l that correct-

Mr. CAPun. We have not published a position on that. Literafly,
reading the statute the way it Is written now, wn think that i' result'that' ould be reached. ut we are very. nuch disturbed about that
ret.~'odb ece.r

"Senator Rnricon'. ThatiW rob ably what disturbs you.
Senator SmAmtns. Great-y disturbs me.
Mr. CAita. That is right.
We are very much concerned about that. Our'tedendy' .dy-.

and, in'ember, have to confer with the Secretary Ibbut6 this-is that7
if this employee does not control that 'or&oration, but a just an em-
ployee who has been sent down there to the convention, we wouldl'zot
attribute extra income to that man.'

Senator Rnrcom.' It is two things. That Ao 4 *h Sen ator Bn-
nett.' question.,:
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Mr. CAPuzf. Yes.
Senator RmicoFF. If you allow this to the insurance company, then

this becomes, this $200 becomes, income to this man that Senator
Bennett is talking about, too.

Mr. CAPLIN. Undei'tdis coiicept thatwe are talking about, it would
be deductible to the company, because they wanted hi to go" down
there fdr that trip, aid th y paid his fare.

$ Senator BE.NNE-r.. Yo mean the whole $300?
Mr. CAPL. Yes-~ the $300 would be deductible; and my personal

inclination at this time is not to tax the employee where he has been
sent there, and he is not in control of this cdftoration.

Senator McCAwu=. What if he were self-employed?
Mr. CAP LN. Self-employed he would fall rig t uder the statute

precisely. I think he would 1e denied the deduction.
SeatorMCMY. An independent businessman, who would do it,,would bede e tV
Mr' CAPLiN. He would lose two-thirds because of the way the statute

is written today. If the trip is for more than a week, and 25 percent
or more of the time is on a frolic of his own, then you must prorate
the travel expenditure for deduction purp~ses.

Senator SMATHEmS. This was something that got into the statute,
I think, very unfortunately. We ought to have Mr. Stain tell us
how it got in there. I subscrb to the theory that apparently Abe
subscribes to and others, that if a man goes to Chicago, to perform
a business transaction,, stays there 1 week, makes $50 million for his
company, but the next week his mother gets sick, so he Stays on
another week. The'next week she'dies, and fhe hasto go to'the funeral.
Underthe statute, if you interpret it as you indicate ou may interpret

it; he does not, thereafter, get even to charge off the expense of his
trip out there and back, even though he accomplished a great deal of
good.
. Now, when you talk about "frolics," there are a lotof other things
that can happen With a fellow. He can go to New Orleans and visit,
somebody and not necessarily have a frolic. If the trip is justified
in the first instance as a business trip it seems to me that the full
travel 'expens should be deductible. I feel the law we passed last
year on travel allocation should be repealed.

Senator WLiAMs. I do not think Congress ever intended that.
I would like to reverse that example.,

Suppose the man leaves'Connecticut and he goes to Miami for a
2, weeks' vacation he is down' there about 8 days, and his company
Calls him Up and says, "We have got to cut your vacation shor;
come back." Does it go on the expense account then, because you have
reversed it? lHe went on a clearyaeation, and the company calls him
back, so he comes back then, by this line of reasoning, he would then
go baqk on an expense account.
,IMr. CAPLIN. senator, just 'one moment. You know the statute, as
drawi, went right to this problem.Senator' SHAT .. I agree.,

"Mr APLIN. And it was very specific.
Senator SfATIERS. I agree.
..Mr. AiN. I did not participate "'these de'sions.
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senator SMATH R. I am going to have Mr. Staem tell us in a minute
how it happened.

Suppose q man is doing a radio business in Hong Kong. 'He goes out
there by jet aircraft in 8-hours, wets the work done in a week and then
decides to stay on, maybe has a vacation for another week or 2 weeks.
Then, of course, the company can only deduct one,-half or one-third
whichever the case may be, of the trvel expense. That which is not
deductible is considered income to the individual.

But the same individual can go on a slow boat, have luxury treat-
ment every night, drink champagne, and eat the best food on his way
out to accomplish this business. It takes 12 days to get out there and
12 days to get back, and that is deductible..

The thing just does not make sense.
Now, Mr. Staem, why do you not, just for the record, tell us what

you remember about how this thing came about, because I remember
making a very specific objection to any kind of an allocable deal with
respect to the travel to a convention. For example, the AFL-CIO
in Miami have it every year, they go down there and they work, I
think, a good deal of the time.

But then some of them will stay on, as Abe pointed out.
Then they say that they cannot have even their trip down and back

where they really did do some good, where they dir work hard, and
where it would be totally deductible, I do not see how just the mere
matter of putting a time limitation of it and saying if the fellow did
have any pleasure, therefore, he did not do his work, and you, there-
fore, take away from him this legitimate deduction.

I do not think it is the right principle.
Mr. STAM. I might say this:.
When the matter cameoup in the Ways and Means (Committee, there

was a lot of opposition to cutting down the amount spent for travel,
because the, urpose of the. travel was certainly to attend a business
meeting, and the'fact that th6 man stayed after that ona vacation the
point was it should not affect the expenses that he had fIr travel.

The Treasury Department-I do"not think," Mr.ACoi~issioner, you
were in on that-the Treasury Depaftment insisted on this proration
rule. The committee refused to accept it. Now, when the matter
came before the Finance Committee, I thinkthere was in amendment
offered by Senator Kerr which took sort of a modified Treasury posi-
tion which said, in effect, that if you stayed more than I week beyond
the convention, say, and 25 percent of the tiie spent, more than 25
percent of the time spent was for personal reasons, that you had to"
adopt this proration rule.

I think the Finance.Committee felt that this was some leniency"from the Treasury' position. But I do not think you really under-
stood exactly what the effect of it would be.

Senator SmArHEms. I-am satisfiel'we did not.
B SeRPtor B rr. I would like to i-aise another question.

L We .t tarig 'this fellow backand forth to Miami a lot. Let us
take' him down to Miami. Say' he goes-down- for a business Convefn-
tin; li6 stays a week and the convention is held du'in the week.
Then he makes an arrangement wlith his employer that he will stayover into the next week'and 'call on Joe Blow, a customer, but'he has
got to wait a full week before he cari See Mr. C1t2er, sli has th6
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~~~~~ gqdiw~T hs goes and cai
,tinie in betwsft and hts hbof a gqod,,i, The):h gos,d calls

on his customer, and then after another week he flnds tere is another
ousto er.who should be called upon,

1n ,Inother words, arewe not gting to thepint where this ia tt e
ridiculon% where aman can, blt kind of finagling, get himselfQ
of ti kiid of hook I

Mr.A,,CAL. I do not know what you would do ifyou were a judge
with that case, Senator; but I think, knowing.courta, that man mig t
have Rpretty,tough time in convincing a reasonable judge that this

* Senator Bx mw, jIn other words, he should go baok to Hartford,
and then go back to Miami a Week later I

Mr. CAPIJN. This is really an.extraoqvinary situation.
Senator BAxNrwr. It is' not extraordinary. You go in and try to

do business with man, -and ,he says, "All right, I want a week to
think your, probositionr over," and you are a $300 travel expense away
fom. homne. le is lee nsive for you to sit there and wait the

week- out than it is to comeback:. ..
Senator -Momrox. If the deal is big enough, this happens all the

tine. A man may come to sell a proposition I remember one time
s mqn sold us a pension plan, fr our business. They were jrom
Cleveland:- They must have stayed 6 weeks, The races were going
on, and I guess they 'went to the races, but, finally, tho got the con-
tract, and it. was enormous, ahout a quarter_ of a mil lion dollars &
year or )omethiiglike that. This happens all the time.

Mr. A jrT. Senator I believe that if it is a bona fide transaction,
the deduction will be alowed.-

Senator Morro. I am sure this was allowable.
Mr. CArPmI. I do not, think there Would be any problem 'At all

under. th osecuusta . i, i ge con rac, *

0S0to W0wJAks. tu6p had not gotthe contract I
Mr. C.iJia. X think tN4 wukd~als, be the result, Senator, if it

was b~aa.fVe It is aquestion _of th "vaidity of the arrangemenL
Senator Wi, 4i '- Thiat get, back'toSenator 13ennett's question,

how can'you prove it _s ot Whe does not sell Joe D)ake,.
Senator, Mowrop. If. yO 1 Wil yiel d there, it seems to me we go back
thl same problem I tried to poi out last' year'in discussing this

in 'gumont after argument .with my good friends Senator Douglas
and SenatorGore..

I am a6 smuchl iA favo of getting" rid of these ab uses a4 anybody else
wthcerain companies wher they have these hunting lodges and bigyaiti, bu t, eVen mniore, thesO bUsinesses where guYis.ettng soQOO
a year, and he has got a 40-foot cruir on th Ohio River. and iis
OV~it by the laundry; and know well it is being used for the pleasure
of the eIow whO owns mh busin~s.,

I want to see us get at khiat , fiundane tally, iuch exp eses as
they are bringing up h6ro isa 4,qugstion of the exe.'ieo bjnes
judgmen. N0w,he boss- of tl"u fellowhas got' a .responiility to
the st kolders, and h d i trYh4 g to make a rofit, ink' hat s, a
very , dli iclproblem, K thi nk , O4 avo galt wtit pretty wel,"

inOnir staxies,4
tt I aproblm iw1ch'w did: A0otie o~wnajtic1Tryinhebi

lat 'er' ut ZthJ wi mus _9 , l e that, the ezroe bins
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judgment iti the exnse accounts of sales executives or salesmen, them-
selves, ii justithe sahne as the exrbise of business judgment in the
maintenance of property or anything else. o.

X have been a' sales executive. I have been hi charae of sales efces.
Z had one in Minmi, one in Orlando, one in Jacksonville, one in
Tampa. We hid Augusta, SaVnnah, Columbus and Atlanta, all
through the South, three in the chairman's Stte, Norfolk Richmond
and L nchburg, and each year I had to'go before the controller and the
board of directors of 'our company, and get a budget for traveling ot
my salesmen. -

Tlhat included entertaining customers.
r fQught foet the best Icould 0 andIgot it and distributed, and

T. madd weekly reports to be sure that they were not taking advantage
of it.
' Now, I'had as much responsibiit' toward the stockholders, as a

sales executives as the plant engineer had. -A guy couid come in to
hhxi, the euPL6,ixt6Adent could conie njan say, 'i want to paint the
miflll and the plant engineer would say, "The :mill does not need
painting; we painted it last year."

"Why, the- taxpayers are paying 52 percent of it; let's paint it

s0iM difference in getting:-way frof -these few abuses in the
n6ftnial d!a tb-day expenses 6f selling and there are all these ex pnses
in thelhllnig field, I see no difference between that and ordinary busi.
ness expenses.

*Seiia6r MCC.A''i~ Ad6ertlslig,
Senator MoIroz. Advertising is another thing., You do not knowhow much good it does. Your advertising manager can mein and

say, "pt's buy a page in Life because the taxpayer is paying 52 per-

If businesses were run on that philosophy; w6 would all bke' broke.
Senator S." ifst. Let me ask you thi question: Among the6 rec-

O61 reqrited by the regulationS to substantiate travel expenses is 'a
notation "of the tiumbe of das away from home snt on business."
YOUr regulation section 1.274(5), subparagraph, (2), subparagraph'(b, aRdOn "6' n -

ve did not niake any Atch, requirement in the statute. This is
where I think you are going even little further thin we itetnded foryouto go, or thatyouwere even allowed to go. Our section 274
which requires allocation of travel expenses, applies only where ttve
is for more' than 1 week and then only if more than 25 percent of
the total time away from home is for noibushiess puiposes.

Your regulation does'not give effect to this 1-week requirement by
requiring records of the number of days for travel periods of less
than 1 week.

Have you not exceeded the congressional intention this?
Mr. Ckenr. As I understand you, you are raising a question ofwhether or Ao,0 the requirement to record the'number'bf days that

you areon fa tip is exceeding the congressional intent Is that right 9
Senator SkATM.. Yes. - I-," I
Mr. CO~rwu. I am just: wondering how *e can tell when a man

has been'away ona trip for a week and 25 percent of the timni ha
been' o other 'thin business activity. -How' can we deteniine this
unless we know the number of days.
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Senator SUATITERS. Your argument is that there is no other way
for you to enforce the 1-week provision, short of having him count
the days ?

Mr. CAPLIw. I am just wondering how we could do it any other
way. And, again, Senator, it would not have to be recorded. Ile
could have it in his travel ticket or any other piece of evidence that
would demonstrate this.

Senator BENNE'r. In calculating that 25 percent, would you in-
clude waiting time? That is, a man has to wait for a period of time
before he can continue his business conferences. Is that waiting time
considered to be nonbusiness time?

Mr. COPLIN. I certainly would have every expectation. I know
my own philosophy is to be reasonable and fair and decent on this. I
am trying to convey this approach throughout the entire organiza-
tion, personally and in frequent communications. I woul hope
that we would come up with a fair result on this, Senator.

If this waiting time was something which was attributable to his
business, it would be put into that category and not be charged on
the personal side of the ledger.

Senator BENN'Ir. .Even though he went to the races
Mr. CAPLIN. If this were bona fide waiting time, people do not

expect him to tear his clothes. Again, just to be normal if you were
administering the law, what would you expect under those circum-
stances? I would hope that my judgments would come up very close
toyours.Senator Bziwrrr. Part of the problem is your ability to communi-
cate this to the taxpayer.

Mr. CAPLIN. Yes.
Senator SMATiERS. That is right.
Senator BNzwwiT. There is tremendous confusion among the tax-

payers.
Mr. C wr'U. I have been making every effort in this regard. For

example, yesterday I was with a group of 600 people of the New York
Board of Trade on this very subject. For the next few months, I
have speaking engagements scheduled in different parts of the coun-
try almost every other week. Most of this is on this new statute right
now-to try to get across the areas in which people are entitled to
take deductions; to try to separate the legitimate, normal, reasonable
business expense from the abuse area, which is what we are really
focusing on.

Senator MoirroN. If I could ask just one question we are in this
point of whether the employer or the employee would have to make up
a disallowed tax.

Mr. CAPLIX. Yes.
Senator MoRroN. Now, as I read your regulations, I think that you

have attempted to maintain the status quo in this area.
Mr. CAPLiN. That is right, sir.
Senator Morrow. You have a difficult problem here, but it is true,

is it not, that if, for instance, this had happened in 1061 before this
law was passed, if I went and hired myself out, and I said I will
work for you for $12,000 a year, provided you pay my dues and ex-
penses in the country club, the downtown club, the university club,
if you will provide me with an automobile, which I am only going to
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use to get to and from work or for my own pleasure, then your revenue
agent comes along and finds out that this Is going on, and, of course,
it is on me.

Mr. CAPLii. That is right.
Senator Moireow. And that you still try to-
Mr. CAPUN. Yes, sir, but if it is in the nature of compensation,

then the employee would be taxed.
Senator MoRTOr. That has been going on for years; there is nothing

new in that?
Mr. CAmLiu. Yes, sir.
Senator MoirroN. Now, one final question.
I have a letter from a businessman in Louisville for whom I have

the highest respect, and I do not know whether this is true or not.
HeI says:

This past week there was a television spot ad evidently sponsored by the
Internal Revenue Department showing an entertainment scene where a girl
was pouring champagne and saying that such expenses were now being con.
trolled through the new regulations on expense reports.

Mr. CAPLIi. I am not familiar with that, sir. I will run that down.
There are a few public service ads. Most of them are submitted to
us for approval. I have seen a group of them. Some of them are
not as good as you would like to-have them, but I do not remember
this one. I will check-on this, and I will let you know.

Senator MORTON. I think it is obvious what he is getting at here.
Mr. CAPLIN. Yes.
Senator MORTON. I want to be able to give him the facts.
Mr. CAPLIN. Yes.
Senator MonT0n. I doubt if the department, itself, is sponsoring

television ads of this nature.
Mr. CAPLrzi. This does not sound like anything I remember.
Senator M0Ro.N. They are probably getting them through the

advertising council or something, but I would like to have that.
Mr. CAPLI. Yes.
Could I have the letter, Senator, to look at itI
Senator MORTON. Yes.
Senator HARrKz. Mr. Chairman, may I just ask one question. Air.

Caplin, I was wondering these regulations have not been in effect
long enough, nor law, really, to make a real determination as to any
effect upon revenue, is that right ?

Mr. UAPLIN. We do not really know. I think many people are
uneasy. I think Senator Smathers is touching on a very significant
point. They do not know the real situation toda.i

Senator IHmiTKB. The claims are being made y so many circles
that the revenues which are coming in and that the anticipated in-
creases in revenues are not really going to occur. Are you prepared
to make any statement on that? I I

Mr. CAPIN. I think I can say this, Senator:
'I did not participate in the evaluation of the legislation in terms

of the revenue impact and the like, but I do know what some of the
thikiink was.'

Itbehie t is fair for me to state that th proposal was submitted
by.Ithe Treasuray Department beyond the bare question of the 190
millfot of revenue which was attempted to b6 gained. I think the
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feeling was that some 90 percent of the public do not claim these deo-
ductions. I think the foeling was that the confidence in the tax sys-
tom was being affected by the ostentatious abuse. 0

I think the feeling was that by indicating congressional concern
about an abuse area, it would heilp strengthen the confidence in tax
reporting generally.
I feel that is a very valid' position. We received so many lettersfrom people $qi, "How come they can charge these things off?"

They send us clippings fro n the newspapers, "Is this fellow charging
this party off?"

And this erodes a desire to comply. If you feel the fellow down
the street is not paying his fair share, this iiakes your own confid-
ence, and it makes you less willing to comply all the way. On the
other hand, I think that if people feel there is a sincere effort to apply
the law across the board, to curtail abuses, that this helps strengthen
compliance and thi IS the big asset we have.Senator i3ENir. Just a this point, I had a telephone call this
morning from a friend' i New York, who has just returned from
Florida to attend an annual business meeting, Which in the past also
attracted the wives. Now he said that in his business meeting the
attendance was off 40 percent, which represents a 40-perent loss of
revenue to the hotels, the' restaurants, transportation, and everything
else that served this business, and he raised the question with me.
He said, in his opinion, the loss in revenue fro m taxes to be paid
by these industries is going to be much greater in the end than any
gain in revenue from stiffening of these reports.

Mr. CAPLtN. That is weigh-ing the $100 million against the other
revenue impact.

Senator BE rr. He also made the point that this is probably
the greatest single, current contribution to unemployment, because
these people cannot hire waiters; they cannot hire all the people that
g"_to support a resort hotel and restaurants. Now, he was indignant

I get this reaction. I have been'to one or two of these meetings
since the first of the year. I did not go to the one In Florida. This
is a report from him. The attendance is being pecifically cut down
almost cut in half, by the lack of the presence of the wives, who had
always been goin as 9 matter of pattern In the past,

Now, maybe tis is desirable, but this could have an offsetting
revenue effect and an unemployment effect.

Senator SMATTI.Ms. We talked about this earlier. It is hard to
se4'how-it'is desirable, when we ate talking about the need for a
$10.5 billion tax cut in order to stimulate the economy, and in some
resets, are following a course, of action Which in ta end results
in deflating'the economy. So in that respect I..am like you. 'I do
not q4iIte understand how' It is a consistet position, even though we
do wanit to elimInate major abuses. I

Mr. CAPLIN. Senator the reason why I distributed these photostats
of a case is because it Ls thi most recent case on the subject. Thee
is a court of appeals decision affirming it, which illurtate4 that
wives' 'trIvel costs were 'Usually no" 'deductible under the' Olda.

.. ere is a man-this is Walter M. Sheldon-,who was the president
of the Nat6iil Asjoc1htion ,'6f rnsura e Agears, and one ofhls
titles wa to $sit various Stat 'organizaios ,and pari*ipatein
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their functions and business affairs. The court found as a fact it
would be unusual for the president to attend the various social func-
tions unaccompanied by his wife; and it is customary, the court found,
for the wife of the president to serve as his hostess. Nevertheless,
this court., the Tax Court, and the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals,
under the old law-and this is a 1961 Tax Court opinion and 1962
court of appeals opinion-held that this expense was not deductible.

Deductibility of the expenses of a wife In attending her husband's business
meeting or convention requires a finding that she perform services necessary
to the husband's trade or business and not merely helpful thereto.

This is only one of a long series of decisions (The Tax Court
memorandum from which the Commissioner quoted appears below:)

TAX CouBT MMORANDUm DECIsIoNs

WALTZ M. SHELDON

[1954 Code Sees. 166(d) (2) and 262]
[Bad debts: Nonbuslness: Recovery of son's body.] 3. Expenses in locating

the body of petitioner Laura Sheldon's son in Venezuela were personal In nature
and were not made with an expectation of repayment, but a small preexisting
debt was deductible as a nonbusiness bad debt.
* 'Th6mas F. Pierce, Esq., 111 West Washington Street, Chicago, II., and
James E. Whealan, Esq., for the petitioners. Arthur N. Nasser, Esq., for the
respondent.

MEMORANDUM FINDINGS Or irOr AND OPINION

FORETER, Judge: Respondent has determined deficiencies in petitioners'
Income tax for the years 1953 and 1955 in the following amounts:

De~ovo
Year: 1053 --------.-.-----..---------------- $5,414.82
Year: 1055 ------------------------------------------- 1, 704.84

The correctness of respondent's disallowance of the following deductions Is
presented for our determination:

1. Petitioners deducted the expenses ncurred by petitioner Laura Sheldon in
1953 while accompanying her husband on his trips t6,convention meetings of
the Nntionhl Association of Insurance Agents.

2. Petitioners deducted as a rental expense certain expenditures they made
In' 1958 respecting a residence owned by them.

3. In' 1055 petitioners deducted, as a nonbusiness bad debt, a- small amount
Owing from John 0. Bryan, and their expenses Incurred in locating his body
and in causing its interment.

MOMS. Or AoQ

Some of th6 facts have been stipulated and are so found. (However, see foot-

Walter M. Sheldon, hereinafter'referred to-as petittoner, and Laura Sheldon
are husband and Wife residing 1n Hinsdale,, I11. They filed timely Joint Federal
Income taxreturns,for the calendar. yeArs 53 and 1955 with the District
Director of Internal Revenue at Chicago, Ill.
1. W(fe's nxpenfe8

Since 1010 at14 at all times herein relavent petitioner has been emplbyedas
an insurance agent by W., A. Alexander & Co., a nationwide general Insirance
fAtM, and et the tipie of the trial 4f this case he was the executive Vice president,
k dIrector, and P. itock]6deiof iht corporation.
Th a natloin A"Mgtton of' Insurane At , '(NAI A) Is' fiederittd oriini

sitlo0' oidsatng" 6fi'enboa, 6 the various' State organizations, and consisting
In 102 of approximately 62,00 'ue1"rmeinbde's. 'At thb annual 06nvention of
the NATA held in Cleveland, Ohio, In September 1052, petitioner was elected
president df thkt grotip'fdr tb year 198. ' ' , r " - ' ' , ."
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One of the duties of the, president of the NAIA was to visit the various. State
qrganisaons .nd participate ith their luctions and business affairs., During
th' -ea 1053 *jtitIone' expeiided the foltowhlk NdM4 so that hit wift might
aeobibadl hiu 6h tripe he W1ade In such eapaeity,

Mouth Plate i

Fe'bruy .Washington Baltimore NwYork ............................. $3207APril,My Hol ;d t i , gob Gnter Gul, Mt .......... 4., .
M .......... .,. .. * .......... ..... ..... 3.7
.ep.m..........aIu~RMt

' MtW Sholdo's beseAdee had no nhWeo With tli bAti1 meetlhgs or. on-
•ventions attended. She accompanied petitioner to assist him in carrying on
that part of the conventionS abd meetings that was of a social nature, such as
keeping the president's parlor open for entertainment, being his partner at
dances and receptions, and generally performing the function of hostess. It
would be unusual for the president of the NAIA to attend the various social
functions unaccompanied by his wife, and it is customary for the wife of
the president to serve as his hostess.

3. Qtimed res,4 exvpese
For several years prior to 1962 petitioner and his family were living in a

14-room house with an acre and a half of ground located at 106 East Eighth
Street, Hinsdale, Ill. By 1962 three of the four children who had resided with
petitioners had married and gone, and consequently petitioner began to look for
a smaller residence.

On October 2, 1962, petitioner bought for this purpose, a house located at'87
Oak Street, Hinsdale, Ill., paying about $30,000 therefor. The estimated cost
of desired repairs to and remodeling of this h use was far in excess of What
petitioner had anticipated pending, and b6" thereforb rented it at a nominal
rental on a month.to-month basis. Petitioner had anticipated spending an
amount approximately equal to his cost on the Oak Street house; but when
"actual estimates were 60 percent higher than expected he delayed his plans to

oDUrin th yedr 1052 pititioner listed thE Eight Street pOopett for Bale with

a real-estatq broker. During 1953 an advanthgeous oplortunlty to sell this
property aros, "d it Was sold ou September 21. 1983.' During this smeziotth
the tenant Ih the Oak Stteet property was terminated and thereafter petitioner
• expe de the following anoln4 on such ptt':

Date Payee AmOrasl
Sept. 1lo8 M. S.. onee- .... -............... .. . . $78500
Ot16,19 M. S. :ofii .-- A. --------------------- 25.06
Dee. 28, 1953 A. H. Vlren & Sons ----------- - -- 6,096.85

The Oak Street property remained 4aacnt "from September 1953 until March
1954 when petitioners phystcaly occupied it . their home. The expenditares
Involved herein commenced after the month-to-month tenant had vacate, and
were completed shortly before petitioners moved in.
44. Db#t 6wegd '# J* Y, BrVan cwd 66efluft# M i4 _nreoorftg hit bodyt.

'John i dr'i deieas, Wa the soni of L pta 8 it donjby a fotmuieme ift e ag
In 1955 he was 28 years of age and nmarniad dndhad 1aeve*t ben a elbhtr bf
petitioner's household.

Prl~r Bryaas, doath he had severed his epmployment in Caracas, Venezuela,with m (lhtvgo. Bridge & Iron (so. in ore6. t undertake an adventuous
expedition Tn tha ole with a klovnpa.no-. uring the course of, this expedition
JBryan wAs drowned sometime during thie ontlof 8eptembe !9155 at Angel 3lls
In Veneoula. ,At the time of hisdeath Brya ow petloer $28.5 on Iper-
son#! loa ad hisaete ,oislte4 of perbob*J efects o ne r~ll!abl* ,'alu6, and
ilk balazkcb of 03.99 4Atked lpa 04lank ofu6 andt~tr,

I o stipulated. A further at Aton pMle, the date 3b 9. 1904:bat the earlier
date was shown by petitioners tn tir 1953 return.
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Upon learning that his stepson was missing, petitioner contacted an assistant
American consul in Caracas, Venezuela, and Brock Bradley, a friend Of Bryan's
in Venezuela, and during 1M5 petitioner authorized and paid a total of about
$2,700 In locating and interring Bryan's body. Lyan's body was recovered and
interred In Venezuela. Petitioners claimed a deduction of M,929.01 on their 1955
joint income tax return as a "Bad Debt-Estato of John 0. Bryan, Deceased,"
which sum included the aforementioned $51.5 debt.

oeINIO
1. Wife'* eapetwe attending oonventfon*.

Petitioner contends that these expenses of $1,579.75 paid on behalf of his wife,
Laura, during 1953 are deductible under section 28(a) (1) (A)' of the Internal
Revenue Code 'of 1939,1 whereas respondent would have us deny the deduction
pursuant to section 24(a) (1).'

The deductibility of the expenses of a wife In Mtending her husband's business
meeting or convention requires a finding that she performed services necessary
to the husband's trade or business, and not merely helpful thereto. Li. h, Moor-
man [Dec. 21,811), 26 T.O. 666 (1958). In that case the taxpayer's wife aetaally
assisted him In his work while away from Rome, and was of additional help in
entertaining dealers, bt her expenses were held t6 be personal. In the instant
case, Laura performed only social functions and did not assist petitioner In his
work at the meetings.

RespoLlent's interpretation of and ru this uestion were adopted by
this court In Alex Silvtrman (De 28 T. 04 (195'), where we
said:'

"It i0 well established t amounts expended by a taxpaye or the purpose
of having his wife acconany him on a business trip where the e's presence
did not serve a bona business purpose rep t nondeductible roonal ex-

,es under there sons of sector 4(a) ), 1, (Code. Lean . Webb
e. W01, 1 B. T.. 759; George . 6 OEath l 2100), 5B. -8 . 1274,

1287 Walter ch t (I)e'. 11 B. T. A. 199; Re . 118, se. 89 4a)-1,
and sec. 8.28(a) ;Rev. Ru -7,1 1 O.B. 15. *.,

Ste Rov. Rul. 1 C. B. 98;,0,8 .13.
88 (105).

In -Allesberol Mtsn (o., Ino. v. Vit to Vf 9i I-. RuD -
(W. D. ' emn., ovem' ber 25, 1900), a er vt a bell Who eqdt
constant atten on, and fe's ses incurred n their trip to wo d
otton market were d etlpan e eco n tfirou responded 'a

riiings and t tests of a fide of pleasure p
or faeatoh for e Wife.

1%e' 1o&t Ion of the' trl' taken Laura ndieite that-'pl afure
vacation wasa neiderat nIn e Wing th ot sho was to a
pany, petitioner. ,Atitoug th wer ato Laura seem to
have visited pr rily resor tourist 1op which w A qpnslde ble
distance from he Illinois home. This, to with tners filur to ow
that aura's soMa fuictions we ry hisbfne d his'fat re
seek 6t obtain reimi rsement o er expenses rm IA, d# us to d:e
that the 'cl ied e nses were naI and ond e. Ai h,. erm al,
*upra; Rev . 55-5, 95-10. B. $15.

get. 2 .' Deduetion, from s nome.
In Computing net income t ere all be allowed as dedubtIool:.

41 I* Qeneral--Althe ordIaar ail nwe e %pd or IUre durin a etAble year Ln+ carrying on rueant oU~ R- s , anu n k $.ntl "N owne [ oI"'G an tra a, IoAn or43
Mes or other fompenstfon o pelonal t nual rea .te It iellng _1penmthe entire amount expe df for. meals and log while away trot om I;A: tS ar tf trade Of bu ne,,*

*1I eren , are to the 1Ab Code unless otherwise ledat d.
(a)' not deductible.,: general eompufln8)W fea Rule.-In-coptn not innozh6 no dednetiea *hall it" any em b#a-

a e noe; a". e',* , a, ,.. ..- ,. .. ,- ,
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Ca inmed rental expeues.
Petitioner argues that the 1956 expenditure of $5,096.85 9 upon the Oak Street

property was for repairs and therefore deductible under section 23(a) (2), ap-
parently on the theory that petitioner might again rent this property in the fu-
ture. Respondent contends that the expenditure was personal and capital and
properly disallowed under section 24 (a), supra.

We find it unnecessary to determine whether the expenditure was for repairs
or capital improvements since the surrounding circumstances belie petitioner's
argument In either event.

The property was purchased as a residence, rented for a nominal sum month-
to-month, and then the expenses were Incurred after all rental activity had
ceased. Most important of all, the work wan cotnienced after petitioners had
sold the house in which they were then living, aind petitioners occupied tile Oak
Street property as their home almost immediately after the work was completed.
We therefore conclude that these expenses were incurred in readying the Oak
Street property for use as a personal residence, and that this property was not
held for rental purposes after September, 1953. lafayette Page [I)ec. 1481,
1 B.T.A. 400 (1925). We therefore determine this issue for respondent.

Mr. CA LIN. NOw, this is why the Wall Street Journal really
reached that headline today. That is what; I think they were refer-
ring to: That, as the new law is being articulated, some of the old
provisions, which had not been focused upon, will come to light.

Senator SMATHERS. You were in the tax business a good part of
your life i

Mr. CAPLIN. Yes, sir.
Senator SMATiHERs. As a matter of fact, was it not your understand-

ing that wives who attended a convention, that. up until the time of
this case, her travel expenses were deductible?

Mr. CAPLIN. No, sir, it was not.
The president of the American Bar Association, going to Lond6n

had this problem, and lie knew lie had the problem going back several
years even though he was the president. I would say th is would
have been a case that would have concerned me.

The general rule that I would have told my client-and what I
follow in idy' own practice--was that your wife's travel cost is not
deductible.. There might be situations where a man has a unique posi-
tion; where he is ordered by his company, let us say, if lie is a top
officer, to take his wife, where it, is highly 'essential to the business.
Under those circumstances if could be deductible.

Senator, S3AHFfiS. Mr. Chairman, I have n number of questions
that I think we can dispose of, the Commissioner can, rather "qiiickly,
so, if I may be permitted, I will just ask him and let him answer.

They are clarifying in nature. Some of them are -sort of 'tirgu-
mentive, but I think your answers will be helpful in clearing up the
situation for everybody. 4

I direct your attention to the regulation requiring names. The
statute we passed, as I remember it, makes it necessary for taxpayers
to make records of: (a) the amount of expenses incurred, -(b) the
time and place the travel or entertAinment occurred, (e) 'the business
purpose of the expense; and (d) the business relationship to the tax-
payer of persons entertained..

The statute does not require the names of individuals who are ehter-;
tamed or who receive gifts. I am informed that thMWays nd Means
Committee specifically rejected such a requirement, and that this com-

5Thls Is the figure claimed on brief. We assume that petitioner has conceded the other
Items.
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mittee was not thereafter, asked to provide language to require the
production of the names.

Nevertheless, your regulations do require names. That is, your
regulation 1.274-5, subparagraph (b), subparagraph (3), and so on.

et me read an objection submitted by the American Mining Con-
gress aty our December 4 hearing.

The proposed regulations require the name of each person entertained, and
this apparently pertains also to the business meal. Section 274 requires only
the business relationship to the taxpayer of persons entertained. During con-
sideration of the Revenue Act of 1982, Congress specifically considered and
rejected the proposition of requiring the disclosure of names of the persons
entertained. The congressional decision should be respected.

That is what the American Mining Association said.
The question I want to ask is: .
Where do you get your authority, in the light of the Congress hav-

ngspecifically turned down the request to now require names?
Mr. CAPLix. Well, in the first instance, Senator, the language that

we have in the regulations is almost identical with the language that
has been in the 40-cent booklet "Your Federal Income Tax," for a
number of years preceding the new statute.

The actual words in the regulations are these:
To set forth occupation or other information relating to the person or persons

entertained, including name, title, or other designation sufficient to establish
business relationship to the taxpayer.

So it is name, title, or other designation sufficient to establish the
business relationship. Now, how can we establish business relation-
ships unless we have nametitle, or other designation I

Senator SmATHER8. Well, I think in thel eight of the fact that the
matter was up before the Ways and Means Committee and rejected
and was not, thereafter, brought up for further consideration, appar-
ently on the .grund that it would not pass, it is clear that no such
authority' exists.

I wonder how you can now require it. If you ask a logical ques-
tion: How do you get this identification, I would say that you strike
the names and say "I took the president and/or 15 salesmen of the
Prudential Life Insurance to lunch.

Mr. CAPIJz. That would do it.
Senator SHATJIMRS. All right, but you require the name.
Mr. CAPLIN. Name, title, or other designation---or other designa-

tion "sir. -
Senator SMAT1ERS. Let us hear your comment as to whether or

not in writing this regulation, you have gone contrary to the intent
of the Congress on this particular matter I

Mr. CAra'N. I do not think so Sir. particularly, as I point out
this has been in "Your Federal Income Tax" for a long period oi
time. This is the normal routine of an agent trying to identify a
business relationship.

Whois the party? , How can we determine whether or nOt there
is a business relationship between the parties, particularly when the
Congress says that you do'not want to have thb uncorroborated state-
ment of the taxpayer? f

Senator SmATnIIEs. Let us take a newspaperman, for example, who
is getting some source of information. -He *likes to' keep it con-
fidential. ..
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He takes an individual to dinner, or he may take him to lunch;
there are two or three of them; and he does not want to list the name.

Now, your agent can, of course, under your regulations, require
that newspaperman to reveal the source of his information.

Mr. CAPLiz. Incidentally, we have a provision here about confi-
dential relationships where it could be kept in a separate place; it
would not have to be revealed on normal diary entries or the like.

In the situation you describe, it is possible that if the agent did not
believe the particular taxpayer, he would want some indication of this
relationship. Otherwise, lie would have no other way to verify this.

Senator SMATHER8. I do not want to argue with you about the
practicality of it. It. may be that you would have to do it. I am just
merely saying that the Congress specifically turned it down, and you
people have put it back in.

Mr. CAPLIzi. Of course, I do not have any evidence of prohibiting
the requirement of a name.

Keeping in mind that we have been laying this down as a rule over
the years before this legislation came up, the new legislation was
not intended to enlarge the deduction, but to narrow it.
. The deduction must first pass muster under section 162, which is
ordinary and necessary business expense; and under 162 we required
the name, title or other designation, the exact language that we have
in this new regulation.

Senator Sm ATURs. All right, in ray judgment, I think this:
You have probably gone beyond it, but, as a practical matter, I

cannot help but somewhat agree with you that it is the best identifica-
tion that there is.

Let me ask you this question now:
In the technical part of the committee report, which actually is

generally written mostly by the Treasury Department, there is an ex-
ample illustrating the application of the rule requiring allocation of
travel expenses where travel exceeds I week, and the personal por-
tion of the trip represents more than 25 percent of lie total time away
from home.

This is in Senate Report 1881, page 172. The example makes it
clear that travel time is to be treated as business time.

Now, does not this sort of rule make the whole allocation formula
sort of ridiculousI. For instance, in the example cited, the taxpayer
attributed fourteen eighteenths of his trip to personal purposes, 2 days
of business, 2 days of travel gave him four eighteenths for business
purposes.

If that same individual, instead of taking a fast jet to London, had
taken a slow boat which would have involved 5 days of travel over
and 56 days of travel back and if he had spent the same 2 days on
business in London and the same 2 weeks on vacation on the Con-
tinent, he would have been permitted to allocate twelve twenty-sixths
of his expense to business and fourteen twenty-sixths to personal pur-

This would give him a deduction of nearly 50 percent.
If he goes by jet, his deduction is 22 percent of his cost.
The question is:
Axe these computations accurately
Then I would like to ask you: .
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Do you not agree that these consequences are irrational?
(Discussion off the record.)
Senator SUATIJERS. There are some additional questions that I want

to hear your answers to now. Others I will submit to you and let you
answer them later.

Mr. CAPLxw. Fine.
Senator SMATHEMRS. In your original proposed regulation did you

not call for a record of the description of entertainment? dould you
answer that now?

I will just give you this whole series on entertainment, and you
give me the answers.

(See question No. 41 and the Commissioner's reply on p. 82.)
SenatorS SATIimRS. Now, this is one we can discuss here for a min-

ute. In the case of entertainment immediately preceding or following
a substantial and bona fide business discussion, your regulation re-
quires substantiation of the duration of the business discussion.

Now, I am unable to find a, provision for this requirement in the
statutory language.

Why do you require a record of duration and how do you justify
this requirement ?

Mr. CAPLIN. Senator, I believe this is a portion of the regulations
which is not an absolute requirement, but is suggested as a method
of recordkeeping.

As I pointed out before, there are other ways of proving items by
secondary evidence and the like. It is suggested that there be some
reflection of the amount of time in order to determine what was the
principal purpose of the entire meeting and entertainment.

You conceivably could have a case of our technically sitting down
and chatting for 2 minutes and then spending the rest of the day in
entertainment. The question whether or not, under the committee
reports, the principal purpose of our getting together was business or
whether the tail was really wagging the dog in this case.

Senator SUATIUs. It is conceivable that two businessmen could
sit down together and transact an enormously big business deal and
do it in 5 minutes, and it may be that it is the time of thoday that
it is now, 5 minutes after 12, and you say "All right, now, let's go
and have lunch," and, thereafter, have lunch.

It may be an expensive lunch. You come back at 3 o'clock and
wind it up in another 5 minutes.

Mr. CP7iJ. The pattern you describe would not fall into the rule
you first were referring to. The best lunch of this sort falls under
the reception of.business meals. But I also would like to say this:

There is no intent to have an automatic time test. It is conceivable
that a very important transaction might be finished in 15 minutes
and then there might be extensive entertainment after that, and I
think that would qualify.

Senator SMATHERs. All right.
What I am afraid of is this, Mr. Caplin:
That the business community might come to the conclusion that

this was sort of harassment where you say you have got to sit down
now and list how long you had a meeting.-

Naturally, for a revenue agent who is, say, not a lawyer and, maybe,
like myself, he has had no particular business experience, lie could
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easily come to the conclusion that the bigger the transaction involved,
the longer time it takes. '1e may allow or disallow a claimed deduc-
tion on the basis of how long the meeting was prior to the so-called
entertainment which was related to the business meeting.

This is what I am afraid of and I think that is what most of the
businessmen are afraid of. When you say that they have to list the
time, whether, it be 45 miniltes, 50 minutes, 1 hour, 9 hours in
conference. This is not required by the statute.

Mr. CAPLIN. The statute says there mnust be a bona fide and sub-
stantial business meeting, and that is all we are trying to determine--
whether there was a bona fide and substantial business meeting.

Those are the words of the statute.
Senator BENNL'rr. You are basing "substantial" on time?
Mr. CAPIW. No, I do not think so. I think that time could be

relevant wider certain circumstances. Thirty seconds, a minute, or
two minutes might not indicate a substantial business meeting. Five
minutes, conceivably, it might. Two people get together, and they
want to sign this contract. It may be that in a few minutes you did
culminate the transaction. Under those circumstances, I think that
this could qualify.

'Senator JMArHERS. I am sure you know that it is the Congress that
makes the laws and, with respect to the collection of taxes, we give
you certain authority. The Tre'.sur ascertain authority to dra
regulations pursuant to this authority. But wh9re the regulations
require a greater degree of proof than the statute calls for, I wonder
about its propriety; that is the propriety of the regulation.

Mr. CAPLIN. Senator, I a not ieve that this is mandatory. I
believe you will find, on looking at the entire pattern of the regula-
tion, that the man would not have to keep this record, and he could
come forward with secondary proof, and Just establish that this was
a significant transaction. "We signed this contract. I don't know
how long it took me' but we did sign that contract." I think, underthose circumstances, that would be adleiiate.

Senator BENNWrr. May I get in here for a second? Here is a
man who is considering placing a contract, and he comes into the
establishment of the person who is anxious to make the sale, and he
spends a few minutes with the sales manager or the president before
lunch, and then the president says, "Well, I want to impress you
with the fact that we are perfectly capable of handling this contract.
I would like to, have you meet our chief executives at lunch," and
there are 15 of them or 20 of them. So they go out to a country club.
They take the customer out. They are impressing him with their
responsibility, with the fact that they are substantially able to lIve
ip to the contract. They have the business lunch, and the potential
buyer says, "Well thanks very much, I have enjoyed meeting your
people, and I will 'emnienber you when we plce' the contract next
week or next month," and he goes on his way. It is a 15- or 20-minute
meeting and lunch at the country club for 85 people,.

Mr. C WUN. I do not hav e any problem with that under the facts
as'you dese'ibe 'them. I think that would be a proper item and
*olfId he a deduictibI ifetn.

Senator Bennett. Evep though there Was no substantial businessdis cussed in sterns of timie?
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Mr. CAPLIN. There is a provision in the statute that if you have a
luncheon with a person who is in a normal business relationship with
you, under circumstances conducive to the discussion of business, you
do not have to actually discuss business.

Senator SMATHERS. I think that statement is very helpful. These
are the kinds of statements that, would, in many ways, relieve some
of the fears that businessmen now have and which, according to your
statements, are not justified.

Mr. CAPLIN. Yes.
Senator SMATIIERS. Let me ask you this question:
Does the substantiation provision under the statute require rec-

ords of "substantial and'bona fide business discussions"?
I mightsay, as I understand it, they do'not.
Mr. CAPLIN. You just need a general description of the situation.

"Discussed contract' would be adequate to identify the nature of
the situation, and that is about it. You do not have to go into any
of the details of your discussion.

Senator BENNOIT. Let me confuse the issue a little ftther. Take
my own business that I know something about, the paint business,

wich I have been in for many years.
Fifteen years ago we hada very close relationship with another

company, and I have formed a close personal relationship with the
executive of the other company. He comes to town, and I say to him,
"In view of our long years of association, which have now been broken,
I would like you* to meet my current staff. There are no prospects
that you anid I can do business. But" we have done business over
the years. I would like to take you to lunch and .ive you a chance
to meet the boyi that Are,*runnin'gthe various departments, as a matter
of sentimenta relationship with the past."1

I take my friend to lunch and introduce him to the boys. That, I
judge, would not be deductible?

Mr. CAPLIN. That is right, sir.
The committee report describes this 'situation of a reasoriable- ex-

pectation of some benefit, financial benefit or gain, to the entertainer.
Senator BENNE'r. Let us turn it around. An important contract

was sign.ed'a month earlier. The matter is all set up. So there is
no lonper any question of expectation' but i would say to their execu-
tive, "Come over and sce me; I would like you to 'meet the boys that
are going to carry out the contract." "

Mr. CAPiAN. I would think) under this business relationship, a
continuing business relatioship' of 'this- sort, that this wuld' be a
proper item. They are going t have a continuing relationship, 'and£ would thipk that this would be related tothe, active conduct of a
trade or business.

Senator BEi4xmr. So the test is either anticipated business or exist-
in'bmiessI

,fr. ediolN, Yes, sir; the cofitinuatton of existing 'business; yes,
sir.

Senator SmAiHm. Or anticipated business t
Mr. CAPfL. Or anticiptatl business, yes.'
Senatqr SyATn S. That is a'good Statemont, andithAk itWil

be very helpful I talked to a man 0M you know, Mr. Caplin, very
well, the other day. He told me that hie had spent 3 years trying to
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get what is now his best customer whose business represents about
90 percent of his business. During the course of time he entertained
the man, his wife, and others. Hre said, "This is the only way you
operate this kind of business."

Senator BEN.-;m-r. Under the rules you can entertain the man, but
not his wife. You have got to segregate his wife.

Mr. CAPLIN. There are certain circumstances when you can enter-
tain his wife. If you had this substantial and bona fide business
meeting and afterwards you have the general good will entertaining,
his wife would be deductible.

Senator BExNEr. But you cannot bring\your own wife?
Mr. CAPLIN. He can- bring his own wife, but the present law is

not clear on the deductibilty of her expenses. We are considering
that, and hope to develop a reasonable solution.

Senator SHATIRS. Let me ask you one more question on this and
then I will just submit the rest ofthem to you for written answers
which you can submit later.

Mr. Commissioner, I believe you will agree with me that goodwill
entertaining is permitted by the conference amendment relating to
entertainment immediately preceding or following a substantial, bona
fide business discussion.

Mr. CAPLIN. Yes, sir.
Senator SMATHERS. That was its purpose.
Now, the Treasury-I happen to liow this-the Treasury drafted

thq language and told us that it allowed goodwill entertainment.
In the process of trying to arrive at an agreement between the House
and the Senate, there were varying positions that they took. We
turned it over to the Treasury Department and said:

"You people write acceptable language." The Treasury also wrote
the conference report explanation of it. They did not ask for records
of business discussion, but you do.

The question is:
Why do you ask for these records of business discussions when the

Treasury that actually wrote the conference report on this matter
did not ask for it?

Mr. CAPLIN. What we ask for is an identification of the situation
just sufficient to give us an idea of what the surrounding was.

Again, this is not an absolute requirement, even to that extent. If
a person does not maintain a diary book or some other business entry,
he still has the means through secondary proof to show that there
was an important business meeting at that particular time.

Senator SuATHFm. Suppose he wrote a word like "goodwill enter-
tainment following a substantial and bona fide business discussion"I
Would that be sufficient?

Mr. CPm. I would think not, sir, because I try to put myself in
the place of the revenue agent who has taken an oath'to carry out the
law., How can he identify whether this is a valid situation, particu-
larly when Congress says "We just do not want the Uincorroborated
statem ent of the taxpayer ," . . ..I

There must be some indication of whtr the setting was. I think
you would have to identify the stirroundin&, the XYZ Co. contract,
the building of this plant, or the purchase of some equipment.
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Senator SMATHERS. But we do agree that goodwill entertaining is
permittedI

Mr. CAPLIN. Yes, sir.
Senator SMATHERS. Where it is directly related or where it has

immediately followed or preceded, or something of that kind, a busi-
ness transaction I

Mr. CAPJas. Yes, sir, and the regulations make clear that this
would pertain at a convention; that the convention business meetings
would set the stage for goodwill entertaining immediately preceding
or immediately following those business meetings.

Senator SmATruRs. Mr. Commissioner, I have-
Senator BENxrr. let me hit him with another one for a minute,

will you?
Senator SmATHERS. Yes.
Senator BBNzmTr. Company X is interested in employing Mr. A.

They bring him from a distant town, and, of coursehis wie comes
with him, =cause this means moving from one town to another. And
so the president of company X says to his wife--

I have got to Impress Mrs. X. She Is probably the key to this whole situ-
ation. I want you to take her out tomorrow night and introduce her, not only
to the wives of the leading executives, but to some of our close friends, because
we want her to feel that when she comes to this strange city, she Is not going
to be lonely.

And so the president's wife sets up a r-ather pleasant, but expensive,
experience for the wife of the prospective employee. Is this deduct-
ible. any of it?

Air. CAPLIN. Generally, as I mentioned before, it is not clear
whether the wives of the entertainers would be deductible. The wife
of the 'person who is being entertained would be deductible under
the goodwill situation. There could be other special circumstances
warranting entertainment deductions.

Senator BENqNET. What about the expense of the president's
friends who were brought into meet the newcomer?I Mr. CAPLIN. I think there could be special circumstances where this
could be deductible. It is hard for me to give a flat answer to that;
but if it could be demonstrated that this was highly significant to the
business and the wife was acting, in essence, as an agent of the com-
pany under these circumstances, hat this setting was necessary to get
this very important employee, I think, conceivably, under those cir-
cumstances it could be ruled deductible.

Senator bouo&s. Mr. Chairman, if I may be permitted a some-
what irreverent analogy with no parallelism between the person in
this illustration and the historical narrative that I will relate, it
may be remembered that one of the Pharisees put to Jesus the hypo-
thetical case of the -woman who was married to' seven successive hus-
bands and then inquired whose wife she was in heaven. You can get
all kinds of strained situations here. 'Jesus parried that question-by
saying that ii heaven there was neither a giving in marriage, nor
dissolution of marriage.

I do not know how in echI individual, hypothetical iestion put
to tie Comnissioier, he can make definitive rulings.

Senator BNNm-r. He has confessed earlier that the whole prob-
lem of the status of the wife is giving them a lot of difficulties, and
I am just trying to increase them.
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Senator SMATIHERS. When the Committee for Equal Rights for
Women finds out what the Commissioner of Internal Revenue really
thinks about them, he is really in trouble.

Senator BE.;NErr. Maybe we should send those lobbyists down to
call on him.

Senator S.ATHERS. That is right.
Mr. Commissioner, I am going to submit to you a whole series of

additional questions which Iwould appreciate so much your answer-
ingin due course.

fr. CArLiN. Yes, I would be very glad to.
The CIunRMAx. Without objection, they Will be inserted in the

record.
(See questions numbered 39 through 56 and the Commissioners

replies beginning on p. 82.)
The CiAIRMAN. Anything else, Senator?
Senator SMATHEIRS. I would also like to submit several letters illus-

trating some of the problems which I have discussed. (The letters
referred to follow:)

HOTEL PkRE MARQurTTE:,
Peoria, Ill., February 20, 1968.

Mr. DREw MARTiN,
Manager, Wa8hington Office ol the American Hotel Asociation,
iWashington, D.C.

DEAn Mr. MAiRTiN: This morning I was asked to write you a letter and send
you information regarding the effect of the new rules of travel and entertain-
ment expense Issued by the Internal Revenue Service, and how they affect the
business of a medium-sized Midwestern hotel such as the Pbre Marquette Hotel
here in Peoria, Ill.

First of all, I want you to know that I have already written Senator Dirksen
and our Congressmanh, Bob Michel, on this point. There Is no question that
there is an adverse effect on our business due to these new regulations. In-
cidentally, I have had nice replies from both the Senator and the Congressman.

Here is a summary of our observations, which cover the first 6 weeks of
103, and are therefore only an indication of a trend:

1. Our main dining room if off by some 12% percent, its business having
shifted to the coffee shop. In other words, guests are more cost conscious.

2. Liquor sales are affected most. Our public bars in February are down In
revenue by close to 28 percent.

3. The same conventions show less attendance from previous years. A firm
that might have sent three or four persons to attend a meeting or convention
Is now only sending two or three, and many groups seem to hesitate to arrange
their usual programs for ladies, indicating that fewer wives are going to accom-
pany the men.

4. Attendance at civic functions is down. , For example, the patriotic Wash-
ington Day dinner sponsored by the Creve Coeur Club for members and non.
members alike, and involving nationally known speakers, bad an attendance last
year of some 840 persons. The expense of attending these events is about $16
per person. This year, their attendance is barely 600. Last year's speaker was
Archbishop Fulton J. Sheen from New York, while this year's speaker is 30.
Brainerd Holmes, director of manned space flights for NASA, and the original
space capsule is even standing in front of the hotel. * * *

Naturally, it stands to reason that with convention attendance off, banquet
attendance off, and bar sales off, We have to adjust our labor force, we buy less
merchandise, and we have to adjust and slow down our modernization program
and everything else that goes with it.

Yours very sincerly,
FxrDAND P. OPmKB, general Manager.
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THE CURTIS HOTEL,
Minneapolis, Minn., February 22, 1968.

HOn. iU'BERT H. HUMPHREY,
U.S. Senator,
Senate Office Building
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR HumpuREY: We would like to express our views as to the
seriousness of the new Internal Revenue regulations regarding substantiation
of travel and entertainment expenses.

Mr. Senator, these new regulations and their related publicity have seriously
hurt our business. To show you Just how serious this law Is, let me give you
a few figures.

Our fiscal year starts September 1. For the first 5 months of this fiscal year,
onr Federal income tax liability is exactly zero. In other words, we have
made no profit from September 1, 1962, to February 1, 1963. If this continues,
our corporation will pay no U.S. income tax for the fiscal year of 1903. This
is the first time in our history that this situation has occurred..

Several factors are involved, of course, but we feel one of the most serious
factors Is the decline in sales due to the publicity of this new tax law.

Because of this situation, we have already eliminated 8 percent of our per-
sonnel and further cuts are contemplated for this year.

Very truly yours,
CHARLES MALONEY.

FEBRUARY 12, 1063.
Senator EDWARD KENNEDY,
Senate Office Building,
Vashington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOB KENNEDY: May I take a few minutes of your valuable time
to tell you how the new travel and entertainment expenses law has affected our
business?

At no time in" my 30 years in business have I witnessed such a decline dur-
ing the months of January and also for the first part of February.

Our banquet business has declined 31 percent in food and 30 percent in liquor.
Our cocktail lounge is off 29 percent and our coffee shop 14 percent. With
this decline in business we have found it necessary to eliminate 19 employees.

I understand that this condition is existing in many other establishments
and I.am sure that Congress did not want to create a situation such as this at
this time.

How 4 neW' law cotild affect a business so quickly is hard to understand
except that there are many that say the regulations are not clearly defined and
have stOpped all entertainment (goodwill included) until they are sure what
they can and cannot do.

Anything you can do to help clear up these regulations will be appreciated.
Sincerely,

Tnz BwRADORD HmTEL,
R. N. APPLftoN,G generall Mtjnger.

P1o0 UoTiLs CORP.,
Senator Evx'r T M. DIRKEN, Oilcago, Ill., Februqarv! 7,1068.

Senate Offloe Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ev: I can't tell you how nice it was to say "hi" last night while I was
visiting with Ben Regan here in Chicago and you were hard at work in
Washington.

I will get in fouch with Ed Sheehe in Washington and he will call Mrs.
Gomien regarding accommodations for you at the new Motor Inin,'and you can
be sure it will be a pleasure to have you with us.

I have been wanting to write you anyway, so will take this opportunity in
regard to.the reent ultng of the Internal Revenue Service and its effect on
the feedlng ,and housingfindustry.

I think by this time you are fully aware of everything that hagi been Written
into the law, and probably also aware of the Consequences that it Imposes on
those of us who are' defending on conventions and entertainment as a business
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and way of life, not only for ourselves but our thousands and thousands of
employees.

I would Just like to mention that as a direct result of this in the month of
January the double occupancy in the Pick-Congress Hotel (and I haven't checked
our others as yet) went down nine points as a result of wives not attending
conventions.

In addttlon, we had a 40 percent no-show in member attendance at the con-
ventions booked during the month of January and this is an unheard-of per-
centage in the history of our business.

We had, as a result of business booked, anticipated a 79-percent occupancy for
January, which is normally the biggest month in the year, and actually wound
up with (4 percent as a result of these no-shows. If we can only do (4 percent
in our best month, you can imagine the effect this i going to have on occupancy
for the 12-month period.

Also, the food business was off 25 percent-a great deal of this in banquet
service, some of which were canceled directly as a result of these rulings.

Doing business on an entertainment basis has been an American way of life
for more than a hundred years, and to cut it off can be a crippling blow. This is
especially bad when you consider the fact that no real good is accomplished by
the effort.

Aside from business, I would Just like to say In our courts of law even crilmi-
nals, whether they are murderers or not, are innocent until proven guilty, and
the reading of the new IRS ruling makes everyone guilty until they can be proven
lpnocent.

I am sure you can see the wisdom of the necessity for changing this ruling
and I would appreciate any effort you might make in behalf of our industry and
other industries so affected.

Hope to see you on my next trip to Washington, and In the meantime please
give my beat regards to Mrs. Gomien.

" God bless you, and warmest personal regards from your big Irish friend in the
Windy City.

WuLM J. BnuS.s.

HOTEL LzuBWE,
Valparaiso, Ind., February 22, 1963.

Representative CHARLES A. HALLECK,
Member of Oongreaa,
House of Representatives, Waeidnglon, D.O.

DcAn CHAiLm: I am greatly concerned over the ridiculous regulation on
expense accounts that have been given by the Internal Revenue Service. It has
affected my business tremendously. My January volume is down 20 percent in
my room sales, 10 percent in my food sales and 6 percent in my beverage sales.
My February volume for the first 20 days in rooms is down 40 percent, food
down 12 percent, and beverage down 10 percent. -

While this alarming decrease n volume cannot be entirely attributed to the
expense account situation it has had a great effect upon hotels and restaurants.
I have already laid off three full-time employees in addition to cutting back on
our regularly scheduled people.

I ask your support in some remedial legislation to soften the regulation by
the Internal Revenue Service. My business Is really hurting and I would hate
to see the only hotel in a town of 15,000 become a home for the aged. Please give
us some help in this matter. With my best wishes, I am

Sincerely yours,
PAUL CARMbCU1AXL

Manager.

(Copy of letter sent to Hon. George A. Smathers, U.S. Senate; Hon. Spessard
L. Holland, U.S. Senate; Hon. Dante B. Fascell, House of Representatives;
and Hon. Claude Pepper, House of Representatives)

DUPONT PLAZA HOrTI,Mfamf, Pie., February 9, 1063.
Dear Senator Smathers:
As you know, the hotel business Is one of Florida's major industries,
The new Federal regulations, governing the substantiation of travel and enter-

ta Inment expense, will seriously hurt our business. These stringent'regula-
tions will not only be harmful to the owners of hotels but will lead to additional
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unemployment. Operating costs of hotels are continually increasing, and a
downward trend in room, food, and beverage sales has already started.

With the new regulations little more than a month old, guests in our dining
rooms and lounges are requesting signed receipts for cash purchases, to insure
the proper backup for Federal income tax returns. A new type of guect check
must be purchased in order to provide the guest with the type of receipt that
will be acceptable by the Federal income tax examiners.

In comparing January 1963 with January 1962, our room sales are down 5
percent, food sales are down,9 percent, and beverage sales are down 12 percent.
Many of our guests have told us that they are becoming more and more cautious
about their travel and entertainment expenses. We believe that a good portion
of this decrease is directly due to the ne'w tax regulations.

Unemployment in the State of Florida is at its highest point in recent years,
and if the downward trend in the hotel business continues, it can only lead to
further unemployment.

We urge that you do everything in your power to help bring about a softening
of the recent regulation regarding travel and entertainment expense, as our
industry is badly in need of your help at this time.

With warm personal regards, I am
Sincerely,

PE5MINE PALMEB, Jr., General Manager.

The CHARMMAN. On behalf of Senator Long, I will offer for the
record certain questions that he wants to ask.

(See questions of Senator Long numbered 29 through 38 and 'the
Commissioner's replies beginning on p. 77.)

Senator B w-Nrr. .Whle we are in the business of handling the
Commissioner questions, I have got one or two I did not raise, and
I will hand them to him.

(See questions 18 and 14 and the Commissioner's replies beginning
onp.72.

The =dU AI .. The Chairman will direct that these questions
be responded to by the Commissioner. I shall likewise submit a
series of questions for your reply. .

(See questions 1 through 12 and Commissioner Caplin's repliesbeginning on p. 66.)fr. Cdmnssioner, there is this one question I would like to ask

orally, but first, I want to'thank you for coming.
Mr. CAPLIN. Thank you sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You have been frank and clear. We have a

great respect for you and shall continue to have all through the years.We have known each otheri for a long'tie. I am a little cons
about your Document No. 5049 (1-63) entitled "Rules for Deducting
Travel Entertainment and Gift Expenses for 1962."

Mr. AP& N. Yes, sir.
The CHAnRMAN. That is the law before new section 274 became

operative?
Mr. CAeliN. Yes sir.
The CHAURAN. Sn 1962.
Then you go on to have a subtitle: "New'Recordkeeping Rules

for 1963." You intend to issue other regulations in the next, few
days, do you not?.

Mr. CAPZIC. The remaining regulatiois will deal with the sub-
stantive rules relating to the circumstances when an item would be
deductible. That. bo-klet was aimed at the record-keeping require-
ments of people who are setting up their records for this coming year.
.The CHARM.AN. It seems that a good deal of the confusion is occa-

sioned by requiring the tAxpayers to keep records df travel and enter-
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tainment expenditures, perhaps, when such will not be required on
their income tax returns. Are you not changing your regulations, or
modifying them?

Mr. CAPLth. No. This particular pamphlet will not be modified.
This says that if you are claiming a deduction, then you should keep
records along these lines. The next batch of regulations will merely
state under what circumstances those claimed deductions will be
allowable. A man might claim many things, which will not be
allowable. But if he is going to claim them, we are try ing to say
at the beginning of the year, at least keep your records this way,
on whatever you are going to claim.

I just came back from Milwaukee not so long ago, meeting with
a group of lawyers and accountants out there. ne of the men said
to me, "You know, if you just use commonsense, you will be in full
compliance with those re" actions $

I think if people would take that approach, what would a nor-
mally prudent man require of you when ou are going out on an
expense-account basis--that you will find that you are in substantial
compliance.
* Senator BiNrTr. Will you tell your revenue agents, If they will
just use commonsense, they will get along well with the taxpayers?

Mr. CA aN. I sent them a letter in which that phrase is used.
We expect them to use a commonsense, reasonable approach in all
their activities.

Senator B3NNmv-r. I have been sitting on the other side of the table
for longtime.

Senator 83ATHERS. Can we get that into the record?
fr. CAPLTN. I would be very glad to put that letter In the record,

yes sir.
(The letter referred to follows:)

SPECIAL MESSAGE FROM THE COMMISSIONlER

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE,
WaeMnglo", D.O., Jasuary 81, 190.

To All Audit Pcrsoniel:
In my spe ilal message of September 20, 1061, 1 reported to you on our pew

directions, explaining my views as to the true mission of the Service, and out-
lining some of the steps we will be taking to effectively carry out our mission.
With the start of the new year I feel that It ts an appropriate time to report
to you on the progress we are making In Inplementing the new directions
affecting the audit activity. Since my earlier message, the Audit Division has
Issued or will soon be issuing about 10 major program documents to our field
managers, adjusting our total program to the new directions.

I am very pleased with the enthusiasm shown by employees at all levels of
the Service toward the new approaches we are adopting. Many of the Im-
plementlng measures have already been put Into effect and many others Will
become a reality In the very near future.

All quantitafive goals and the accumulation fnd distribution of statistics of
case and dollar production by individual agents and auditors and by groups
have been eliminated. Steps are also being taken to reduce the size of groups,
nnd to free the group supervisor from most of his Informal conference duties,
so that he will have snore time to devote to his direct supervisory duties.

Our Quality Audit -Standards have been reviewed by the field omces and their
comments and suggestions are being incorporated, as appropriate, Into the final
documents. We expect to Issue the Standards for Income Tax Field Audits
about April 1.
We. are also moving ahead rapidly In thiadevelopment of Audit Technique

Guidelines for Specialized Industries. Guidelines for the Insurance, Auto
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ealers, and Mining and Timber Industries have already been distributed to
the field. The Guidelines for the Textile Industry have been completed, but
not yet Issued, and by the end of the year, Guidelines for the (as and i,
Transportation, Cooperatives, and Dealers it Securities and Commodities indus-
tries will huvo been issued. 'To carry this idea one step further, in the interest
of improving voluntary compliance we have started a series of meetings with
industry groups to discuss tax problems peculiar to the particular industry.
This is a new idea and is an attempt to resolve problems In the prefiling period
rather than wait for the audit to attempt to resolve differences of interpretation.

We have introduced a random selection of returns Into our classification pro.
grain so as to broaden coverage into areas traditionally subjected to relatively
little audit attention. With this approach, no taxpayer, no matter how small his
Income may be, can feel secure that his return will not be audited.

These are just a few of our accomplishments In thQ audit area. There are
many other measures we are taking to breathe new life into our audit program
and to raise the professional level of our agents and auditors. This also is an
excellent time for all of us to take stock of our attitudes and approaches to our
Jobs. The objectives of the New Directions cannot be achieved unless we die-
charge our responsibilities diligently and intelligently.

You may recall that in some of my recent speeches I made reference to a
,'vigorous but more reasonable enforcement program." I believe that the steps
we are taking to implement the New Directions will contribute to a more vigorous
audit program, a will be actions we are taking to curb tax abuses such as in the
travel and entertainment expense area, improper Inventory reporting practices,
and the various schemes used in the international area. We must be constantly
ou the alert for all devices used to avoid payment of proper tax And continue to
develop and improve programs, methods and. techniques that will bring to light
these abuses.

You will note, however, that In referring to a "vigorous" enforcement program
I also use the word "reasonable." By this I mean that a reasonable, practical,
commonsense approach is not Inconsistent with a vigorous, effective enforcement
program and, in fact, will go far toward increasing confidence of the taxpayer
it, our administration of the tax laws. Issues should only be raised by the
examining officer when they have real merit, never frivolously, arbitrarily, or
for trading purposes. Once an issue has been raised, the examining officer should
weigh all the facts carefully, give full consideration to the taxpayer's arguments,
and then make his decision fairly and impartially in a manner reflecting the
professional nature of conclusions reached. Our attitude should be one of
proper and reasonable appraisal of the merits of the Issue. We must not allow
our decisions to be unduly Irfluenced by the potential tax adjustment involved;
we should never adopt a superior attitude; nor should we take advantage of the
taxpayer's technical ignorance. The examining officer should explain the pro-
posed adjustments to him in simple, nontechnical language to enable him to
understand the issue. If agreement Is not reached, then the taxpayer should
be given exact and full information as to his further rights of appeal. Let me
hasteri to add, however, that an examining officer should never be the least bit
hesitant to raise an issue of merit. A hard-hitting audit program In one of our
most important means of strengthening our self-assessment system.

I believe a vigorous but reasonable audit program will strengthen confidence
that the tax laws are being applied across-the-board without favor and will
encourage greater numbers of taxpayers to report income and deductions more
accurately. I am.convinced that by the close of this new year we will have
made a great deal more progress towards our new objectives. I would like to
quote from the President's remarks to the Conference of Regional Commissioners
and District Directors on Mayl, 1001

"I want to commend you for the efforts that you are making to improve our
service, to make it easier for people to Vfnderstand exactly what their responsl-
bIlity Is. i hoso6 that you will Impress upon the agents of the Internal Revenue
Service how much we are dependent upon them, on their courtesy, on their
efticiency, on their Integrity, on their fairness."Sincerely, MORTIMER M. CAPLIN.

Oommistioner.
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The CIhAIRMAx. There is tremendous confusion about it, and I
thought, perhaps, that the rules for 1963 might be in conflict to some
extent with the new regulations, which I understand will be issued,
when is it 1

Mr. CAPINz;. The end of this month the end of March, that is.
The CHAIRMAN. The end of March?
Mr. CAPLIN. Yes sir.
The COAIRMAi. Thank you very much, Mr. Commissioner.
Mr. APLIN. Thank you, sir.
(See questions 15 through 24 of Senator Carlson and Commissioner

Caplm's replies beginning on p. 73.)
,(The questions and the replies thereto previously referred to fol-

low:)
ADDITIONAT, QUESTIONS'SUBMITED BY COMMITTEE MEMBERS AND

ANSWERS SUPPLIED BY THE COMMISSION

QuEsTiONS SuBMiTTED DY SExATOR BYRD
Question No. I.-The Congress saw fit to provide In the new substantiation

requirements (subsee. 274 (d)) authority for the Treasury Department to provide
by regulations for a waiver of the amount, time, business purpose and business
relationship requirements for the expenses ir connection with such activities if
they do not exceed an amount prescribed by the administrative regulations.
This so-called de minimus exception was intended by Congress to provide relief
from the excessive detail on small expenditures for business travel or enter-
tainment.

However, notwithstanding this clear congressional mandate, the substantiation
regulations published by the Internal Revenue Service only provide a limited
waiver of the 4ubstantiation requirement only to the extent that receipts for
expenditures of less than $25 are not required except for hotel or motel expenses.

Why did not the Internal Revenue Service more fully invoke the statutory
authority so as to eliminate the requirements of reporting small expenses?

Anewer.-The Service, un4er the final recordkeeping regulations, waived the
substantiation requirements for small expenditures more fully than your ques-
tion would Indicate. For one, the Service has announced rules providing that
reimbqTsement arrangements and per diem allowances not exceeding $25 per
day for Ordinary and necessary expenses of an 'employee traveling away from
home will be regarded As satisfying the b'substantive requirements with respect
to the daily total 'amount of such travel, provided the time, place, and business
purpose, of travel are established. Also, certain mileage allowances up to 15
cents per tile'will be. regarded as satipfylng the substantiation requirements.
These provisions grant general relief fronm excessive detail in* recordkeeplng for
routinetr4Iyel Receipts are not required for transportattofi expenses If not
readily avatlajle. Also, It Is not neesary, under the new regulations, that re-
ceipts for hotel or motel expenses be'obtfinedin order to qualify for the relief
provisions Appllcable to. travel expensespaid inder reimbursement or per diem
allowances. In addition, the regulations permit taxpayers to aggregate expendi-
turV in reasqnAble'etorles, such as r taxi fare and local transportation, for
galie andoil, and £6o- the topyer'Q, v.,n meals while traveling. The taxpayer
may alsO iggregate'.te amount of a tip with the underlying expense, such as
with his'm'ealsbr tax! fares, or, If he s6 deeires, he mi separately state the daily
aggregate amount of tips. Furthermore, it is impOrtant t9 bear in mind that the
regulations clearly permit a takpay~i WkbktifitlAtO his expense by means other
than records and tecelpto. The regulat) ns' provide that a taxpayer who does
not haye adequate records to substantiate"a deduction may establish his righf to
a deductloii by other evidence such as a statement' i 'Nrltlng of witnesses con.
gaining specific information. In addition, the regulittlos provide special rules
for cases where, by reason of the Inherent nature of the situation In which an
expenditure, s made, a taxpayer Is unable to obtain a receipt or where a tax-
payer cannot rodidce a receipt for reasons beyond his control, such as loss of the
receipt by fire, flood, or casualty.
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Question No. 2.-Section 274(d) as added by the Revenue Act of 1962,
lists items which must be substantiated if travel, entertainment, and gift ex-
penses are to be allowed as tax deductions. The last sentence of this section
states: "The Secretary or his delegate may by regulations provide that some
or all of the requirements of the preceding sentence shall not apply in the case
of an expense which does not exceed an amount prescribed pursuant to such
regulations."

Our committee report illustrates our Intent as to the operation of this last
sentence when it states; "For example, It may be provided that substantiation
will not be required for traveling expenses, where such expenses (including
the cost of meals and lodging) do not exceed prescribed minimum amounts.
This will be of special benefit to employees whose per diem allowance while
traveling is within limits established by the Secretary under this provision."

There is a feeling that when Congress enacted the substantiation rule with
respect to travel, we had in mind only situations involving mixed business and
personal motives. We did not propose to change the law In any respect for
the large body of employee-salesmen who do their routework on fixed per
(Iem or mileage allotments. As a matter of fact, the last sentence of the sub-
stantiation statute quoted above, was included to provide an opportunity to
retain present law.

Nonetheless, your regulations swept in the per diem cases and imposed new
recordkeeping requirements on employees and new accounting techniques on
employers. And, you have done this despite the absence of any showing of
tax abuse in these per diem or mileage allotment situations.

There are some who not only feel your final regulations have exceeded our
intent in this respect, but also feel this is an appropriate area for us to pre-
serve the existing law.

There is no question but that you can preserve the existing law through
regulations if -you choose to do so. Why have you failed to exercise your
administrative discretion? Is there tax abuse in these situations that we do
not know of ?

I know of your January 28 ruling, waiving the receipt requirement for
employees on $25 per diem (or less) allowances or on 15 cents per mileage allot-
mients (Rev. Rul. 08-18). The ruling did not waive any of the other require-
ments of the statute. The ink was hardly dry on this ruling before you, in
effect, completely overruled the receipt waiver, On the very next day, January
2, 1068. you warned employees, upon fear of losing a deduction or being charged
wth additional income, that they should retain the very receipts your ruling
informed them would not be required (111-585). •

I have heard this described as harassment, pure and simple. Without debat-
ing the merits of Rev. Rul. 68-18, let me say that you published it as an official
pronouncement of the Service and theoretically at least, it will be available to
anyone who wants to read it. Press releases do not have this stature. Conse-
quently, I suspect that few people other than full-time tax practitioners and
revenue agents will know the receipt waiver has been nullified. I ,

How do you intend for your auditors and agents to proceed under- these con-
flicting directives?

With respect to the impact of the'new regulations upon employees and thenew
recordkeeping burdens they must bear, let me read from a protest received from
an employee of the Kimberly Clark Corp.:

"aily employer, Kimberly Clark of Neena. nd, has just revised libexpense
report Cs)'to comply' with the recent IllS expese reporting pocedure. The
administrative deal required and the amountof my time ~red to complete
the three required reports Is hortendopis.'

"Where one report was formerly enough, no* three separate f&rma itiidrert
are required. Much, of this Information is duplicated and transfer-ed from one
forn, to, anotherfoz- explanation purposes. In .rnyease 'you are 'not;oin to
Inceie the lucome to the Governient 1 pon~,bu on 4 r tpre sie td piut In
extta hour of tie and effort. 'I frhAnlv resent thg'effort I will be required. to
make in thli area. This, by, he wy, wifl decre~ise revenue, both to the Govern-
ment and' to M,.bpcause time- spent ik 'administrative work i1s' nonproductive
and 7ou eani only far Production."

On December 27, ,when you Issued the final substantiation regulatfns, Vou
mad 'e'A statement to the press with respect to'6mploye epense0 accounts. You
said$. iTh6 geinel-af $25 benchmark for vouchers or receipts i onststent with
good business practice although 'Many 'companies will -continue- to require
detailled documentation for lesser amounts. And the recordkeeping iiberAliza-
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lion will enable salesmen and other business travelers to make streamlined
recoroatlon for routine expenses."

Do you believe the situation described by the Kimberly Clark employee repre-
sents "streamlined recordation"? From the standpoint of the Federal revenues,
what do we stand to gain by imposing this burdo- on enp!qees ?

Answer.-As I indicated in my answer to your first question, I have announced
rules under the final substantiation regulations granting general relief from
recordkeeping detail for employees traveling on business under reimbursement
arrangements and per diem allowances of up to $25 a day. This general relief
is, in part, a liberalization of previous administrative practice. Previously, re-
lief from recordkeeping detail for travel allowances was permitted only up to
$20 per day (125 percent of the authorized Government daily allowance). The
new mark of $25 per day It' the same figure used to determine whether docu-
mentary evidence should be obtained to substantiate an expenditure. Using
the same amount for both purposes provides a simple rule of thumb for tax-
payers. Furttermore, under prior practice, the general relief provision for
travel expenses was limited to'flat per diem allowances and mileage allowances.
Upder the new rules, similar relief has been extended to reimbursement ar.
rangements. We believe these new liberalizations constitute a streamlining of
the recordkeeping rules.

At the same time we hav6 endeavored to limit the use of such travel allow-
ance arrangements to cover only ordinary and necessary business expenses of
travel. We believe this ls impOrtant, - since travel allowance arrangements are
not free from abuse. In Technical Information Release No. 221 issued on April
4 1960,- with respect t6 "Problems Relating to Entertainment Expense and Em-
pIoyees' Expense Accotnts" it wab pointed out that "some employers give cer-
tain of their employees fixed expense account allowances far in excess of their
actual or expected expenses .* .1 It was law prior prior to the enactment of
new sttion 274, and it continues to be the law, that such excess amounts con-
stitutes Igross Income to the employee, and must be included as such on his
tax return. It was for this reason that we believed it appropriate to point out
to employees that, although it was not necessary for an employee to'submit lodg-
ing receipts to his employer while traveling under a qualifying travel allow-
ance, he may fildthat retention of receipts is the best-means to establish that
he has not received taxable income from a travel allowance paid to him, This
last point, it might be noted, as officially announced not only in the news re-
lease (IR-85) to' which you tlefer,'but also in Revenue Procedure 03-4, pub-
lished in Internal Revenue Bulletin 196-64 on January 28, 1963. This was
the same bulletin in which Revenue Ruling 63-18 was published. We by no
means Intended the revenue procedure asia nullification of the revenue ruling
but rather as a clarification for the assistance of taxpayers. " I

Quetlfon No. 8.-Mr. Commissioner: Under the new travel, gift, and enter-
tqinment disallowance rules established by Congress as section 4 of the Revenue
Act of 196, it was "made cleat that taxpayers should segregate such expenses
and not include them in Other categories of business deductions. It Is also
Indlcatea that the expenses for entertainment, amusement, And recreatlon should
be identified by the taxpayer on his return. However, the substantiation regula-
tions issued by the Internal Revenue Service seem to go beyond this re~ufrement
by reserving to administrative discretion the determination as to whether an
employee shall make "disclosure on his tax return," notwithstanding the fact
that he mao have adequately accounted and substantiated to his employer for
all such expenSes

Does not this requirement go beyond the scope and intent of Congress in
seeking to avoid imposing "unreasonable burdens" oh taxpayers and their
employees? I - ' I

Anewer.--Federal- income tax returns for years prior t the enactment of the
Revenue Act of 1962 have required certain information o travel and entertain-
ment expenses. This is true both for employees who claimed deductions and
employees who received reimbursements or other allowances covering such
expenses. For example, form 1120 (the corporate income return) f9r calendar
year 1061 contained an expense allowance schedule, calling for information
with respect to. travel and entertainment allowances pald to the cororatlon's
officers and 25 highest paid employees, Also; form 1040 (the individual income
return) for calendar year 1061 contained questions concerning hunting lodges,
yachts, apartments, conventions, and similar Items.
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The final regulations under section 274 merely recognize the right of the

Commission to require such disclosure on income tax returns au is reasonably
necessary to guarantee fair administration of the tax law.

Question No. 4.-Mr, Oommissloner, as you know, under the new disallowance
rules of section 4;of Public Law 87-834 dues to social, athletic, or sporting organ-
ization are subject to the "primary" rule applicable to entertainment facilities
and that, In addition, a taxpayer must substantiate the business connections of
expenses which are related to the use of the club facilities so as to Justify the
tax deductibility of the dues paid to the organization.

The substantiation regulations which your agency has issued do-not appear
to provide any meaningful criteria as to what factors will be employed by the
Internal Revenue Service In determining the tax status of such club dues. In
some of the material which the Internal Revenue Service has published it Is
Indicated that records reflecting time, cost and other Information will be utilized
in establishing use.

Is it not possible for the Internal Revenue Service to develop more definitive
and informative criteria for the information of taxpayers -n tIls area?

Anewer.-The new statutory provisions (see, 274(a) (1) ()3) - and (a)(2))
covering deductions for dues and fees to social, athletic or sporting dtubs provide,
ln part, that such dues and fees are deductible only If the club is used 'primarily
for the furtherance of the taxpayer's trade or business." We d6 not'=bleve that
rigid criteria should be Imposed in applying this test. For example, 4 'strict
comparison of the aggregate time of business use with the aggregate time of
nonbusiness use might be appropriate In certain cases. However, in -other
cases, a comparison of the amounts of expenditures f~r business use as against
nonbusiness use might reflect a more accurate pkdture ' of 'primary use. In still
other cases, it might be the number of persons entertained for nonbusiness rea-
sons that would be determinative. In other words, It depends upon the facts
and circumstances of each case whether a club has been used primarily in
furtherance of a given taxpayer's business. The regulations attempt to make
this clear.

At the same time, however, we are endeavoring to provide guidelines which
will prove helpful to taxpayers. For one, we would propose that in the case
of an automobile, the primary use test will be deemed satisfied If more than
50, percent of mileage driven during the' taxable year 16 for ordinary and
necessary business travel. In the case of an airplane the test would be deemed
satisfied if more than 50 percent of hours flown during the year was for such
business use. In the case of facilities such as country clubs, we woid pro-
pose another rule under which the primary use tetwould be conside-ed met If
more than one-half of the days of use during the year were days of business
use. If a taxpayer uses a facility for a substantial business discussion on a
particular day, that day willtbe considered a-full day of business'use, even
though the facility was also used onthe same Oay for personal or family
use not involving entertainment of others. Even it less than 6ne-halt of the
days of use were days of business use, the taxpayer may still be able to estab-
lish primary use under all th6- facts and cireumltaneea of the case.

Question No. 6.-Assume that a taxpayer and his lawyer coie to Washington
to discuss a matter with: the general coimnsel, of bne of the executive branch
agencies. Their discussion continues Into the lunch hour and they ask, such
agency official to accompany them to- lunch 'so that they can conclude their
discussion., • I

Would the trfttel cost 'of the taxpayer and his counsel, in addition to the
luncheon costs, be fullydedufible by such taxpayer?

Apiswer.--Aasuming that the taxpayet and his' counsel did iot sta)$ on in
Washington to enjoypersonal VACations (so'that the new travel allocation
rules are not applicable) and that the lunch o6nourred: r ,-circumfstnces
generally consltaeied conducive to business discussion (a6 that the expense
falls Within thq buslnei meal 6xcptlo)' no ptovilion of 'the ilew travel apd
Pntetiainnient rules w6uld Operate to disallow the travel or lunheeon" Not.IHowever, this h'theteal situation raies eethii. iquesti6ni of'deductibility
of expenses whioh"'Arb against public policy. "This matter Is under current
study. It you wlsh, we willO e paply to fprnish additloial answers of this
other aspe t ff the Iquestlon when er study Is completed. '

Qii o Nqr 6.#Mr . .Oommissorer, assume 'that the constituent o ea Mern.
bet .of Congress eoi . to Washington't eo Q$l A wth n oti t lgslattve
proiosal-or substantlal interest to tAh oonstituient's bUSaness. Tno only tine 'It
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is convenient for the two of them to get together would be for a dinner engage-
went, at which time this problem is extensively discussed. The constituent
pays the expenses for this dinner engagement.

Would the travel cost ift connection.with coming to Washington and the
expenses of siich dinner be fully tax deductible by such taxpayer?

Aniwcr.-This question is similar tO the preceding question. There is no
provision 'in section 274, relating to travel and entertainment, which would
olietate to disallow either the travel ori'din we expense, assuming that the
constituent does not combine the' trip with a vacation. However, the new
lobbying 'provilslons added by section 3 of the Revenue Act of 1902 are pertinent.

lie regulations are currently being drafted under that new provision. Also,
is I menttoned at the hearing oh February 28 the Service is developing a posi-
tion paper on the deductibilty'of expenses relating to Members of Congresq.
Questions of public policy itre 1in6lved. If you wish, I will answer this ques-
tion in iiore detail when the study project is completed.

Qucston'No. 7.--Wth respect to recOrdkeebpng of business entertaining, why
does Treasuiy require a record of the business relationship and purpose when,
in most instances, It is not necessary since the taxpayer will recall who the
person entertained was and why he, Was entertained? (Although the regula-
tions contain a provision for establishing this information by circumstantial
evidence, this provision has' been totally overlooked by the businessman. Con-
sequently, business forms have become exceedingly complex. Now, every time
John Wayne is entertained, the businessman thinks he must have a record
that Johh Wayne is a- movie star. If a lawyer has a client for years and he
buys him a luncheon, he think he has to make a record of the fact, that the
man is it client. Treasury has failed to emphasize simple records are possible.)

Answer.---Sectlon 274(d) requires a taxpayer to substantiate by "adequate
records or by sufficient evidence corroborating his own statement" certain ele-
ments of an entertainment activity including "the business purpose of the
expense" aid "the business relationship to the taxpayer of persons entertained."
Senator Smathers, in the Senate floor debates, said that a taxpayer, "must
show the circumstances under which the entertainment occurred. He must
identify the person entertained and must show the business relationship be-
tween that person and a trade or business. By these requirements, the tax-
payer must reveal to the tax collector all the Information he needs to make
a determination with respect to any claimed entertainment expense."

It is difficult to say to what extent most taxpayers do recall details of given
expenditures. A record of an expense made at or near the time of the expense
has a high degree of credibility not present Instatements prepared subsequently
when there may be a lack of accurate recall. For this reason, I believe tax-
payers should be encouraged to maintain adequate records on a current basis.
The regulations, however, provide that a written statement of business pur-
pose Is not necessary "where the business purpose is evident from the sur-
rounding- facts and circumstances, such as the business relationship to the
taxpayer of the person entertained." The regulations also expressly recognize
that a taxpayer may substantiate hi expenses by evidence other than records,
provided it meets the requirement of the statute that it be sufficient to corrobo.
rate his own statement,

QUOlfion o. 8.-Why is it always necessary for an' employee to record the
business relationship and purpose of entertainIng in order to adequately account
to his employer?. IRS Is willing to accept circumnstantlal evidence to establish
this inforation. If an employee gives a name and can recall the guest's con-
nection and the business purpose, why should he be required to make a record
of an easily established fact which IRS and/or the employer can always verify
wiIthout' a time-consuming record?

Answcr.-The new statute, although it, contains a special rule preventing
double disallowance (under the substantlye limitations of subsec. (a) of see.
274) of entertainment, expenses Incurred by an employee on behalf of an em-
ployer, cootalns no similar relief rule against double disallowance on grounds
of' lack of substantiation., -The, regulations provide a relief rule that if an
employee incurs an expenso.'gn behalf of his employer and 'makes an 'adequate
accounting 'to his employer,. he will'not again be required to substantiate his
expense to. the Government f(i' Federal tax purposes except In certain limited
caqes, such as in the case of an employeeowho is closely related to his employer.
Since this Is a special rehle± meaure, it should be restricted in its application
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to cases where an empl(.yee accounts to his employer by adequate records of a
standard equal to that called for by section 274 (d). See question No. 7.

Queslion No. 9.-Why do you require a record of the business purpose of
entertaining or a gift when good will Is sufflcient? (If you read the regulations
closely, you will find that a record is not required when the purpose is evident
from the surrounding facts and circumstances; but nobody knows this. As a
result, most businessmen figure that a taxpayer must have a business purpose;
and it never occurs to them. that the Government would be so ridiculous as to
require a record that entertainment took place or a gift was given to establish
good will. They, therefore, conclude that they must dream up some other
reason; and being unable to do so, they do not give gifts or entertain in many
Instances.)

Answer.--As I Indicated in my answer to your question No. 7, the statute
requires a, taxpayer to establish the business purpose of an entertainment
expense whici is being claimed as a deduction. If the purpose of entertaining
Is to create or maintain business goodwill, a simple statement to that effect Is
sufficient. Furthermore, the regulations Issued in final form last December
inke it clear that the business purpose of an expenditure need not be sepa-
rately stated on an expense record If It Is evident from the surrounding facts
and circumstances.

Question No. lOA..The principal problem of the expense account law has been
the confusion surrounding It. Basically, the confusion is doubt about what Is
and what is not deductible. It will be over 6 months between the passage of
the law and 'final substantive regulations. I know the law is capable of, vary-
ing Interpretations, but this, delay has caused thousands of businessmen to
exercise extreme caution. It is not a question of what the law says, it Is what
they think it says. How do you explain this kind of delay? (Answer-toughlaw to Iiterpret),Aton .---The regulatioismust be carefully prepared to properly carry out

the new. requirements of the statute. Some of the new statutory terms, such
as "'directly related" or "associated with" the active conduct of business, as lit
the case 'many' 6oth r; gene ral rulesw In, the tax law, do not lend themselves to
precis defibitlone. Individual views mAy differ on the exact meaning of some
of these t'~ms. Recognizing this, .1 called in outside consultants, including
leaders in'"the' legal and accounting 'professions, to review and comment on
early draft versions of the regulations. Many of their comments have been
incorporated into, these regulations. This, of course, has been time consuming.
However, I believe it is timb Well spent to provide regulations which carry out
the requirements of the statute.

I believe these regulations strike aifair balance between restricting abuses-
curtailing expense amount financing of personal c6sts of living-without fin.
posing uidue restrietiofis on legitimate business activity. In addition, follow-
ing our usual practice, tOepe regulations are being issued first in proposed form.
This' is ai : 6potuntity for tax payers' who may be affected by these proposed
rules to study them carefully, and give us their comments, before final regula-
tions are published,

I realize that the proper application of some of the new substantive rules
may raise problems of Interpretto4 for some taxpayers until 'the final regula-
tions are issued. Accordingly; I am announeIng that revenue agents will be
instructed to resolve reasonable doubts in favor of taxpayers where-with re-
spect to 6. & 19." transactions o&curring during the' period beginning January 1,
1963, and ending-80 days after the final regulations are issued-there have
been good faith efforts to apple the substantive requirements of the new statutory
rules.

Questlos '. ll.-Wh* dO yourequire a record of the type of entertainment?
It seems that this adds to the problem of recordkeeping, as the place of en-
tertainment would almost invariably indicate the type. The taxpayer could
always be questioned about the particular establishment. (Actually, the regu-
lations do permit the biocf of the type of en' ertalnment from the establish-
ment; but this fact Is not well known, and very few businessmen have ob-
served it.)

Anewer.-A record of the type of ntertalnment is'*not required by the regu.
lations unless such information is not apparent 'from the designation. of the
plvce of entertainment by Its name, if any, and its address or location.
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Question No. 12 (parts a, b, and o).-If the law is that confusing and is having
the unintended effect complained of by the restaurant and hotel industry, may-
Ife we had better take a new look at it. I have a series of questions to ask
about the substantive interpretation of the law.

It is my understanding that typical restaurant entertaining (i.e., entertain-
ing in surroundings conducive to .the discussion of business) was to be un-
changed by the new law by virtue of the business meal exception. This is how
Senator Douglas, Senator Clark, and the Treasury' Department argued before
the passage of the law. You' have 'stated that for the business meal exception
to apply there must be a direct, close relationship between the taxpayer and
the person entertained.

(a) Does this mean that expenses for wives In a restaurant are never de-
ductible under the business meal exception? (For example, where President
and Mrs. Kennedy entertain Prime Minister and Mrs. McMillan.)
Answer t6 part a.-By no means. In my references to the business meal

exception, I have stated that, under the statute, it is necessary that the sur-
roundings be ofa type generally considered conducive to business discussion.
Thus, It would normally be necessary to show that you were entertaining some-
one with whom you had a business relationship. The presence of wives Is
another factor to be taken Into account in determining whether the circum-
istances were coqducive to business discussion. However, If, In the light of all
the facts and circumstances the surroundings were of a type generally jonsldered
conducive to discussing business, and tli6 expense for the wives was an'ordlnary
and necessary business expense as under prior law, the expense for. wives will
hot be disallowed by the new rule.(b) Does this mean all goodwill entertaining is out under the bUsluess meal
exception and that the statement In the finance report that "the principal form
of goodwill entertaining in the country will be left undisturbed under the'new
law" is false? This same statement was repeated several times during the
Senate debate.

Answer to part b.-i' believe that many business goodwill expenses, deductible
under prior latw, will continue to be deductible under the business meal excep-
ton. I have attempted to emphasize this on several occasions over that last few
months in talking before various groups. The regulations will make this clear.
To come within the business meal exception, it i not necessary that business
actually be discussed. .t

(o) Most, if not all, country club entertaining is of a goodwill type. Ate not
a lot of businessmen wasting their time keeping a record of business use of a
club to meet the b0-percent requirement when in fact they will get no deduction
at all for due since the closely associated rule does not apply to entertainment
facilities? About the only deduction they would get Is for the time; if any, spent
actually, discussing business. What have you done to correct this false in-
pression?

Ane wer, to part o..-It is important to bear In iind that the statute expressely
provides a dual test in determining deductibility, of duqs to social, athletic, or
sporting clubs. It is the same dual test provided for the case of entertainment
facilities generally. First,- these expenses are not deductible under the statute
unless the facility is used primarily for ordinary and necessary business use.
Second, once the primary use test is satisfied, those expenses are deductible only
to the extent they are directly related to the active conduct of business. It
may well be that in certain cases only a portion of country clu dues willibe
considered allocable to entertainment directly related to business. However,
the regulations will provide that clubs operated solely to provide business lunches
will not be considered social clubs. In such cases, the dues would be fully exempt
from the new dual test. Moreover, if a taxpapor used a country club primarily
for furnishing business meals, we will consider the dues ,allocable to such use
directly related to business. -

QurnnroNs SuB~mn-=E By SENATos Bz3NnT
Question No. i.--Lt me put a situation to you. The Gillette Safety Razor

Co. invites the entire United States to witness on television the Rose Bowl foot-
ball game, and various other major sporting events, and for thls'pays tremen-
dous sums of money for TV time. It does this in order to sel Its product,"but
Its selling efforts represent a sort of scatter gun approach, because there are
countless viewers who are neither customers nor prospective customers. The
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X Co. on the other hand takes 20 of its best customers and customer prospects,
their wives and families to a football game in the hope of creating and maintain-
ing friendly relationships so that it can maintain and increase its sales. This
selling effort represents a squirrel gun approach-there is not a dime wasted in
the selling effort.

Now which expense Is more directly related to the taxpayer's trade or business?
Do you think it is highly discriminating to allow the first and disallow the

second?
Anwer.-I believe the distinction between the two cases, which is clearly made

by the new statute, is a reasonable one. Section 274(e) (8) contains a specific
exception covering expenses for goods, services, and facilities made available by
the taxpayer to the public generally. The new limitations on deducting enter-
tainment expenses appear to be designed to cover entertainment which confers
substantial tax free personal benefits on the recipients unless there is a close
relationship to the active conduct of business. The Individual who views the
football game on television obtains a benefit which he acquired through the pur-
chase of his TV set, and this benefit is shared generally by the members of the
publi.who indirectly finance the program through the purchase of the adver-
tiser's products. However, the individual who attends a football game with his
wife and family obtains a substantial personal benefit, the cost of which, if paid
for by himself, would be a nondeductible personal living expense. Under the
new statute, this expense cannot be treated as a deductible business expense
except to the extent there is a close relationship with the active conduct of the
taxpayer's business.

Question No. 14.-The existing substantive regulations under section 162
(business expenses) provide (and for many years have provided) that business
expenses deductible under section 162 include the ordinary and necessary ex-
penses "directly connected with or pertaining to" the taxpayer's trade or
business. How does this test differ from the "directly related to" test of the
new section 274? Or conversely, what changes did the "directly related to"
test make in the existing "directly connected with or pertaining to" test?

Answer.-The requirement of new section 274 that an expense be "directly
related to the active conduct of a taxpayer's trade or business" imposes a
stricter limitation on deductibility of expenses for business entertainment than
existed in the regulations under section 162. New section 274 expressly requires
that the expense be related to the active conduct of business. The regulations
under section 162 did not contain this latter condition. As the Senate Finance
report states (p. 28), a taxpayer, under the new statute, "must show a greater
degree of proximate relation between the expenditure and his trade or business"
than is required under section 162.

QuasrAoNs;'SUBMmD 3Y SENATOR CAWLAON

Quest" No. 15.-Businessmen who are seeking clarification of the now law
and your regulations governing expense accounts seem to be primarily Interested
In obtaining some quick clarification concerning those expenditures which may
be disallowed to the company as a business deduction but which may or may not
be considered by the Internal Revenue Service to be a fringe benefit or a salary
supplement for the employee who made the expenditure with the company's
approval. In order to clear up this point it seems desirable to have some official
guidelines in question-and-answer form which cover a series of supposititious
transactions which have varying degrees of shading but which generally reflect
normal business practices here in Washington.

To lay the basis for these questions let's assume as an example the XYZ
Corp., headquartered In Denver, having a Washington vice president with an
engineering staff and a sales staff. The stock of the corporation Is widely held
and the Washington vice president is not related to the president or any of the
other corporate officers. The corporation Is In the business of producing appli-
ances for industries and Individuals generally and also makes sales to the
Government. The Washington vice president's duties, among other things, con-
sists of watching legislation, being alert to Government bids,, and acting as a
general listening post and adviser for all corporate affairs. He is thus expected
to have a broad acquaintance with Members of the Congress, members of the
executive departments, other business representatives and business organiza-
tions. In order to carry on these important dutes he Is expected by his com-
pany to -have business and social relations with these people To Assist In
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cultivating the desired acquaintances and contacts the company expects him to
be a member of various clubs and associations, and the company pays club dues.
He is the company's ambassador-the company's image on the Wasb iogton scene.
His assignments demand that he reciprocate on entertainment and this requires
that he and his wife entertain often at home, at the clubs, and at hotels.

The foregoing narrative Is fairly descriptive of the responsibilities of Wash-
ington representatives of many of tho major corporations having offices here.
Now for the questions.

Queatfo.-It has been the pracice of the XYZ Corp. to entertain members
of the press during Christmas week at a cocktail party and buffet supper. The
vice president makes the arrangements and sends out the invitations. The party
Is for the most part an appreciation party and seeks to preserve the good will
that now exists between the corporation, the vice president, and the press corps.
No business is discussed during the evening and there is no business meeting im-
mediately prior or after the party. Fifty members of the press and their Wives
are present. The hotol bill, including gratuities, music, etc. amounts to $1,000.
It' is strictly a good will party. , it appears without question Under your new
regulations that the Service would hold this expenditure of $1,000 to be unjusti-
fled as business expense so far as the company Is concerned and it would be,
therefore, disallowed to:the company. Does It, however, mean---and this is the
vital question-that this expenditure becomes a salaryy supplement to the Wash-
ington vice president wh6 arranged the party and approved the expenditure
upon which he haS'tO pay a tat?, .. . .

Answer.--Goodwill entertaining of members of the press and their wives at
the request of, and on behalf of, the XYZ Corp. would 'not, tinder the 'circum-
stances you describe, be considered salary supplement to the Washington
vice president. This assumes that the XYZ Corp. did hot treat the expense on
its tax return as compebnsAtion paid to the' Washington vice president.

Question No. 16.M-Assuming the same set of'circumstances described in ques-
tion No. 15 but assume' the additional fact that the corpOration president or
board of directors has approved thb holding of the party and the makingof
the expenditure realizing in adtance that it may 'not be deductible as a busi-
ness expense for the corporation but nevertheless, they are willing to go ahead,
and have authorized the Washington vice president to hold the party. The
corporation auditor' will account for the expenditure in his corporate records
not as a business expense but after taxes.' The'question is the same: Does it
necessarily follow that the expenditure then becomes a salary supplement to
the Washington vice president who arranged the party and contracted for the
expenditure?

Answer.--Our answer to the first question Is in no way changed by the facts
of your question No. 16.

Question No. 17.-Assuming the facts in question No; 15 but substitute for
the 50 members of the press corps a guest list comprised of Members of the
Congress.

Answer.--Our answer is In no Way changed by these facts.
Question No. 8.-Substitute a guest list composed of members of the eketu-

tive department some of wh6m are engaged In handling Oovernmeht' citracts.
Answe,..--Our answet- is in no way'Changed by these facts.
Question ANo. 19.-A businessman residing In Washingtonnieetslum 6ut-bf-

town client in his room at the hotel. After a, business discuslon the' Wash-
ington resident spends a total of $18 for refreshments and diner for the two.

Can the Washington resident charge the total of $18 on his expense account
to his company as a legitimate business elpens6?

'Or must he exclude the $9 paid fo- his own meal on the-assumption that he
could eat at home if he wanted to?

If it is not possible for him t6 include hi own $9 expense under the fore-
going set of facts could he telephone his wife,, cancel one" plate' at hoie 'and
order the same meal scheduled fo- home consumption' and charge the coat there-
of, whether it be hamburgers or pheasant'under glass that Is sehedibld for
home consumption?

Answer.--This question involves an issue Of law not affected by the new
travel and entertainment provisions of the Revenue Act of 19062. 'Judicial
decisions under established law, applying the statutory rule that deductions
are not allowed for personal expenses, hold that a taxpayer cannot obtain a
deduction for the portion of his meal cost which' does not exceed 'an amount he
would normally spend on'hixnself. The Internal Revenue Service practice has
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been to apply this tule largely to abuse cases where taxpayers claim deduc-
tions for substantial amounts of personal living expenses. The Service does not
intend to depart from this practice. -' I

QuestiOn No.* 20.-The substantiation regulations appear to be unduly detailed
In certain particulars and are very ambiguous with-respect to other areas. The
undue burden of detail specifted In'the regulations'has caused many complaints
based upon overenforcement of the law. .AS to the anbiguities, -the business
people who have to deal with regulations complain that they have no guidance
as to how the regulations will be applied in given situations:

As an illustration of the ambiguities, assume the following facts-,
The White House CorrespondentM Associati6n Is composed of members of the

preis accredited by the White House. It has annual'dues which are generally
paid by the members and then charged to the newspaperS which thej'repreedt
on an expense a.count. They join yearly with the White Hous. Photographers
Association and: hold .n rather klabbrate banquet at the' Sheraton Park' 1otel.
Each member is usoAlly entitled to btky several' 5'euts or a table, "Th e club
usually invites the President, meibers of the Cbinet,1 metiibers Of the. Supreme
Court, the diplomatic staA and otherProminelit people'in QO-ernmeht. J ach
member of the club invites prominent people Who-dre 'osohdered tObe "news
sources." N0 business Is discussed at'the meeting and It 1S not held prior or
subsequent to a business meety, The Individual member normally, pays for
his guest's ticket by charg[ng the cost to his'employer. The purpose for the
most part Is restricted to good wilL.

Queetion.-Is thb aliual dues alegitnMate business expense fOr the employee?
Ahwer.-It woulld appear that dues to these assocdations are Dot dues t a

social, athletic, or spo rting !hib or organizAtion* "rid are not subject to the
new limitations on .dedUCtions for expenditures with respect to entertainment
facilities. The dues would be deductible to the extent they constitute ordinary
and necessary business expenses as under prior' iaw.

Queeon No. 21.-Is the cost of the banquet a legitimate expense for the
employer?

Anower.-It would also appear that the cost of the banquet would be deduct-
ible to the extent It constitutes an ordinary and necessary business expense as
under prior law. The Service proposes to treat expenditures for banquets
sponsored by business or professional associations as expenditures to which
the specific exception for business meals applies. EWen"if the business meal
exception is'not applicable under the facts of the case the cost of the banquet
should qualify as entertainment occurring In a clear business setting.

Quettio No. ,.-If not, is the dues expense or the banquet expense a salary
supplement to the White House correspondent?

Anwer.-.-Thls Is a question not affected by the new statute, The new rules
only disallow deductions. Whether 6to not an item paid for by an employer
Is considered income to an employee In the form of salary supplement depends
upon the general rules of established law prloir to the enactment of the Revenue
Act of 1962.

Quetion No. 23.-If wives of members and guests werO Included at the banquet
how would the expense of their tickets be considered? "

Answer-As I indicated In my answer to a question 'asked by Senator Ourtis
(question No. 25), we do not believe the new law Mb aimed at disallowing d.duc-
tions for entertainment of wives. However, it is 'necessary, as under prior law,
that entertainment of wives serve t bona fide business purpose. Assuming the
"ordinary and necessary" business requirement is satisfied, and the taxpayer
establishes that the expense for the customer himself 19 not disallowed under
the new statute, the portion attributable to the customer's wife will generally
be deductible. - - -

Quest(on No, 84.-It would appear that there are, In some Instances, double
standards with respect to enforcement of'the taX l* Assume the following
factual situation':

A is the president of X Corp. Company owned and operated automobiles are
sometimes used to transport A to and from his residence and office. I

(1) Is the cost of maintaining and operating the automobile to the 'extent
attributable to transporting A to and from work a deductible expense by X

(2) Is the reasonable value of the transportation -taxable Income to A?
(8) If the answer.to (2) Is affirmative, would the same thing be true In the

case of Government officials using Oovernment-owned 'Vehleles -to commute to
work?
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Anser (1).-The Service proposes to rule that an automobile used in the
active conduct of trade or business, even though Incideitally used for com-
muting to and from work, would not be regarded as entertainment. The cost
would be deductible by X Corp. to the extent It constitutes an ordinary and
necessary business expense, as under prior law.

Answer (2) G14 (8).-Whether or not an item Is includible in income Is a
question not affected by the new rules.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOB CURTIS

Quesion No. 25.-Does the Internal Revenue Service expect to promulgate
a regulation which will deny deductibility for entertainment expense spent on
the wife of a customer If the wife of a customer Is not a participant in the cus-
tomer's business?

Answer,-No. We do not believe the new law Is aimed at disallowing deduc-
tions for entertainment of wives. However, It is necessary, as under prior law,
that entertainment of wives serve a bona fide business purpose. Assuming the
"ordinary and necessary" business requirement is satisfied, and the taxpayer
establishes that the expense for the customer himself Is not disallowed under
the new statute, the portion attributable to the customer's wife will generally
be deductible.

Question No. 26.-Suppose an out-of-town compAby maintains a hotel suite
or apartment in Washington for the use of Its employees, who come to Wash-
ing on frequently on business. Would this eoense 'deductible assuming It is
'not the tp* of facllty used in connection with a- activity generally considered
to constitute entertainment, amusement or rieretlon?

Atiewer.-An employer who furnishes lodgifg for hif employees who are
traveling away from home on business would not be regarded as entertaining
his employees. The expenditure will be deductible to tile sanie extent as under
prior law.

Question No. 7.-If an expenditure is necessary to'the business and if it
is an ordinary expenditure, will it, in any event, be disallowed?

Aiwwer.-Certain expenses for entertainment, gifts, and travel which are
considered to be ordinary and necessary business expenses deductible under
section 102 are nevertheless disallowed as deductions tinder new section 274.
This is true, for example, with expenditures for certain business goodwill en-
tertainment (not coming within any of the exceptions provided for in sec.
2T4 (e)) if the'entertainment does not directly precede or follow a substantial
business discussion. It is also) true for expenditures with respect to an enter-
tainment facility, if the facility Is n6t used primarily for ordinary and neces-
sary business purposes. Also, under the statute, unless specifically excepted,
deductions for business gifts to Individuals are limited to $25 annually per
recipient.

Question No. 28.-With respect to the disallowance of gifts In excess of $V5,
the bill defines the term gift as "any item excludable from gross incofne from
the recipient under section 102." Does this mean that the liability of a donor
is going to be determined on the basis of the success or lack of success of a
donee who contests that the Item Is not includible In his gross income because
it Is a gift? -For example, if aowldow successfully argues that death benefits
received from her deceased husband's former employers are excludable from
gross income as a gift, as I read.lt this bill would disallow -a deduction to the
employer even though he was not party to the widoW's suit and had considered
and treated the amount paid to the wdow as compensation.

Is this correct? ....
Isn't the employer denied due process of law?
This can happen.- As, I understand It o this was precisely the situation In

the case of Mabel Carroll Pitton v. U.., U.S. District Court, Southern District
of Alabama, August 2, 1962, 62-2 USTO para. 9686. The conit found as a
fact that the employer deducted the amount paid to the widow ($22,500) as
salary expense and that the employer stated "it Was never intended by the com-
pany that the payment to Mrs. Pixton be considered'a gift as the term gift Is
construed by the TnterfAln Revenue Code,- in f't, the company has definitely
gone on record as disclaiming the payment as a gift"

A4 nser.--ven though a widow sudeesifully argues that death benefits re-
ceived from her deceased husband's former employers are excludable from gross
income as a gift, the former employer Is hot estopped from separately arguing
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successfully that the payment is not a gift. There is no denial to the employer
of his day in court or of due process of law. In addition, th employer gen-
erally will have it within his control to arrange the transaction so that the
payment will be considered either as compensation or as an employee's death
benefit excludable from the donee's gross income to the extent provided under
section 101(b) rather than as a gift excludable from the donee's gross income
as a gift under section 102.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR LONG

Question No. 29.-Mr. Commissioner, without referring me to any of the
exceptions to the general rule of the entertainment provision, explain the extent
to which you feel the general rule permits deduction for pure goodwill enter-
taining.

In other words, aside from business meals, and aside from substantial business
discussions, can any expenses for maintaining or creating business goodviil be
deductible?

Answer.--The most significant portion of business "goodwill" entertaining
Is deductible under the "business meal exception" and the general rule for en-
tertainment "associated" with substantial buslne, discussions. In addition,
however, the Service interprets the statute to permit expenses of entertainment
for maintaining or creating business goodwill where the entertainment occurs
in a clear business setting. Generally, this would envisage circumstances where
any recipient of the entertainment would have reasonably known that the tax-
payer had no motive other than directly furthering his trade or business. This
is ordinarily the case with expenses for "hospitality rooms" at conventions
where business goodwill is created through the display or discussion of the tax-
payer'S products. It would also be the case where business entertaining In-
volved no meaningful personal or social relationship between the taxpayer and
the recipients of the entertainment, such as entertainment of business repre-
sentatives and civic leaders at the opening of a new hotel where the clear pur-
pose of the taxpayer is to obtain business publicity. In addition, entertainment
which has the principal effect ofa price rebate In connection with the sale of
the taxpayer's products generally will be considered to have occurred in a clear
business setting. This would be the case, for example, if a taxpayer owning
a hotel were to provide occasional free dinners at the hotel for a customer who
patronized the hotel extensively. '

Question No. S0.-Mr. Commissioner, it has been stated that the entertainment
provision prevents a deduction for business entertainment which develops good-
will. I believe thisls inaccurate with respect to the conference amendment which
permits goodwill entertainment "directly preceding or following a substantial
and bona fide business discussion." But, it is not clear to me how this amend-
ment applies.

Take this case. A taxpayer and his wife entertain a customer and his wife
for the purpose of enabling the taxpayer to discuss business with the customer.
And, they do have substantial discussion -of business affairs. .The customer's
wife is invited for the purpose of insuring the customer's presence by making the
invitation more attractive, and the taxpayer's wife accompanies him In order to
distract the customer's wife so the taxpayer and the customer can discuss
business. -

Explain for us the tax consequences under the conference agreement of the
expenses for entertaining the customer, the customer's wife, the taxpayer, and
the taxpayer's wife.

Would your answer be any different if the customer's secretary, rather than
his wife, accompanied him to the business discussion, or-If the taxpayer's secre-
tary, rather than his wife accompanied him? .

Answer.-I agree that it is inaccurate to say that the new entertainment pro-
visions prevent-a deduction for business entertainment which develops goodwill.
Many business goodwill expenses, if deductible under prior law, will continue to
be deductible under the new statute. This Is true for goodwill expenses falling
under the business meal exception and for expenses associated with business if
the entertainment occurs directly preceding or following a substantial business
discussion.

In the situation you posed, the taxpayer does in fact engage ina substantial
business -discussion during the entertainment, Under those fact. the cost of
entertainment- should be' deductible,, including the' expense allocable to the
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wives, to the extent allowable as an ordinary and necessary business expense
as under prior law. If the entertainment Involved substantial distractions such
as a meeting at a night club, theater, sporting event, or during an essentially
social gathering such as a cocktail party, it would be an indication that thero
could not be a substantial business discussion during the entertainment,

It might be more difficult to establish a bona tide business purpose in Inviting
secretaries to join the entertainment, Assuming that It was established that
the secretaries' presence served an ordinary and necessary business purpose as
under prior law, the result would be the same as discussed for entertainment
involving the wives of the customer and th0 taxpayer.

Question No. $1.-Mr. Commissioner, In the case of reimbursements, per diem
situations, and mileage allotments, as I understand It, present rules and regu-
lations In effect state that if an employee's per diem Is not more than 125 per-
cent of the Government per diem, the employee will be deemed to have been
required to account to his employer for his expenses for purposes of regulations
1.02-17. In other words, as I understand It. the employee would not be sub-
jected to any further accounting for his per diem whether he actually spent
It or not.

Under your new regulations aed rules, as I understand them, this same enm.
ployee will be required to account for his expenses, and unless they were for
ordinary and necessary business expenses, he will be treated as having realized
an Additional Income.

This seems completely at variance with our Intent as stated in our committee
report to the effect that no provision enacted by us would affect the Includabillty
of any amount in gross Income of any taxpayer. Do you have any reaction?

Atiuicr.-I am in complete agreement that new section 274 is intended only
to disallow deductions, and has no effect on the Includiblilty of ni item In In.
collie.

On the other hand, it was the law prior to the enactment of new section 274.
and It continues to 1* the law, that any amount received by an employee un-
d(,r a per diem or mileage allowance which is in excess of ordinary and nec-
es.qsary business expenses incurred on behalf of his employer, Is gross Income to
the employee. It Is required under established law, In effect prior to the enact-
inent of new section 274, that the employee account for this excess. amount ns
gross income on his tax return. On the other hand, there is no requirement In
the new record keeping regulations that the employee traveling under a qnlify-
Ing per diem allowance with his employer should account to his employer. To
the contrary, the Service has announced rules providing that reimbursement
arrangements and per diem allowances not exceeding $25 per day for ordinary
and necessary expenses of an employee traveling away from home on his emn-
ployer's business will be regarded as satisfying the substantiation requirements
of the new regulations with respect to the daily total amount of such travel,
provided the time. place, and business purpose of the travel are established.

Questlon No. B.-Mr. Commissloner, In Interpreting the conference amend.
nlent relating to entertainment preceding or following n substantial and bona
fide business discussion, do you feel the discussion can be held at a hunting or
fishing lodge or aboard a company yacht?

The facility In this case would be used for a bona fide business dicussion
and only incidentals for business good will entertaining.

Anstcr.-Yes. it is possible for a substantial and bona fide business dis-
enssion to be held at a hunting or flshing lodge or aboard a company yacht.
However, meetings on hunting or fishing trips, or on yachts, will generally be
considered circumstances where there was little or no possibility of engalng In
the active conduct of business in the absence of clear evidence to the contrary.

Que8wfon Yo. 88.-Mr. Commissioner, T believe this entertainment provision
strikes a particularly serious blow at small business which often must advertise
its product on a personal basis through entertainment of potential customers.
Big business, on the other hand, would not be so seriously affected by this new law
because of specific exceptions for entertainment which generally can be provided
only by big business. For Instance, expenses of sponsoring radio or television
broadcasts are excluded from the new rules. I do not believe small business
should be singled out for more harsh tax treatment than their giant competitors.
I believe It is essential that the present provision be Interpreted as favorably as
posible In order to enable small business to survive.

In your opinion, can we rationalize a provision like this entertainment statute
which gives big business additional competitive advantages over small business?
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.tnswcr.t.-It Is not at alt clear that the new entertainment rules give to big
l nosilus competitive advantages over small business. For example, small busi.
,teses might well do most of their entertaining at business meats or at enter-
taiunnent events directly preceding or following business discussions. Those
larger busine&es which have been able to afford elaborate entertainment facili-
ties, such as yachts and hunting lodges, may find the adjustment more difficult.
1 believe a significant portion of business goodwill entertaining will continue to
be deductible under section 274, both to small and large businesses.

Question No. 34.-Mr. Commissioner: Because the "directly related" test in
case of entertainment expenses does not apply to business gifts, it is Important
to know In which category borderline cases fall.

I note that question 10 it Revenue Procedure 63-4, relating to high school
basketball tickets, and question 17 relative to season tickets to baseball games,
treat admission tickets as gifts.

Is it fair to Infer from these examples that a taxpayer is not entertaining a
business prospect when he takes hinu to the ball game? (Note.-The conaiittee
report treats admission tickets undcr the more rigid entertainment rules.)

Is there an), tax difference between high school tickets and college tickets?
Or professional tickets? Or tickets to the Kentucky Derby? Or tickets to the
theater? Or tickets to conrts? Or tickets to a Mardi Gras ball? Or greens
fees at a country club?

Anamer.--The statute (section 2T4(h)) grants the Secretary or his delegate
broad regulatory authority to prescribe whether the provisions covering enter-
taiment expenses or those covering gifts apply it cases where both provisions
might apply. Pursuant to this authority the Service proposes to treat most
such expenses as entertainment rather than gifts. However, It Is proposed to
umake a special exception to thme general rule In the case of expenses for tickets
of aditisslon to a place of entertainment. Such tickets way be considered gifts
or as entertalntient, whichever Is most advantageous to the taxpayer, provided
the taxpayer or his representative does not accompany the recipient to the
entertainment. This Is a broad special exception for all classes of tickets of
admission. However, greens fees at country clubs generally would not be
considered a ticket of admission.

Qustio, No. 36.--Our committee report states the purpose of the suhstanti.
atton requirements in the following terms:

"This provision is intended to overrule, with respect to such expense tile so.
callcl 'ohan rule. fit the case of COhnis v. Comtntsfeoner, 39 V. 2d 640 (C.A.
2d, 1930), It was held that where the evidence indicated that a taxpayer had
incurred deductible expenses but their exact amount could not be determinexl,
the court must make 'as close an approximation as it can' rather than disallow
the deduction entirely."

In the eohats decision Itself, the court stated as part of Its opinion that "abso-
lute certaintly in such mater* Is usually hnpoaslblo arid Is uol necesar. * * 0
To allow nothing at all appears to us inconsistent with saying that something
was spent." [Emphasis added.]

It might be said that the pendulum of the Cohan rule as broadened from time
to time by other court decisions.had swung over so far that taxpayers were
abusing the Government by claiming personal expenses as business expenses and
getting a tax deduction for them. The substation rule enacted last year
might be described as the wing back of the pert slum. However, your sub-
stantlation regulations appear to have swung the jv. dulum on beyond the statute,
so that the Internal Rovenue Service might now be accused of abusing the tax-
payer.

The words of tihe statute suggest that it was. the Intent of Congress to repeal
the oman rule and replace It with a rule of reason under which absolute cer-
tainty would not be made a condition precedent to the allowance of a deduction.
I believe that It your regulations were more reasonable and less burdensome.
there would not be the reaction which has already set In. In other words,
If your regulations were completely realistic, taxpayers would he less prone to
seek amendment of the statute to escape the harsh consequences of your regu-
lations.

What Is your firm opinion as to the Intent Of Congress in enacting the substan-
tiation, requireWents?

Don't y~ti believe we can get regulatihns,which Would set that Pendulum on
dead center?
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Aneiwcr.--in my opinion, the purpose of the substantJation rules contained in
section 274 (d) was to require the taxpayer to prove his right to a deduction for
a travel and entertainment expenditure by showing that he actually did spend
the amount he claimed as a deduction, as well as the time, place, and business
purpose of the expenditure. In the case of entertainment and gifts, the business
relationship of the person entertained or receiving the gift was also required.
I believe this purpose is indicated by statements, such as yours in discussing the
bill (108 Cong. Rec. No. 155, Aug. 29, 1962, p. 17001), that "the bill requires
the taxpayer who claims a deduction for entertainment expenses--or for travel
or gift expenses-to clearly establish his right to the deduction by proof other
than his own statements which may largely be self-serving." At the same time,
I feel that for most of the business community, the substantiation regulations
are fair and reasonable. After the proposed substantiation regulations were
published we received many comments from a broad cross-section of the business
community and from taxpayers in general. Numerous businesses supplied the
Service with their expense account forms and instructions. In addition to public
hearings, we held conferences with many representatives of business, the account-
ing and legal professions, and my regularly constituted advisory group of rec-
ognized experts in the field of taxation. The final substantiation regulations
reflect in large measure the views expressed by this large body of cemmentators.
We believe that these regulations do set the pendulum on dead center. The
comments we have received from a large number of responsible persons in the
business community Indicate that the requirements under these regulations are
consistent with practices followed for many years by prudent businessmen and
prudently managed corporations.

Question No. 86.-Mr. Commissioiier: In an article entitled "Expense-Account
Meals--What the Rules Really Are," appearing in the March 4 Issue of U.S.
News & World Report, It is stated:

"You can still deduct any reasonable outlay on goodwill entertainment In the
form of a quiet business meal-lunch or dinner, with or without drinks.

"The cost of entertaining business contacts--present or prospective-at a quiet
cocktail party also is a business deduction, just as before."

I understand that from time to time you have made statements such as the
one In your Interview on the television program "A Moment With" that goodwill
expenses would not be deductible.

The whole purpose of the amendment to the House bill was to insure the
deduction of expenses for certain goodwill entertaining.

What is your clear position with respect to the intent of Congress as to deduc-
tibility of goodwill entertainment expenses?

Will goodwill entertaining in a night club be deductible under either the busi-
ness meal exception or the conference amendment relating to entertainment
preceding or following a business discussion?

As&wer.-Although the new statute imposes restrictions on goodwill entertain-
ing, a significant portion of business goodwill entertaining Is still deductible
under the new rules: (1) under the business meal rule, (2) if the entertainment
Is associated with the active conduct of the taxpayer's business, and it directly
precedes or follows a substantial and bona fide business discussion, or (8) If it
occurs in a clear business setting.

Although business goodwill entertaining at a night club would not generally
qualify under the business meal exception, it will be deductible as entertainment
associated with business if It is established that the cost was incurred foe a
clear business purpose, and the entertainment directly precedes or follows a
substantial business discussion. However, we have reservations concerning the
correctness of the statement quoted from the article to the effect that the coist of
cocktail parties, not connected with business discussions, are not affected by the
new law.

Quest(on No. 8T.-Mr. Commissioner, your proposed regulations apparently
required taxpayers to record the names of waiters, cabdrivers, bellhops, and
others to whom they had given a tip. Your final regulations modified this
requirement at least to the extent of permitting Identification by "name, title,
or other designation." Does this change mean that under the final regulations
the taxpayer still is required to Identify the recipient of his tip?

Are there any situations in which the name of a waiter, cabdriver, or bellhop
who has been given a tip must be obtained for the tax collector?
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An8we.-Neither the proposed recordkeeping regulations nor the final record-

keeping regulations contemplated that the names of waiters, cabdrivers, bell-
hops, and others to whom a tip was given would be required. We do not know
of any provision In the regulations which could lead to such a construction.
So far as we can ascertain, there would be no case where the name of such
a person would be required.

Question No. 87a.-Are you applying the same rules with respect to recording
names In the case of gift expenses as you are with respect to entertainment
expenses?

Anstwer.-Generally yes, since the statute provides expressly, both with respect
to gifts and entertainment, that no deduction shall be allowed unless the tax-
payer substantiates by adequate records or by sufficient evidence corroborating
his own statement "the business relationship to the taxpayer of persons enter-
tained-or receiving the gift" I want to emphasize, however, that the regula-
tions do not flatly require names of recipients of entertainment or gifts The
regulations broadly call for "occupation or other Informaiton relating to the
(recipient), including name, title, or other deuipntfog,s "sufficient to establish
business relationship to the taxpayer." Specifically wi respect to name8 in
the case of gift expenses, in the question and answer series released last Decem-
ber, It is stated at question No. 16: "16. Que8tton: Is It always necessary to record
the name of the recipient of a business gift?

Answer.-No. In some situations, a more general designation will be suffi-
cient If It is evident that the taxpayer Is not attempting to avoid the new
$25 annual limitation on the amount which can be deducted for gifts to any
single individual. For example, If a taxpayer purchases a large number of
inexpensive tickets to local high school basketball games, and he distributes
one or two 'tickets to each of a large number of his customers, it usually would
be sufficient to record a general desciptlfn of the recipients of the tickets.
This answer assumes that the amount, time, description, and business purpose
of the gifts also substantiated.

Furthermore, It should be noted that th6 $25 limitation on gifts applies only to
gifts made, directly or Indirectly, to Individuals. The Service would not regard
gifts for the eventual use or benefit of Some undesignated member of a large
group of individuals as an "indirect" gift to the ultimate recipient unless it
is reasonably practicable to ascertain the ultimate recipient. Thus. the sub-
stantiation rules on gifts should not involve burdensome recordkeeping require-
ments.

Quetion No. 88.&-Mr. Commissioner, I know you recall the furor that was
raised a few years ago when the Internal Revenue Service attempted to revise
the tax form to require individuals on expense accounts to reveal the 'amount
of their per diem, reimbursements, mileage allotments, etc. This was the so-
called Hne 6a on the 1957 tax return.

To what extent do you plan to require similar Information to be divulged
under last year's amendments relating to entertainment, travel, and gift ex-
penses?

If there has been an adequate accounting to his employer, is there any reason
why you should seek any further Information from employees?

Anater.-The Internal Revenue Service has no plans to revise the individual
income tax form to return to the so-called line 6a approach. Line Oa would
have required taxpayers first to report expense account allowances as gross
income on their tax returns and then claim off-setting deductions.

The Service believes that It Is unnecessary to require an employee who has
adequately accounted to his employer for expenses incurred on behlf of the
employer to again account for such expenses on his individual income tax return.
However, this assumes that the employee is reimbursed under a reimburse-
ment arrangement with adequate independent verification procedures. The regu-
lations prior to the enactment of section 274 made it clear that the Internal
Revenue Code contemplated that taxpayers keep such records as will enable
the Service to correctly determine Income tax liability. We believe additional
accounting Is required In cases where, generally speaking, an independent veri-
fication of expense allowance payments would not be present, such as in the
case of employees who are closely related to their employer.
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QUzsTzONs SusuiMW'E BY USNATOa SuATnEKS

Queo" No. 39.-What would the enforcement policy o)f the Internal Revenue
Service be' Under these separate but similar hypothetical factual situations:

(1) A is the preldent of X Corp. and confers In his office on an important
matter with two of his vice presidents, and his sales manager. At lunchtime
the business discussion is not concluded, and A decides to adjourn the confer-
ence to a nearby restaurant and continue the discussion during lunch. A pays
the lunch tab for all four persons and receives reimbursement for the entire
amount from the corporation.

(2) B isthe president of Y Corp. the facts'are the same as iu '(1) above,
except that Y Corp, maintains an executive dining room, to which the partici-
pants retire for lunch to continue the discussion.- The cost of the lunch Is
borne by the corporation under the cost of maintaining the dining room.

What is the deductible status of the cost of the meals in each of the examples
above; If any difference, what Is It and why?

Anewer.--From the facts given, it appears that the corporation's deduction
In the first situation would not be disallowe under the new rules since the
meal meets the requirements of the "business' meal" exception contained in
section 274(e) (1). Aldo, in the second situation, assuming that the execu-
tive dining room is on the business premises of the corporation, and the ex-
pense i an ordinary and necessary business expense under prior law, the cost
of the lunches would meet the requirements of the "food and beverages for
employees" exception contained insection 274(e) (2). Accordingly the expenses
would not be disallowed'under section 274 (a).

Qu tn No. 40.-What would the enforcement policy of the Internal Revenue
Service be under this hypothetical faetuat situation:

A is a manufacturer of "Boy-Girl" bicycles. In order to impress the young-
sters with the attributes of "Boy-Girl" bicycles With the hope that the young-
sters will exercise their parental Influence to the end that the parents, when
buying bicycles, will buy "Boy-Girl" bicycles, A gives an Outdoor party for 200
youngsters of the bicycle age. At the party, food and refreshments (nonalco-
holic) are served the youngsters, free rides on Boy-Girl bicycles are given, and
other forms of entertainment furnished the youngsters. Is the cost of the enter-
tainment a deductible business expense, and it so, is it deductible as an enter-
tainment expense or as an advertising expense?

Anewer.--The Service proposes to treat entertainment occurring in a "clear
business setting" as directly related to the active conduct of business. Enter-
tainment of a clear business nature occurring wnddr circumstances where there
is no meaningful personal or social relationship between the taxpayer and the
recipients of the entertainment, as in the case given, generally will qualify for
deduction under this rule.

Question No. 4L.--Mr. Commissioner, In your original proposed regulation did
you not call for a record of the description of entertainment?

In your final regulation you call for a record of the "designation of the type
of entertainment." Is that correct?

Does the statute call for either a "description" or a "designation"? (Note:
Answer must be "No.")

Let me recite the requirements of the statute. The statute says the taxpayer
must make records of: "(A) the amount-of such expense or other item, (B)
the time and place of the travel, entertainment, amusement, recreation, or use
of the facility, or the date and description of the gift, (0) the business purpose
of the expense or other item, and (D) tho business relationship to the taxpayer
of persons entertained, using the facility, 61 receiving the gift."

The statute acks for a description of gifts, but it does not ask for a descrip-
tion of entertainment. If we had wanted a description of both, don't you think
we would have asked for It?

Do you feel you have complied with our Intent by requiring a description?
I think you have exceeded It.

-Answer.-The statute does not specifically refer to a "description" or "desig-
nation" of entertainment.

However, the accompanying committee reports, and the Senate floor debates
give a fairly clear indication that the purpose of the recordkeeping rules of
section 274(d) is to require a taxpayer to * * * "clearly establish his right to
the deduction. * * * By these requirements the taxpayer must reveal to the tax
collector all the information he needs to make a determination with respect to
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any claimed entertainment expense." (Quoted from statement of summation of
Senator Smathers, in the Senate floor debates on sec. 274(d), 108 Congressional
Record No. 155, Aug. 20, 1902, p. 17001.)

Ordinarily, the specific statutory requirement that the "place of entertainment"
be recorded should by Itself be sufficient to give the type of Information necessary
to properly apply the substantive provisions of the new 'IT. & E." law. However,
In.those situations where the "place of entertainment" does not indicate the
type of entertainment, a revenue agent (or an employer in the case of reim-
bursed expenses of employees) might not be able to ascertain whether the
expenditure is deductible unless the particular type of entertainment is recorded.
For example, if a taxpayer merely records that he spent a certain amount for
entertaining a particular customer at "place X", it eould be that the place is a
restaurant or a hotel dining room conducive to a business deduction discussion
to which the business meal exception applies. On the other band if lacee X"
Is a night club; where there are substantial distractions such as floor a ow, the
more restrictive requirements of the hew substantive law applies before the
expense is deductible. In this type of case, if the expense is incurred by an
employee under a reimbursement arrangement, setting forth the type of enter-
tainment would be required by a prudent employer so that the employer could
Justify the deduction. In the ease of a 4elf-employed taxpayer, setting forth
the type of entertainment not only AVoids prpblemsof inaccurate recall, but will
enable a revenue agent to audit the expense account without buedcnsome
questioning of thb taxpayer. Since the type of entertainment may be the crucial
factor in determining deductibility, it Would be unfair and misleading to tax-
payers not to instruct them to keep a record of thsfactor.

Question No. 4.-Mr, Commissioner, In the technical pArt of the cOmmittee
report, which you know Is generally written by representatives of your Depart-
neht, there is an example Illustrating the application of the rule requiring allo.
cation of travel expenses where travel exceeds one week and the personal portion
of the trip represents more than 25 percent of the total time away from home.
(S. Rept. 1881, 87th Cong., p. 1/2.) This example makes It clear that tioavel
time is to be treated as busins time

Doesn'tthis sort of rule make the whole allocation formula sort ofridiculous?
For instance, in the example cited the taxpayer attributed fourteen-elghteehths
of his trip to personal purposes. The 2 days of business and the 2 days of
travel gave him four-eighteenths for business purposes. Now if that same
Individual Instead of taking a fast Jet to London had taken a slow boat which
would have involved 5 days of travel over and 5 days of travel back, and if he
had spent the same 2 days'on business In London and the same 2 weeks on vaca-
tion on the Continent, he would have been permitted to allocate twelve-twenty-
sixths of his expense to business and fourtefn-twentysixths to personal purposes.
This would give him a deduction of nearly 50 percent. If he goes by Jet, his
deduction is 22 percent of his cost.

Are these computations about accurate?
Don't you agree that these consequences are Irrational?
Attaer..-These computations appear to be correct unless the taxpayer Is able

to establish that & different method of allocation more clearly reflects the time
which Is attributable to business. We agree that counting "in transit" time as
business time weighs the scale In favor of the taxpayer who chooses to (ravel by
the slow means bf tinnsportation. Oh balance, however, It seems that a taxpayer
should be permitted to choose a reasonable mode of transportation as long as he
travels for business purposes by a reasonably direct route to his business des.
tination. We do not believe that this particular factor will be a significant one
in selecting the mode of transportation since the service proposes that the entire
cost of travel to and from the business destination will be deductible unless the
taxpayer has substantial control over arranging his business trip and a major
consideration in determining to make the trip lasto obtain a vacation or holiday.
Furthermore, even where the allocation rules apply, the taxpayer may be able to
establish that a method of allocation, other than one based solely on a comparison
of business days and personal days, more clearly reflects the portion of time
which is attributable to business.
Questo Mb. 4.--Subsection 274(d), upon which the new substantiation regu.

lations 'are based, requires that certain elements Of an expenditure be estab.
lished. Among these statutory elements are business purpose of the expense
and the business relationship to the taxpayer of the persons entertained.
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The regulations appear to go beyond these statutory requirements in that a
taxpayer must show the business reason for the entertainment or the "nature
of the business benefit derived or expected to be derived as a result of the
entertainment."I in view of this requirement, what would the enforcement policy of the Inter-
nal Revenue Service be under this hypothetical factual situation:

A is a retail further, and learns that B's wife Is planning on buying a mink
coat. , A invites B 61d B's Wife to dinner and the' theater with A and A's Wife.
A pays for the evening's entertainment, Due to the cordial frielidship estab-
lished that evening between the wivel of A and B, B purchases his Wife a mink
coat 'at A's store. B will testify that prior to the evening's entertainment he
had already decided to buy his wife a fur coat from another store, but after
the evening's social activity, his, B's wife, insisted that he buy the mink coat
at A's store.

Is the cost of the evening's entertainment deductible in whole or in part?
Amwer.--AsumTin that the dinner was furnished under circumstances gen-

erally considered conducive to a bulness discussion, such as at a restaurant
or hotel dining room, Where there were no substantial distractions, such as a
floor show, the cost of the dinner wulId appear to come within the "business
meal" exception (see. 274(o) (i)). Therefore, thfs expense would be deductible,
even though there Was no discussion of business at the dinner, to the extent
the cost qualified as an' ordinary and necessary business expense as under prior
law. Howeyer, the 'expense of attending the theater would be treated differ.
ently. .ider the facts'g l ven, ItWuld appear that the theater entertainment
i9 not directly related to th active bnduct of business. T'eiefore, the expense
will be disallowed by section 274 unless the entertainment was associated with
the active conduct of the taxpayer's trade or business and immediately preceded
or followed'a substantial pnd bona, fide business discussion. In the case given,
It appears that there Was n6 such discussion.

•Quesefon No. 44.-- Apsume'that an employer regularly pays the dues and other
expenses of certain employees for country club membership on the theory that
the employeeutilizes the club principally for business purposes. At the end of
the employee s tax year, the employee tabulates his personal and business use
of the club and discovers that such use has been.80 percent personal.' Under
these circumstances, no deduction Would be allowed either employee or employer
for entertainment facility expense since the facility was not used primarily for
business purposes ection 274(a)'(1) (B) of the code.

The dues represent essentially compensation under these circumstances and
should be included in the employee's income and deducted from the employer's
Income as compensation expense, However, it appears from section 274(e) of
the code that the employer will not be allowed a deduction unless he treats
these payments "as wages to such employee for purposes of chapter 24 (relating
to withholding of Income tax. * * *)" This places the employer in a dilemma
since at the time of payment of the dues he does not know whether the dues repre-
sent compensation from which he must withhold or entertainment expenses for
which he is not required to withhold. If he does not withhold, and it later
appears that the payments represent compensation, the possibility exists that
there will be a double disallowance of deduction, both to the employee and the
employer.

Do you agree that this is a fairly accurate statement of the application of the
statute?

I am informed that this same problem Is going to exist in many situations
under the new bill where expense allowances are disallowed as a deduction and
that this new law Is really going to make this a critical problem. How do you
Intend to Interpret the statute In these cases, particularly in view of Congress
position that the bill it enacted last year was not intended to result in the
Inclusion of any amount in the Income of any individual? .

Anwer.-This appears to be an accurate statement of the application of the
statute in a case where the employer rewards an employee with a vacation trip,
or permits him to use the employer's yacht for a vacation. However, the Service
is still studying the proper application of the statute In the case where the
employer pays dues for an employee's country club membership with the reason-
able expectation that the employee will use the club prncipally for business
.purposes . : ,

Question No..45 --Under the-new substantiatiop regulations, certain special
rules are provided and among these is a rule relating to the allocation of an
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expenditure.. This special rule states that it a taxpayer has established'the
amount of an expenditure but cannot establish "the portion of such amount
which is attributable to each person p-rticipating in the event giving rise to
the expenditure, such amount shall ordinarily be allocated to each participant on
a pro rata basis, if such determinatfon Is material."

It would appear that this statement is very ambiguous because of the broad
terms of reference used and would also impose unrealistic demands upon
taxpayers.

What is meant by the phrase "if such detOrmination is material?"
Does this mean tfiat a host4axpayer must keep a current record of what each

individual participating li the entertainment ordered?
If he does not maintain such a record, does the regulation quoted mean that

there will be an arbitrary allocation on a per person basis, regardless of the
amount of expense incurred by such person?

Answer.-A determination of the portion of an entertainment expenditure may
be material where only some of the persons entertained have a business con-
nection with the taxpayer. For example, if, after a substantial business dis-
cussion with business associates, the taxpayer invites them to a party which
he is having for his social acquaintances,'the portion of the expenditure alloca-
ble to the social acquaintances would not be deductible, I

Under the allocation rule contained in the substantiation regulations these
detailed records are made unnecessary. -For, example, assume a taxpayer en-
tertains 20 persons at'a cost of $200 and it is determined that expenses relating
to 10 of the persons a deductible under the neW rules. , 'nder the allocation
rule It would bo Permi sble for the taxpayer to allocate the total cqst of $200 to
the 20 persons eqdally to arrive at a deductible amount of $100 (10 persons at
$10 each). This Would avoid making the taxpayer keep a current record of
what each individual ordered or consumed. We feel this r~ale Will alleviate manyburdensome rec6rdkeepng problems for taxpayers generally. However, under
the regulations a taxpayer is not precluded from recording the exact amount
spent on entertaining a particular person if the taxpayer finds this method
convenient. .... . .. .

Question No. 46.-From time tb t1nte you have Stated. that under the new
entertainihent-expense provision the Cost of goodwill entertaining would not
be deductible. One such, statement was made recently on the television program
entitled "A Moment With-"

I don't believe'this is a fair statement. In fact, I think It Is calculated mis-
Information.

Olearly, the business:meal exception permits pure goodwill entertainfig of a
limited sort

Just as clearly, the &nference amendment permits goodwill entertaining even
at nightclubs, theaters, or sporting events. Thie provision does notby its terms
limit deduction, in case of entfrtfiInment following 'a substantial or bona fide
business discussion, to entertainment of persons actually participating in the
discussion. The committee report states it Is not so limited. And I, for oie,
do not believe it shUld be so limited,

How do you plan to interpret thi4 conference amendment?
Do you'agree that itpermits' nightclub entertaining?.
8uppo that, after a substantial business discussion, the taxpayer does the

entertainIng at a country club or aboard his yacht. Is the deduction In danger
of being disallowed?

Whateffect Would there be on deductions of expenses with respect to the
facility in such a cas? Is a substAntial and bona fide business discussion
directly related tb the taxpayer's trade or business?
. Anwer.-I fully. agree that section 274 would not lmlit deductions In case of

entertainment directly followivng a substantial busines.'dicuision to entertain-
ment of persons aCtually participating in the discussion. It Is, of course, neces-
sary. that the entertainmeent expense be'associated with business to be deductible
under thelproiislon to which 'u refer

*Tiocost ',f entertaining solely for good will puriposes at'a night, tlub would
niot be disallowed ifa taxpayer -an show thattheb enteptalnient was' Incurred
for a clear business purpose and ft took place directly before or after a' sub-
stantlal hnd bona fide bu siness discussilon. The same result ,would obtain if,
Under such circunistainces, the entertainment took place at country club or
aboard a yacht.t
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In such a case this entertainment would be considered a business use of
the facility for purposes of meeting the 50percent test. If the entertainment
at the facility was directly related to his business and the taxpayer had met
the 50-percent test with respect to the facility, then the normal operating costs
of the facility allocable to this entertainment would be deductible. A sub-
stantial and bona fide business discussion is an activity considered directly
related to the taxpayer's business.

(uestlon No. 47.-.May trade association officials deduct entertainment of their
members, such as a dinner or reception at a country club, when no business
meeting precedes or follows the affair?

Ansuer.-The cost of food and beverages furnished under circumstances
conducive to a business discussion is covered by the business meal exception of
section 274(e) (1) and is deductible to the extent it Is an ordinary and necessary
business expense as under prior law. Whether a reception at a country clilb
is within this exception would depend upon the particular facts of the case.

Questton No. 48.-Under the above, if business is discussed at the dinner, Is
it properly deductible?

Anwer.-Such a dinner generally would come within the business meal ex-
ception and the cost is deductible to the extent it is an ordinary and necessary
business expense as under prior law, whether or 'iot business is discussed.

Question No. 49.-To what extent may a business executive give tickets to
shows, ball games, etc., to people with whom he does business?

dnAswer.-Generally the cost of tickets to places of entertainment is considered
an entertainment expense which must meet the requirements of section 274(a)
before it is deductible. However, if the taxpayer does not accompany the
recipient of the ticket to the entertainimet,' the taxpa)ment may treat the cost
of the ticket as a gift subject to the $5 limitation in section 274(b) or he may
treat it as entertainment, whichever is to his advantage.

Question No. 50.-May an executive take business associates to plays or foot-
ball games as a legitimate business expense?

Answer.-Yes. Generally such expenses will be deductible only if the enter-
tainment was associated with the taxpayer's business and it preceded or fol-
lowed a substantial and bona fide business .discussion.

Question No. 51.-May a lobbyist deduct the cost of meals or entertainment
for Members of Congress or for executives of Federal agencies and their staffs,
and are there any qualifications?

Answer.-The question of the deductibility of entertaining Members of Con-
gress and employees of the executive branch is a matter which is now under
study by the Internal Revenue Service. Many complicated problems must be
resolved before we can arrive at a proper answer, such as the effect of public
policy in this area and the interplay of new section 162(e) (relating to ap-
pearances, etc., with respect to legislation) with new section 274. If you wish,
we will be happy to answer this question more fully when the study is com-
pleted.

Question No. 52.-May a reporter or an executive who writes a newsletter
deduct meals and entertainment of those who supply him information for his
letter?

Anwer.-A reporter or an executive who writes a newsletter is treated the
same as any other taxpayer under these new rules. He is entitled to deduct the
cost of the meals and entertainment of those who supply information to the
extent he meets the requirements of the new rules. However, for the costs of
entertaining Government employees, etc., see the answer to question No. 51.

Questlon No. 53.-At conventions where wives are customarily in attendance
and there are meetings scheduled for wives, can the executive deduct the travel
and living expenses of his spouse?

Answer.-Generally the new rules do not affect the cost of wives' travel to a
conventioD. This question ts treated under section 162 which requires the travel
and living expense of a wife to be an ordinary and necessary business expense
before it Is deductible. Many court decisions applying this law to cases involv-
ing wives' travel cost have found that it was not a necessary business expense for
the wife to travel, even though her presence was helpful, and the deduction for
her cost wan disallowed.

Question No. 54.-May the wife of a lobbyist or trade organization executive
deduct the cost of entertaining the wives of Members of Congress, of the heads of
executive agencies or of congressional staffs, and what are the qualifications?
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Answer.-Assuming, without deciding, that such an expense might be de-
ductible under section 162, in the usual case it would appear that a lunch or din-
ner, provided by the wife of a lobbyist or trade organization executive for these
other wives, would not be a circumstance generally considered conducive to a
business discussion. Similarly, such entertainment in the usual case would not
be considered to have occurred in a clear business setting. Therefore, unless such
entertainment occurs immediately preceding or following a substantial and bona
fide business discussion, including business meetings at a convention or other-
wise, the expense would probably be disallowed under section 274. For cases
where such expenses are not disallowed under section 274, see answer to question
No. 25.

Queetlon No. 55.-If a lobbyist entertains congressional people at his home, is
that allowable?

An8wer.r-Please refer to the answer to question No. 51.
Question No. 56.-It is my understanding that the Internal Revenue Service

has, from time to time, indicated that certain entertainment expenses are non-
deductible as a matter of public policy.

What is the enforcement policy of the Internal Revenue Service as to such
expenditures?

Based on this policy, assume the following situation:
A is an employee of a labor union which is tax exempt under section 501(c)

of the Internal Revenue Code. As a part of his duties, A finds it necessary to
discuss an important piece of legislation affecting his union with Senator Y,
a member of the legislative committee dealing with this matter. A arranges
to discuss the matter with Senator Y over luncheon. A pays the luncheon ex-
penses and received reimbursement from his employer for the entire cost of
the meal. Is the cost of the luncheon a deductible expense?

If not deductible in whole or in part, why?
Upon whom and in what manner would the impact of nondeductibility fall?
Assume the same factual situation except that A is an employee of a trade

association which is also tax exempt under section 501(c) of the Internal Rev-
enue Code and wishes to discuss an important industry regulatory matter with
Commissioner Z of the agency handling the matter. A arranges to discuss the
matter with the Commissioner at luncheon.

Is the cost of the luncheon a deductible expense?
If not deductible in whole or in part, why?
Upon whom and in what manner would the impact of nondeductibility fall?
Answer.-The deductibility of these expenses is not affected by the new sec-

tion 274. See anwer to question No. 51.

(Whereupon, at 1:25 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to the
call of the Chair.)


